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XL VII.

RELIGIOUS

Men with
marks of hafd-won victories.
such faces are those who strike for the

NEWSPAPER

188UED BY THE
BAPTIST
PRINTING
ESTABLISHMENT,

RR. BURLINGAME,

Publisher,

hen

built” of

ly or quite of the same

proportions.

A = chimney-flue

only

Even their voices have a triumphal

Then thdre is never a window in either
with no end of the house, no matter what the situa® They enter the contest
as to its issue, or the weapons which tion or the prospect. There is always, howbe used. “In their hands the sword of ever, an open portico in front—usually only
becomes a power, which yanquishes for the lower story, but frequently extend-

form,

= * ring,

To whom all letters on business, remittances of
maqprsy, &c., should be sen.
All communications
Jotigned for publication should ba addressed,to the
tor.

Terms:
$3.00 per yeat;
VANCE, $2.50
°

huge

TF

truth with telling blows. They had:an ex- eight or twelve inches square is not thought
perience, when they laid down self and of, There is 5till ‘a-chance for chimneytook up the cross, which especially fits them sweeps—not. boys only, but full-grown
to become’ leaders in the great work of re: men—in Virginia.

Office, 39 Washington 8t,, Dover, N. H.
L

:
andjr6ns.

enjoyed, that, unlike the former, showed ‘back-logs /and
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or if pad strictly IN ADi

REMITTANCES mustHe made in money orders, bank checks, or drafts, it possible. When

doubt
must
truth

skepticism and puts to flight false doctrines,

ing upfor .the second story likewise.

In

These

these, on either side thé door is a bench

or

men,

and such as these, are to save

seat at right angles with the house, backed
by a rail and banister;
so.
The roof is sometimes made of shaved
register letters whenever requested to do
ed, faces in the Council was that of H. M,
But gen* he regular charges for money orders, bank Storrs; and as to voices, we would go a, chestnut, poplar, or. oak shingles.
chooks, and Post Ofce money orders may be deerally
it'is
made
of
what
are
cailed
* laplong way to hear Dr. Buddington, the digducted from the amount due, whew thus sent. Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances {| nified ‘chairman,
say ‘‘ brethren” again. ped. shingles.” These are generally oak,

neither of these can be proenred, send the money in‘a
All Postmasters are obliged to
registered letter.

;

as large as possible and thus save expenses.
Papers

are

until

forwarded

order

explicit

an

is

received by the Publishey for their discontinuance,
And until payment of all arrearages is made as re4
.
quired by law,
Each subscriber 1s particularly reguested to note
the date on the label for the ‘expiratioh of his sub.
soriptigan, Be and to forwawl what is due for the ensuing
reminder

further

“.., year, without

NEWSPAPER

from this office.

DECISIONS.”

«

1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
to his name or
from the post-office—whether directed
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not+~is
:
payment.
responsible for the
L 2. Ifa person orders ls paper discontinued, he
conmay
publisher
mus pay, all arrearages, or the

tinue to send if until

payment is made, and collect the

whole amdunt, pehes the paper is taken from the
efMce or not,
3. The courts have decided. that refasingto take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-ofiice,or
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is prima

Jacte evidence of intentional fraud.
2)
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When

Agents

receive premiums,
i

no

percentage

02 moneys gent for the Star is allowed in addition,

& We send no books out to be sold on commission, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
them.

Breast

the
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3,

1872,

might he gathered

from the different eyan-

We

wondered,

about 28 inches long, tipped a

upper. endy. but,

pressing

appeals

Theological

Seminaries

when

one

some

was

referred

replied,—*

Government sent

I said:

boys;

to;

Young

we

me in

men

don’t

search of

It is hard work

some of you

yeu.

Will you go?

men.”
‘We

said

will

at the

come

back

And I always got my

i
Dr.

that

bread of life to

hil

.

upon this subject which places

this late hour, we do not propose givdetailed account of that Council or of
work which it accomplished ; but there
i1/ ve times when, from our favorable seat
i. ‘the gallery, we longed for the power of
drawing pen-pictures. There were faces

there that we wanted everybody to see; for
be no greater incentive to work

in any given direction, than to meet those
who have put forth efforts in the same di~ peotion aud succeeded ; and to the oft repeated question,—How shall I make of life the
greatest success? these faces answered,—

its whilom

Cushing's

Let

paper

us

was

prove it.

famishing'

souls

‘in Turkey,in the islands of the
hundred men wanted to build
| in the destitute portions of our
to plant the standard of the
frontier

settlements,

to

in

India,

sea! Three
up churches
large cities,
cross in our

cross

the

Rocky

Mountains and distribute themselves along
our western sea-board! And these men are
wanted immediately. We ean not wait for
those in out academies and colleges. ‘Our
Theological. Seminaries can not supply the
number, While we wait, the enemy establishes himself. . Where are the men who
ought now to be equipped and ready for
this work?
Let a National Council of
Lawyers be called.
Let the Moderator
then request all those who entered the Profession of Law to avoid becoming ministers
to rise to their feet, and our question would
be answered. Let the churches pray that
God will so convert this class, that, like Dr.

whose

Mountains, awid hardships and privations,
cut off fiom the stimulating effect of culti-

lye the question of growing

old beautifully ; for we saw in the Council

indeed to have

and

excellences, and

has

a

larger

ed his bail and 1un away, or thathe is se-

“creted somewhere in the’ city.
It doesn’t
with him a book, which he criticised or read seem likely, however, that such a monster
extracts from, thus bringing up constantly of wickedness could find room to hide in,
new themes for entertaining and instructive and he will doubtless be forthcoming ' when
Sweeney is
conversation. Occasionally he’ wrote dur- the court is ready to try him.

still, earnest: ing his meals. Matthesius tells us ‘that his
still, with vigor, skill and adaptation to the | beautiful commentaries on Matthew and the
times.
What a joyous thing it is that, 120th Psalm weére composed whilst he was
‘while men change and die, ' principle, truth seated at his dinner-table with a number of
and goodness live, and new advocates, new invited friends around him. - They ate and
methods and increased moral forees abound, drank “and talked, whilst he prayed and
N=
It would not be
and thus the world
moves, truth makes thought and wrote.
-| sidered exactly polite or refined for
progress and Christianffy®
trinmphs.
Yes, my dear old friend, there have been man to treat his guests thus at the preSent
changes since then ; changes too numerous time, but Luther was an exceptional min,
and too afflicting to mention here and now. ‘who was freely allowed many privileges
which are denied to more ordinary persons,
In ourselves, in our families, in our friends,
®
there have been changes. But I drop these — Lutheran Observer.
thoughts of the past. | ‘‘ Let the .dead past
Truthful

k:

bury its dead.” .Let the future which

| Events

may

of the

Week.

are shaved

are then made to ** lap” both

this - beautiful

ways—that is,

Christmggy morning,

my

ty, Mo.,

thoughts have carried me back to the far;
away past. And really it bas been difficult,

they are lapped as ordinary shingles, so as
to lay one foot to the weather and then the

to shift the scenes, to drop

the curtain;

but

Congress has come and gone.
with us some three weeks

Tt stayed

it is at best only mad wet up

with:

loose

tion to be sure has yet been seen,

most

infinite

tediousness, a

ceiling,

over-

head and all
ground the house.
;
Usually the lumber, after coming from

men, it is true, do not earn their $5000. per

annum, others'earna good deal more. It
may be that the system of legislation is at

the

mill, is kept a year or two to dry; for a Vir-

ginian takes time enough, anl never does
anything in a hurry; and more ‘frequently
than otherwise, itis kiln-dried in a rude and

fault, but so it is that a few men have to do
the work, and, so that the work is done and

well done, let the people be content.
humdrum

amply-proportioned kiln. The joints, too,
are pretty good—the making of a finelyJointed ceiling being a chef @@uvre of a Virginian

carpenter.

But,

of course,

tularia, and such like, but

excellent

hiding-places,

they

though

a comparatively

successful

warfare.

The pitch of the roof is usually som®where betweén a quar.er and a third; and
the-eornice, projecting about a foot, is plain
in style and ‘rude in construction. Improvement, however, has made innovations

even

here, and a wider and more finished cornice
is sometimes found, and quite recent structures are

occasionally

bracketed,

But

the

from

some

that there

area

unfrequently get the advantage
borers. The American Congress
ception to this rule.

of the lais no ex-

¢

good

house-wives aré most diligent and expert in

seems

This

good many drones in it, and the drones not

rather

the

world of ours

caiffe to be so organized

joints,

are

but a vast

deal of preparation, necessary preparation,
has been made, is-still making in Committees. And now, even during these holidays, many brains are at work giving form
and shape to acts and statutes deemed important {o the common weal.
While some

snow, Then the “ plank,” as boards are always called, arc hauled back again, often
over what many people would deem impassable hills; and finally the carpenter is em-.
ployed to plane, and match, and fit, with al-

+

PHAROS.

[As the remainder of this letter 1s mostly devoted to the aétion of the Senate touching the
Com. of investigation, and the bearing of that action on the question of the next Presidency, partially dealt with by our regular correspondent

and otherwise, we omit it here. —ED.]
ri

Recreations

he

‘was

in

only the blacks

Chelsea, Mass., the mayor

the

was stabbed and

shot in attempting to quell a

in Boston,

New

of

|

iis

But there were religious services all through
the land, happy gatherings were numerous,
many gifts were made, and joy arfd glad-

ness did their best to prove - that the universal heart with its passions is still swayed by another spirit than that of hate.
* DEFACED AND MUTILATED CURRENCY.
The following changes in the regulations
governing the redemption of defaced and
mutilated currency of the United States went
into effect on the 1st of January :—Defaced
and mutilated United

States

notes, instead

of being redeemable as now by-the Treasurer of the United States, subject to discount

as otherwise, sports u rag-carpet or a ate time for cheerful conversation, he wag
hempen one. Ard, though it does not be- greatly refreshed by intercourse with them.

Recollections of West Va.
HOUSES.
"Fhe specific difference between a Yankee

A first characteristic of Virginian

is their sameness,

They-are as near

long here, it may be added that 4 large part
of even this élass in society wear homespun
elothing—the men jeans,

houses characteristic.
alike

and the ladies lin-

But a description of them

must await its time,

A.D. W,

eminiscences, &e.

tluman's house is about 18x36, {wo stories

4s separated a little from the main part of and of Nazareth ot not.

the house,

It 4 enough that

A most noticeable featie is the Christian werld so regards it,

that the chimneys of the main parb,of Which

not belong

exslusively

to

any

Tb does
particular

for the mutilation,

will

their full value in new
by the

treasurer,

be

IN ORIGINAL
;
lt
—

|!

ol
¢

son,

Washington Correspondence.
. WASHINGTON,

D. C., Dee. 28, 1871.

CONGRESSIONAL

TOPICS.

A

The rece-s of Congress will last till the eighth
of January.
Many ‘of our Senators and Representatives have gone home to spend the holidays, but most of them are ere.
Some are engaged in business connected with the committees
to which they belohg, and others are preparing
speeches, which they purpose delivering upon
the re-assembling of Congress,
It is said that

The advantage was mutual. ‘He learned
from them their wants and temptations and
difficalties, as well as the current news of

the day,and they were immensely edified by
witnessing the stiingent discipline of his

house, the exact odes of all ‘its arrange-

ments, as well 88 his’ unpretending piety
and the Scriptural temperance of his living.

Matthestus tellsus that though he was a
man of no mean corporeal dimensions, yet
he ate and drauk very moderately, and was
contented with the simplest diet. Melanc’thon also reports that he restfcted himself
to the smallest quantity of fi
and drink,
which occasioned surprise, bscause he was
not
a small man nor infirm of body,
I
have known occasions,” says he, *‘ on which

he abstained from eatiug and drinking for
four days together, even

when

he

was

in

ty

i

catching and punishing of the defaulters und embezzlers, whereas, in former times, the criminals

escaped, and the

Goverpineat:

made

no

com-

plaint. Ttis to b> hoped that Sen, Wilson will
succeed in his attempt, for many have a strong

assistant

of the original

any person, bank

corporation or public officer will be permitted to forward five dollars and upwards in
fractional currency,

aud

fifty

dollars

and

;
BRIGHAM YOUNG IN COURT.
Brighaor Young lately brought a case before the United States Supreme Court,
which went® against him there, on an account rendered against the Deseret Irrigating Company,the judgment being for something over $10,000.

The suit was based on

an allegation, that Young .constituted the
Deseret, [rrigating Company and that “the
debt of the concern was-his own,
The error claimed is, that the court admitted tes:
timony of the company’s indebtedness to
the plaintiff without first requiring Young's

connection with itto be sufficiently shown.
The case has just been put upon the docket
and is not likely to be heard from for two
or three years.

_ MINISTER SCHENCK.

U. S. Minister Schenck

which

his

friends

COMPENSATION.

The clerks and other employees of the Executive Departments are preparing for an increase
of compensation.
With Gen. Garfield at the
head of the House Committee on Appropriations,
they think their chances better than ever before.
Garfield is a man of liberal ideas, and is willing
that all persons employed by the Government
should receive a fair remuneration for their services. ‘While Dawes was chairman of this comniittee, the clerks had very little prospect of getting an increase of pny.
When we consider that

they now receive the same

compensation that

it pow is, it is very clear that they either were

amd

proportion of such are presented in one
piece. Fragments of less than five-eighths
will be redeemable only by the Treasurer
of the United States. If more than half and
less than five-eighths is presented, half the
face value will be paid. Less than half the
note will be redeemable only on an affidavit
‘that the missing portion is totally destroyUnder the new rules

INCREASED

and

or currency

treasurers

designated depositories of the United States
and all national bank depositories, and will
be received at the full face value by all officers of the Treasury department in payment of currency due the United States,

provided that three-fifths

which he some expects,
say he ought to have. _

-

has disposed of

his interest in the Little Emma mining, enterprise, and withdrawn his name from any

immensely over-paid then,or are pitifully underpaid now.
Senators and ‘Representatives have

nearly doubled their compensation since the war,
although théy got three thousand “dollars a year
and mileage then.
It is hard to see how, in justice, they can turn a deaf ear to the grievances of
hundreds of Government clerks in this expensive
city, who are compelled to support large families on twelve hgindred dollars a year,—every

cent of which is hardly sufficient to procure the
necessaries of life.

’

CHRISTMAS.

~ Christmas day was warm and damp.
Many
persons, of all ages and colors, were upon the
streéts, and the day was decidedly noisy.
Itis
the custom in many private families in this city
on Christmas, to serve all who' call upon them
with egg-nog,and the custom was not varied this
| year. The result was seen in the large number
of persons on the streets, in all stages of drunkenness. This festival is more generally observed
in the Southern States than in New England.
The boys consider it a second Fourth of July.
Hours before dawn, the report of pistols; guns
and crackers is heard, and the noise continues
far into the night.
Chureh-goers generally go
to church.
The Catholics, especially, consider it
of vast importance to go to mass in the morning.
Upon this particular Christmas
the churches

were well-filled, the services beginning at eleven
o’clock in the forenoon.
Perhaps the finest nnd most expensive church

in Washington is that belonging to the Methodist

Episcopal denomination, known as the Metropolitan. It is really a magnificent structure.
The

pastor is Rev.

J. P. Newman,

D.

D., of New

Orleans,
the same who had a discussion on
polygamy with Orson Pratt, at Salt. Lake City,

some

months ago.

He

is a handsome,

kind-

looking man, rather larger than most men.
He
has a full, round voice, and an excellent deliv-

ery.

‘I have

been

informed

that he carefully

writes his sermons, and commits them to memory.
.At-all events, he rarely hesitates for a
word, and his discourses are exceedingly smooth
and pleasant to hear, albeit they. are not véry

profounid.
day.
‘and

His

church is. crowded

every

Sun-

Strangers frequent it in great numbers,
receive a more cordial welcome than in al-

in

the city.

Perhaps, if members of other churches

most any

other places olyavorship

would he

a little more anxious to have

with them, and let them

strangers

worship

'know that ‘their pres-

ence is welcome, it would be better for all. concerned. . As it is, many Washington societies—
especially the Episcopalian—seem to be totally in«different to strangers, when they

present

them-

selves at their church-doors, and, sometimes, it
would appear almost as if they prefer that

who

are

not members

should stay away

of

their

altogether.

own

those

chypch

The President and

Vice-President, with their families,

are regular

attendants at Dr. Newman's church, and, of
course, many strangers go there on that account.
Recently, there has been purchased a chime of
bells feleven iti number, which have been put in

This is the only
the lofty.spireof the chuffeh.
good health; and
I have known him often
in the cify, and it attriicts a great deal of
chime
connection
with
it.
At
the
same
time
he
te be satisfied for a whole day with one
attention, which it deserves, as it makes really
herring and a small piece of bread, and that makes a statement to show that His previ- sweet music. One of the bells was given by Mrs.
ous'course
has
‘many
parallels,
numerous
too for many days in succession.”
Each bears
Grant, and another by Mrs, Colfax.
* He usually began the intellectual envei~ diplomatic officers having engaged in sim- the name of the giver.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
tainment : with the universal question, Alar transactions. But his course has been’
« Well, what's the news?” and if from disapproved, by his countrymen, and esThis department, although comparatively new,
backwardness there was no. response, he pecially by leading Senators, though jt is is doing a great and beneficial work. Under the
Frederick Wattel, of
would again ask more directly: “¢ Ye pre- doubtfulif any act of censure would have new Commissioner, Hon.
ving, and enlates, what news?” This class thus appeal- been. passed. ~The General has at "any rate Pennsylvania, it is. rapidly

Jedrth-stones before them

J
# :

fewer defaleations during «this administration
than in any former one since the time of Andrew
Jackson; and thatthe excitement aboyt defaleations and embezzletnents, now, arises from the

redeemable at

notes

It is hu.
Itis trio there are always two, are invariably outside church, Catholic®r Protestant.
manity’s
day,
and
all
men
May
rejoice
and
are
they
at each end. Sometinres
that their heads had whitened, but they the house,
be
glad
in
it.“
Forunts
ts
a
child
is
born,
cut
of
are
they
frequently
laughed with the joyoushess of youth they brick, but more
Wht us aso i6 give, |. gd his name
jo + out of the hands
spoke with the vigoe of manhood; they en- | sandstone, of Which there is ‘an abundance hill be called wonderful,’ Counselor, the | od to were obliged to -amswer, The old taken one important
:
Joyed with the strength ‘of both. ‘We wop-. in the couwtry. And these chimneys are.ot ‘Mighty God, the ®verlasting Father, the | men spoke first;and then gradually the con- of the investigating committee,
;
THE,
TAMMANY
THIEVES.
dered if they Were born ued; for there enormous size. | Originally they were made ‘Prince of Peace.”
versation became general.
A multitude of’:
ware. no signs of hard fought battles with forthe veodption of fowt-foot .wood,Batandworeso
Connolly “fs still in jail, having passed
questions
were
then
addressed
to him,
As
I
sit
in
my
quiet
home
in
the
National
selfish passions. It scbibed rather that the: ‘had’to he of ample dimensions
Thanksgiving,
Christmas and New Year's
‘which
he
answered
briefly
and
plumply,
virtues bad grown ‘wkd crowded out the recently ‘coal and grates are used, requiring, | Capital to-day, and review the past, what and when any one objected,he was pleased, in darance vile.—That is the popular way
‘vices,
Among this class of beautifully of ooursd, fur less amplitude of space. But a commingling of views and sensations and egtered upon the discussion with’ the of stating it, but to be truthful there is nothyouthful ,old then, we especially noticed they go on, building the same size asbefore, come over me. I-take up the Star, the mostfuvly interest. The questions, for the ing vile at all about his prison quarters.—
How changed
Prof. Morgan, Senator Buckingham, and sind often have their grates, from three to “good old Morning Star.
most’ part, related to Scripture passages or Tweedis stillat large, and there are vari#geoustomed
was
and
it,
knew
I
first
ince
ample
bld
same
the
with
length,
in
feét
four
Dea. Farnswoith.
;
theological abstractions, and these he an- ‘ous reports to ths effect thatshe has forfeit
as in the {imes of to peruse its columns with interest, ‘in that )
drunk of the fountain of youth.

‘wore other faces which we grey

the people are still at work, and it is hoped
that justice may be meted out in due sea- |

they received before the war, when the cost of
living was scarcely more than one-third of what

| often

a

and the Committee of Séventy have demanded the resignation of Mayor Hall. - So

York,

Iandable habit of entertaining at his table a upwards in legal tender notes, for redempstyle is always the same.
:
;
number of young men of distinction,some of tion,to the Treasurer,by express, at the exThis, of course, is the common country
whom are still known to us. One of “them pense of the department, under a governhouse. In Wheeling, Parkersburg,Charleswas the talented John Agricola,of Eisleben,
ment contract with Adams Express Comtown, Martinkburg, and some-of
the larger
a distant relative of the reformer,and whom,
pany. Heretofore nothing less than $500
villages, more variety and. progress are
with his wife and child, he kept for a long
was entitled to transportation at the govmanifest. This house is ‘the home of the
time in his own house. Besides him, there ernment expense.
“A circular embodying
owner of from ten to twenty-five thousand
were some students und other young men these changes is now preparing in the
dollars. The few inenin the country that
of rare endowments.
Treasury office. The officers of the Treasare worth-more than this, sometimes have a
It was singular good luck for these men ury are determined to remove “all causes
larger, nearly square, and more mansionto enjoy the distinguished privilege of daily for“complaint concerning the condition of
like structure, frequently built of brick.
intercourse with Luther, of hearing his con- the United States currency, and. to that end
The houses described often are not paintversation, of observing his mode of life, of have concluded to extend to all the most
ed even on the outside, and still more rarely
If is
Lyman and Pres. C. G. Finney, tliey shall on the inside: Very many, and even“the being influenced by his example, and of liberal facilities for its redemption.
‘catching his evangelical spirit. He also expected at the department that the new
feel obliged to leave the Court-room for the most of them, are guiltless of a carpet ; and
many a happy hour in their company, | rules will ré8ult in a marked improvement
N.F, where carpets exist at all, the best room, as spent
Pulpit,
3
and especially at meals, the most appropri- of the condition of the currency.
.

also enjoying his liberty, hut it 18 Tike that
a’ the boatman in the eurrentof Niagara,

suspicion that thieves have been very intimate
and ail { with the public funds during the last three years.
the large cities crime, was rampant and the This speech he intends to deliver in New Hamparrests were numerdts.
A saloon-keeper [) shire, sometime before election, and hopes that
in Vermont shot five persons, three fatally, it will have a good effect upon the votes of the
of whom one was his little” son, and similar Granite State. If he makes it strong and conwinceing, he will improve his chances of receiving the
tragedies are reported Ti :other sections.
Republican nomination for
the vice-presideney,

ed.

of Luther.

After Luther's marriage,

rage occurred in Arkansas,

riot, while

Not to stay away, however, but to come
back.
To come back, to work, to wran-

melting

day began a series of atro-

cious outrages in the town of Mdrshall, and
many negroes were killed.
A similar ou-

a policeman

und then,

Folded, its tent like the Arabs,
And silently stole away.”

gle, to legislate, to do and not to do, Those
who understand the routine of public busiall over the farm, with plenty
«f coal or
wood to burn it with,—all only costing a lit-" ness as it is donein Congress laugh heartily
tle labor, and no outlgy of money.
Yet the at the statement put forth by\ many ofthe
logs are dragged to thé saw-mill in the mud journals of the country, that Congress as
vet has done nothing.
Not much legisla—for there is no sledding worth the name;
good blue limestone is laying around

on that

were the ruffiahs and their victims almost
~any one. they could find defenseless.
In

Imust do it. The living present is ours.
May the Master fit us¥or our work.

in the murket at fifteen cents per bushel, or

Wasif¥aion, D. C., DEC, 25th, 1871.
himself; and that in God's school, whichis high, with a ball and stairway through the
Mg.
Borror:—This is Christmas day,
middle,
a
room
on_either
side,
and
an
ell
the world, the highest degrees ave taken by
the gled jubilée of Christendom.
It does
for
kitchen
on
the
backside—for
the
side
al:
those who go about doing good.
herwhich
day
the
be
it
whether
matter
wot
many lessons which we ways faces the road. Sometimes, especially
There were
Bethlehem
of
child
the
of
birth
kitchen
the
the
alded
slaves,
always
were
there
where
sought to learpluring those six days; and

. There

1

Ra
a
be ours be filled with ‘activities, with tise;
QIRISTMASE
©
J
fulness, with strivings after immortality.
thin on one edge, as clap-boards sometimes
Christmas was spent in various ways and
are.” Then what are called ¢ lath” are put
I took nty pencil to write you .of
Washon the raflers, one fpot ‘apart. These lath ington, of Congress,of what is passing here, with various results. The'list of outrages,
are onk strips 1x3, or 1'1-2x2 1-2 inches in “but have been betrayed intowthese moral "drunken brawls.and bar-room fights is un- Senator Wilson is_ engaged in composing a
size, to nail the shingles to. The shingles izings unintentionally; for somehow, “on usually long. The Ku-Klux of Saline coun- speech, in which he proves that there have been

peas—that ls, those belonging tothe
~ vated seckety and frequent intercourse with assametwo stratum
In society.
A Virginian gen-

‘master minds,—that he who works unselfishly for others work unconsclously for

' If not more earnest

and a fairer face.

little at the

particularly,

sey-woolsey, made mostly with their own
“Go, serve the Master.”
To the more ahd a Virginian, I think, is; that whe the hands, though latterly small factories are
parrow and selfish inquiry,~Héw can I former gets an extra. dollar fe watts a new springing up in some-parts, at which they
best develop my own individual character? or better house ; but when # Virginian. gets exchange their wool for these articles.
they said,—* By forgetting self and work- an extra dollar he purcahses another acre of Along the railroad ¢* store-clothes, boiled
ing for others.”
:
! land, A Virginian is emulous of acres, but shirts” &c., are more common.
No one could doubt for » moment, who he cares very little for his tenement. The
Aside from the colored people, there are
climate is genial and his cattle and hogs
gaw the infelligent and beaming counte- |
still two classes, the masseg, or common
will
grow
wight
all
‘the
modern:
convennance of Atkinson, =the Home Missionary
people, and ¢ renters,” whose houses are
ily
ile
life las been spent beyond the Rocky iences in his house.

ike

precious sheet.

truthful now than then, “still, it retains all

foreign and

1 mediately 40 missionaries for the foreign
and 300 for the home field.” Could anything be more stirring than these simple
numbers? Forty men wanted to carry the

yond all future question.

_.

He seldom went to his table without taking

It said: * The American Board wants im- however good, are no match for Cimez “lec-

OO

weerted

swered with singular appositenéss and force.

to me almost forty years ago.
Yes, how
changed is the Star; yet it is still the dear,

while

of both

eloquent in its statistics.

Council at Oberlin.

aged men who

fittle quiet village in R. I, where it came to

listening to thin edges are lapped sideways so as to show
from three to four inches to the weather Iathome missionaries, and especially while Dr. erally. One would think such roofs would
But they do not. And the double
| €ushing was reading his athnirable paper leak.
| op: “The
supply of the ministry,” which lapping, and the consequent rectangular
| wis eloquent even in its statistics, that parallelism of lines on the roof, produces a
.
;
Chistian young men needed to be urged rather pleasing effect.
[ngide,
the
rooms
are
almost
invariabiy
into
the
ministry.
In
one
of
the
discus|
| siops, the deficiency of students. in our “ceiled.”” No matter though line is plenty
‘the

often

3

| sleeve. by his side), and some of you will
| not come back at all; but the country needs

We had long suspected that ministers’
meetings were the most thoroughly enjoyable of all meetings, and being permitted
to spend a day in Hillsdale, during the last
General Conference, this suspicion grew into a belief.
Now that we huve attended
the various sessions of the National Congregational Council at Oberlin, we have a

there can

hundred earnest minis-

| without a leg, and some of ‘you will come
| back without an arm (thére was an empty

the eye, Christian,
Just as it closeth ;
Raise the heart, Christian,
Ere it reposeth.
Thee, from the love of Christ,
Nothing can sever;
Mount when thy work is done;
Praise Him forever!

knowledge

few

gelical churches.

| recruits.

Flows on forever!

tl

cause of these

ters and laymen, but because we rewmdmbered that they were few compared with
the many equally devoted hands which

| front,

Lift

The

faith

in humanity and it§ possibilities “grew
stronger. ¢ The millennium did not seem so
Not - beimpossible nor so far removed.

. | ice, the

The love of eternity

NR

during these meetings, our

| want them promised large salaries, That
lisnct the way I talked when, during the
| darkest days of the rebellion, having been
| wounded and thus unfitted for active serv-

Fight the fight, Christian,
Jesus is o’er thee;
Run the race, Christian,
Heaven is before thee.
He who hath promised
Faltereth never;

AL

Somehow,

German materialism and
One of the strong mark-

| to come for any such reason, and

Wave, Christian.

Breast the wave, Christian,
When it is strongest ;
Watch for the dey, Christian,
When the night’s longest.
Onward and upward still
Be thine endeavor:
The rest that remaineth
:
Will be forever!

our country from
| Fwench infidelity.

| will not become ministers so long as they
| can earn so much more in other professions.
They, muse promised better salaries, and
[then there wilf be no difficulty.”
Gen.
| Howard sprang to his feet in his eagerness
| to reply, and said: ** We don’t want them
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larging its;sphere.

Experimen

constantly

interesting

which:

are

both

to farmers
valuable

and

fruit-growers

being made,

and

through-

out the country, and the collection of plants,
grains, cotton, silks vegetables,

fruits, insects,

birds and “animals is gkoceedingly valuable and
intevesting?” There is a Prospect of a tibéral ap-

propriation by Congress, to enable

the - Commis<

sioner
to carry out the good work already be-

gun, ahd te inaugurate other

cial to the greatest
culture.

measures,

benefi-

interest of the Union—Agris
PRESCOTT 4

Biblical Instruetion.

g
X..1
.
What
asked,
been
often
The question has

kind of specific training is most nedded to | - 11s Reams yRoppetIvE noovemey.
. meet the demands of the churches upon the
In 'the report of the special revenue Com-

»

ministry ?

~

5

mission for 1869, we

Various answers have been givenfo this
question; no oneof which has given gen-

the

of this topic:

gh

dogmatic theology, and Andover theologi-

all occupations of every description.
And
out of this number “is to be deducted the
non-producing - classes, viz,, ‘‘Those who

whatever,

12,870,000.

And

this

ing in two opposite directions, to meet the
demand.
A two years’ course, omitting
Greek and Hebrew exegesis, is provided for,

ducers.”

by'mov-

And he puts

these

not make the discrimination iu the last year

‘Bible in the original languages?

No; a

thousand times, no! Lcok at the new translations, that are making, of the Bible, into

at 150,000,

and

make

the democrats

educationthe
gov-.
navy, and
direct pro-

allowance

Then out ‘of the 800,000

drunkards,
and the
2,800,000 habitual
drinkers,
we shall be safe to put-down as los-

ing all their time (forall the time spent: in
earning money to expend in drink is lost),
500,000 ; then out of the 500, 000 rum paupers (and New York alone had in 1865,227,-

Our

churcies never

ask-

wiil

amount

to

an’ equivalent

There ’ never was,Dy is14 not now,

’

be, a demand upon our ministers in this

di-

rection. Hence we {do not need to give any
considerable portion of the three years {0

should add 15 fler cent. to the

one year would be enough to give to this dec
partment. By this arrangement twothirds
of the second year could be saved for the
study of the Scriptures. Mentaland Moral
Philosophy, Logic and Rhetoric may well be
dismissed to the Academy and Collége, and

half or two thirds of the third year saved to
the study

of the Bible.

of men, so trained, upon a translation,

or

proposed emendments of individual texts of
"Scriptures, would be valuable. Their sermons and explanations would be weighty.

They would be “mighty in the Scriptures.”

|

of 350,000

productions

at $780 per family of five persons; and by
setting this vast
population to work, we
that cost 12 per cent., and
should reduce
this, remember, is oaly from the loss of la-

bor.

Then

we have the

cost of liquor,

pauperism, erime, insanity and many other

expenses justly chargeable topthe enormous
This is a matter of tlie gravest importar.ce,
And when we consider
evilin the land.
as something must be done to command the
unnecessary and
entirely
is
loss
this
that
attention and secure the respect of those
of no possible good; but fraught
-produetive
will
they
or
contemplating the ministry,
with an enormous amount of all the other
not ‘enter the Biblical school. I have the
evils in the country, it becomes truly a matfollowing to suggest, as-the main features ter of the very greatest importance as to
of the course of study which seems to be
what shall be done to stay this terrible evil
demanded, to meet the exigencies of the
us. No question involving the naamong
:
.

time : —

Junior

;

Year.

Hebrew:

Historical

, tions of the Bible; History ; Manners

por-

and

Customs of the times, &c. Greek: Harmony of the Gospels; Lectures on conduct-

“ing Teachers’ meetings ; Bible classes, Sun-

day-schools and expository preaching.
Middle Year. Hebrew: Poetical and De-

portions of the Old Testament;
votional
the Dest means of maintaining
Lect
"personal piety, promoting family devotions
Greek:
and conducting prayéer-meetings.
hy
Geograp
Ancient
Apostles;
the
of
* Acts
,and Topography ; The time, occasion, and

tional prosperity, is of such vital importance to the future of this country,

temperance question.

In no

way

as

them, that they might receive their king.
Such was the blindness and hardness of the

Jewish heat that, if 'Gentilé“ sinners had
been treated as their equals, it would have
prejudiced them against the Gospel, and
salvation.
receiving
prevented -their

+ No,”

the

can the

the most favorable in the nation, Massachu-

increased valuation of Mass.
to 1860, was $30,000,000 annual

they

then

the war,$18,-

said

the

professor;

“I

ry judgment I had confidence,

had 90

Christ's command to his disciples wag

** Go

first to the lost sheep of the House

Isra-

el,”

afterward,

was necessay,

*‘to
and to

all
this

world.”

the

arrangement

It
the

apostles in their work conformed.
But the Jews
at Antioch put it from
them, and thereby judged, or proved; themThe
‘selves unworthy of its rich rewards.

apostles made this an occasion of pfeaching
the gospel more fully to the Gentiles.
Now, what are the lessons taught in this
history
ristory :?

1 Al mon peed the gospel. Athong al
i iT
th ore 18;
3
NolonsisS
~~~x» rolior
rO1
there 1s no OWEr
the religions in the world,
that tells satisfactorily how God can be just
and sinners saved. No other System of religion

has

power to

reform

the

lives

and

rest,

Rev. Dr.

Hall

says

in the

Memoirs

spines.”
=
The disease of weak spines is very

of

prev-

the

should

be

a mission-school,

also; that no school is'a Christian school
until it" stretches wide its doors to take in
God’¢ poor, and that we can never save the
poor” until

we

bring

them

into

our

churches; and that by excluding
we curse our own children with

should

own

the
po r
snobbish

and unchristian exclusiveness, while we de:
stroy the missionary spirit in the next generation,’
>
It is time that we understood, also, that

\

every mission-school should be a churchschool.
That is, every mission-school

should tell

wally,

I

insufficiently.
of the Lord's

Let him breathe “enough
not stived
pure air, and

air,

deprived of its oxygen. "Let him
active,
as
far
as in him judipe
ciously lies, and not sit moping over a hot
stove nursing hisjmorbidness.
Let him,—
both for body and mind's sake,—not isolate
himself
till he is full of suspicions, imagining everybody’ hates him, and he hates in
turn; but let him mix with men, looking

We may be

providentially placed in such.circumstances,

that we can not go to the house of prager.
may prevent;

he can muster in

defending

his

faith.

By

+ Trust in Jesus.
aboyt.holy

living

only perplex some inquiring minds.

Many of the

theories

What

is true,” and what is not,

such,

is to

some

difficult to determine. One great religionist
or gospel privileges may be removed. says this, and plausibly. Another says that,
at
‘Many candlesticks, besides the one
Many with no less plausibility. And, if it could be
removed.
have been
Ephesus,

pel in the love and spirit of Jesus, or

weg)»

he is

not preaching in the right place. If the
former, let him repent, and seek another

ignored by the great appears that-the correspondent of
' peed.to have it done. Randall and his ds- tional prosperity bethe country ? Have the tian Register has found some of the old con«|
of
portion
political
soviates did the work well, for the’ times in’
t it? nection, the Uhitarian General “Baptists.
no interes‘in
* which they lived,In their ministers” confer- people of the country
on He had probably heard in this country that
comparis
any
have
can
4
!
:
ences, They made men mighty in the What question
’

W EEK-DAY WORK.

A teacher's week-day

work for his class is more important than his
Sunday work with

“ (Granted,” said I. ‘“ Now put yourself
in my place, What shall I do about it?"

mind is | is their pulpit.” Anything the Tract SocieUnion
Sunday-school
Let the- |ty orchocthe icaAmerican”
.
>
nN
3
»
+
ohfo
to ‘ bis publishes is safe; the same thing may be
heed
take
of weak spine
|.
| said of the undenominational publications
food, that it be simple and nourishing, 'and of the denominational Boards.
1 think the
not taken irregularly, nor jn excesss, Noy same may be said of a number df private

« Take it from him,and give it {o “him that

many

entertaining

.
body and mind, for the
ed,
ailments.
weakened by bodily
.

hath ten.” Matt. 25 : 28. So alse in'the parable

churches have become extinct,

ablest Sunday-gchool men to the comteachers of teachers—the pastors of
looking books—the books | Sunday-schoolyg—S. S. Teacher.

The consequence is that |ling

his class,

Not only in

his preparatiof®for teaching, but

in his in-

tercouyse with his, class, much mast be done
He can never lean
“Well,”
said the Professor, **if you! outside of thé school.
hardly meets all needful occasions. Morehis scholars’ peculiarities and special
fidec.
must, make the selection yourself, there are
over, it argues uninanliness to resort” to | one or two principles that may be of assist- in his class as he can learn them at thei
sufh an aid.
In fact, the disease itself is { ance.
homes, in the fields, or workshops, or olsed
First, there are certain authors who
unmanly. A suitable remedy, therefore, {are always safe. Any bobk by them you where at, their daily occupation. . He can’
may
take without
examination. , Then
never secure their sympathy wile showing
would séem to- be something that is itself
|
there
are
‘publishers
whom no considera- himself their teacher as he can while showmanly, and tends to manliness.
| tions of pecuniary success “will induce to ing himseli their friend. - If he can not visit
To strengthen the (mental) spine :—
| publish a doubtful
book,
men who are every scholar of his charze each week, he
1. The whole system should be invigoratsingle
AA single
them.
isi one ) or more re of
of the
¢
| can
visit
gospel, and whose counter
the gospel,
of the
unt
:
ety| preachers
Jos
.
.

the talent he had ‘received, and Christ said,

Sickness, infirmity

order without | our

a wholesale

that with the success of the. average Sab_pith-school novelette the binder andy cugraver have more to do than the autho i

:
creature.”
degrees, his spinal vigor. will thus receive
neglect
that
this,
from
learn
may
We
2.
continual increase till
eakness is at
ed privileges may be taken from us. This last abated, and the man seems to have
in itself ‘is reasonable ‘and just. Chiist ¢ 3 back bone of iron,”a consummation detaught this in the parable of the talents. voutly to be wished in many a case just
{
»
T.
One was found who had not improved upon now.
FR

or -cares

giving

with lively dialogues and pretty pictures |
and gay bindings, carry the day. I believe

alent.
The support here indicated, though
temporarily helpful in some
exigencies,

h& world, and preach the gospel to every

of the vineyard. Matt. 21: 43.

or

even that trouble.

settled, merely settled intellectually,—how

much holiness may, in this life, be attained,

it would not ensure that measure of holiness. And an attempt to reconcile variant
opinions may only confuse commen minds

| of life and health, he will welcome gladly
presence of his kind-hearted
| teacher.
If, on the other hand, the scholar
| is in sickness, he longs for words of cheer
you have taken the books by from his teacher, who comes with love and
and the books that bear the | sympathy.
A visit to a sick scholar should

firm.
When
good’ authors

imprint of careful and
lishers, you

pub- |
|
said I, for the Professor had |
y
:
|

“ Well,”
“ For

| the cheerful

conscientious

will have quite a library.”

stopped.

well have been thought of, and tried at
first, viz., to leave all theories, and go directly to Jesu$, casting every .care upon

the rest,” continued the Professor,

“1 see nothing to do but to examine with
such care as may be what books remain to
be purchased. The stories need a good deal
of careful scrutiny. They teach bad grammar and évenslang. They. teach bad the- |

never be postponed.
The opportunity of:
doing permanent good - at that time “is tog
precious to be lost. The danger of a visif
too late should not be risked.
Dr. Sud
tells a touching story of a delayed call af

the home of an absent scholar by a teachers"
who
news
her.
fully:

had postponed the visit until the sad
of the death of the little one reached
The sad-hearted
mother said reproach
“We thought you might have come.

.

~

They give false.yiews of life. They But. we sent mln ot 30d disnacome,
i
lead the children not offly to believe in the | Puir thing! Annie was fond o' the Sabbath
aphorism, ¢ Be virtuous and. you will be class, and would not sta
away, wet or
happy,’ but they also lead them to expect dry,” And the mother
urst into tears.

the
happiness to come close on the heels of | There was little help in that teacher's visit.
virtue, and in the shape of earthly wealth There aré many aching hearts of scholars
and honors. They rarely teach the funda- kept from Sunday-school whom no teachers
mental lesson that to follow Christ we must call to comfort.
:
take up our

that with

cross,

him

good stories,

of fiction.

we

willing

to die with him

may ed

There

and I do not condemn all use

But there

is great danger that

we shall make our children’s breag all cake

—and poor cake at that.”
:
** What is the remedy?" said I.
‘‘ The only remedy is to broaden our conception of religion and religious literature.
We can at least make our library as broad
as thé Bible. There are books of history,
of poetry, and of popular science that might
0 in it, and if properly selected would be
ar healthier Sunday reading than the average Sunday-school story.
I think if we
were to supplant say half of our Sundayschool stories with sbme literature more
decidedly

religious, like Fletcher's Lectures

or Dr.
Newton's Sermons to Children, and
by some less technically religious, but that
should open to them the works of God, or
teach them

the

lessons

of history,

whom

are

now,

in

our

under

Sabbath-schools

we

‘entertaining too much and instructing
little.”
;

IN thanked. the Professor for his counsel ;

but I confess that it has not altogether relieved me of the quandary in which my unsought and unexpected appointment has
placed.me.—Christian

Weekly,

:

Ir 18 Time.
It is time that we had done
with 80 much hobby-riding in the Sunday-

school work.
to death.
ble

aids,

Every

hy

Blackboards,

thing is ridden

from being

nn

are

valua-

have been magnified so that the

TrivmpH OF RELIGION.
The 8. &.
Times relates the following incident, iustrative of the happy surprises which
fRithful Sunday-school teachers are subject
A Superintendentof a school in Virgin
lind among his scholars a fiery, funny, refheaded scamp of a boy. Hearnoyed every
body, and
what was worse, he could not be
driven from the school.
Superintendent was out-generaled, and finihy

“brought

the boy to the platform and laid the responsibility of a verdict

school,

in ‘his case

upon the

Allittle girl rose up and said,“ Pray

for him.” =

The Superintendent seated the

boy on the chair, faking a good firm

by his side, and

his neck, knelt” down

of

rais-

ing his left hand 'implored earnestly that

God would in mercy spare the boy's soul,
forgive him, convert him, and make him a
useful man. Tears of many flowed that day

.

for the bad boy.

.

:

since,

this same

Bid lost sight
Time rolled on,and the
of for many Jeasd, No one knew what had
become of

.

Notlong

good brothér was visiting a large Western
city; and, spending the
Sabbath -there, inuired where he could find an. interesting

go and

nday-school to which he could

ather some new ideas.

He

taken to

was

thé outskirts of the city, to one of the larg-

est and best mission schools. He was pleasThe Sued at the sight that met his eye,
perintendent, of the school invited him to

speak.

He beganto

tell the story

of his

naming sev-

early labors in Virginia, and,

eval places the Superintendent becarne interested, and called

as a scholar.

to mind his own history

Interrupting the speaker, he *

hide the lesson, the true work of the school, asked him ifhe was
Mr. So-and-so, from
\ ther frites
else. One
|and almost everything
and | Such & lace in Virginia.
poctry, . man
Tak
he said,
affirmatively,
responding
'On Wh
1 axes airostice anol ae dg 4
“Do
you
remember
that:
red-headed
| and each method is impractical for most
oF a boy in your school at —pP" |
men, and all of them are very tiresome scam
“
, Yes.
;
)
when trotted out on every occasions, Ob“Well, sir, I am the boy: Here I stand,
ject-teaching has been made ridiculous by Rubesutendent
of this school, a monument
the, same process; all the extreme methods
grace, and indebted to your prayer for
0
of Oswego, whether Sppropilate or not, are
forced into' Sunday-school teaching. It is the conversion of my soul.”
time a little frank criticism relieved’ inquiring Sunday-school people of the bewilder-

niin

humbug anda sham. We ought by this
time to understand that the simplest organization that will do the work is the best.

never admitted the .en_my.

D\\

a

Vis

Good worlls are like dew-drope, that fall
‘ment into which these things have thrown silently,—
but who can tell their.effoot? =
em,
lh
.
It is time that we learned the great lesThe righteousness of man can :not be t!
son that all ostentatious machinery is a integrity of the virgin citadel which
We waste power 'mough in running the
machine to double the rest 1%s.
:

‘

pw?

| visit may tell for eternity. It will hardly BY
| fai]> pegto tell for time. If : the .scholar is full r

the clear light of Christianity,we should
greatly improve our Sabbath-school literature, and should- broaden and strengthen
more ;—perhaps uncommon ones, also.
I think of a better way, ‘which might as ‘the religious education of our children,

im, the lesser and the greater. Let wus
| field of labor. Let him go to the Gentiles, “try this, thoroughly, friends. Try it, you
had
they
years
these’
000,000. . Daring
But how shall he know that he is not sucprohibition enforced just as the several lo- ceeding? Perhaps I will answer another who long to find that better life, which the
the
of
writing
the
g
circumstances attendin
church so needs, and for which so many
But from
calities - chose ‘to enforce it.
Ww.
.
several Epistles; Lectures on Expository | 1865 to 1867 they had prohibition pretty | time,
are striving. Leavé speculating ;—don’t
preaching continued, and Textual preachdiscuss theories, just now, but try what
state police,
the
by
d
enforce
hly
thoroug
‘ing added; Doctrinal Theology, &eo.
Christ can do for you, and in and by you.
ans.
Unitari
and
s
those years the valuation went
daring
Baptist
and
Gen.
Prophetical porAnd, if any, ‘before long, find themselves
. Senior Year. Heb: rew
.
————
up from $30,000,000, previous to the” war,
tions of the Bible; flistory of the times, ‘to $87,000,000, an increase of $57,000,000.
following more successful than heretofore, Jet us hear
the
us
sends
ent
correspond
A
"showing the fulfillment of prophecy, &c. And during the next year, one-half prohi- explanation of the statefnent recently quot- from them to-cheer and inspire others.
y, ,
Greek: Epistles and Revelation; History ; bition, and one-half free rum under her h li- ed in; the Star, touehing the
I agreement of ;
:
’
Topical preaching, P&e.
Engof
cense law, there was a falling off of nearly | io General Baptists and Unitarians
' There are various opinions about what is
This ceurseof study is not presented as a $38,000,000, a large partion of which was land: whi
And from 1865 to
the
great question of the day. I think it is
like
complete curticulum, but rather as a rial in personal property,
England,
of
Baptists
General
The
sheet some change in the wording and in 1867 were years immediately sueceeding the Congregationalists of New England, the home question. And our homes are to
the parts
g to each other might be the war, and were not years of great pros- did become considerably tainted with Uni- decide the future of American civilization.
adjustin
g it to practice. Two perity, but rather years of more than ordinareducin
necessary; in
tarianism, and the result was, that in 1770,
We should all have our flowers of time,
aimed at, 1. A knowledge of the ry depression of ‘business. During there the Evangelical ministers ‘and churches,
ngs
thiire
Bible; 2. The best methods of teaching it two years of prohibition, personal property under the lead of Rev. Dan. Taylor and bright spots in our life to-day, and, if posto’the people. The Bible and how to preach increased nine and one-half per cent., and" others, came out and formed *‘ The New sible, brighter moments in -expectation for
i
J
isthe legitimate work of a Biblical school. during 1868 it only increased
two and two- Connection of General Baptists.”
Itis the morrow,
our denomination has always demand- thirds per cent.
This
5
:
Freethe
that
with this *“ new connection ™
He that intendeth not to do_ good, should
ed, does yet demand, and always will. No
na- will Baptists have corresponded, while it refrain from doing evil; but it is counted
of
questicn
gigantic
this
must
Why
we
as
pehoo) in existence does this work
the Chrisly ; from 1860 to 1865,during

church-school

« What do you mean?" said I.
+I should go to'some Christian bookseller in whose religious principles and litera-

Rev. J. W. Alexander, that “a crowd is a
very convenient support to men of weak

ing-houses closed, and missimproved blessings taken away.
r
as by abolishing this system that so impov3. If ministers preach.without success,
erishes. the nation.
they should seek a new field of labor. . One
Now let us look at tie effects of intem- of two things is certain, either the “unsucperance ‘in a single state, and that, one of cessful minister is not preaching the gos-

from 1840

of the average

¢« Shouldn't go-to work at all?” I echoed,
inquiringly.
:
!
:

i

wealth of the nation be increased so largely,

setts.

opinion

fessog, “1 should not go to work at all.”

ive into their eyes, and cherishing fellowship
oe
ones: - flrs
i
of loss of lal: eecasioned. wholly
By this arrangement, : time would be gain- | | amount
we can be saved, but | we; his kind.
whereby
heaven
under
pay
years
three
in
would
e,
intemperanc
by
the name of Jesus, it is necessary that his
2. Then
let him study some things till he
ed, to acquire so thorough a knowledge of
the national debt.
pai should be preached to ail. And Je- has plenary evidence of what is true, and,
the Scriptures in their original languages as
The ¢ost of living is estimated by
to make the further .prosecution of their | Wells, special commissioner of the reverhié;' susigave the commandment,’ “‘ Go into all having done this let him use all the courage
studies both pleasant and profitable in connection with pastoral duties. The opinion

It is a delicate piece of business.

not. much

the ban-| and
him how much meney I had to spend, what should belong to one individual church, and
ner of *‘prohibition”, and ‘fight it out on places of worship in England and 8 in’ was the character of the school and the should look to that church for its support,
care, and its direction.
;
that line” . until public opinion comes up to | Wales,.a total of 93 and that on the ‘“ Cen- ages of the scholars, and leave him to its Itpastoral
is time that we discovered that, by our |
the selection.”
This must be made the |susSunday ” the aggregate attendance at make
that standard.
1 shook my head decisively at this propo- over-scrupulousness about the Sabbath in
great issue before the country. Around this | the three services of these 93 places of work sition, but the Professor pid no attention the matter of Sunday-school libraries, we
kare doing the devil's work for him. We
standard let every temperance man rally! | ship was 22,096. In Schem’s Ecclesiastical to my dissent.
i
0)
«There are to be found,” said he, *‘Churis- confine our libraries to weak, semi-religious
“Almanac for 1869, the} number of General
A.D.
LS
|.
Baptist churchesis given as 93; and the tian men in the book-trade who make a fiction, for fear of good secular hooks being
same number is given in 1868, with “the, specialty ‘of Sabbath - school literature. read on Sunday, and by this means we de- ,
They make it their business to” acquaint bauch the taste of our pupils and open the
Turning to the Gentiles.
statement that this, number is taken from themselves with everything both English doors for dime novels.
We have suffered
oo
the Census Report of 1851; thus intimating and American, that is published. One such enough to have learned this’ truth already.
Then Paul and Barnabas waxed bold and
It.is time that we'stopped the ceaseless
that recent statistics were not within reach. firm to my knowledge buys every Sabbathsaid, “It was necessary that the word of
The Census Report of 1831 gives the, school book as it comes out, has it read by flood of weak Sunday-school songs, and
God should first bé preached unto you; but number of places of worship of New Con= ~a competent person; and a written opinion gave our children some ‘good hymns to
seeing ye.put it from you, and judge your- nection General Baptists, as 179 in Eng- of its character given for their guidance, ging.
"It is time we devised some. means of
selves unworthy of everlasting life; lo we Jand,and.threein Wales ; tota}, 182; and the They are as scrupulous, as much interested training our leadihg superintendents and
to keep the standard high, as closely identiturn to the Gentiles."ts Acts 13: 46.
:
aggregate attendance at the three services fied wita Sabbath-8chool work as yourself, institute workers,
These words were addressed to the Jews
It is time that churches which pay an oron ‘t Census Sunday” as 64,3215 ~Therd and vastly’ more competent to judge.”
in™Antioch, in Pisidia, a province of Asia
,I shook my liead again. ‘It would nev- . ganist a large salary leafned to pay a suhas been no Government Census of ‘Rejesininden enough to enable him to give
er do,” I said.
Minor.
They. were numerous
in that
h himself wholly
ligious worship since 1851, as that one
to his work, and thus make
“
Why
not?"
-agked
the
professor.
province, and hid many
synagogues,
worked against the Established Church.
*‘ Because,” said I, ¢ the teachers ap- the feeble schoolof a rich church a’great
which affordéd convenient places for the
.
>
x
pointed me, not any bookseller. It might power.
Schem does not give the number of New
It i$ time basements for Sunday-schools
apostles to preach, Christ to the people.
Connection GenerakBaptist churches either have been a good plan if we had thought
» ~
Ly
In this place Paul and Barnabas preached
of it. 1 think it would.’ But we didn’t | were abolished.
in 1868 or 1869; but in the latter year he
think of it. The teachers trusted the se- | It is time that pasfors learned to preach
a crucified and risen Redeemer. But the »
| at
gives the number (.of members of those
least four tinfes a year to their SundayJews were filled witlfenvy towards them, churches as 20,3997 ° I have before me the lection t6 me and my companions. and we school teachers.” They have been ignored
have no right to delegate the authority to
and contradicted and blasphemed, when
long enough,
:
2
PP
English * Baptist Hand Book for 1869," some gne else.”
It is time thdt theological seminaries proPaul and Barnabas uttered the fearful but while that gives all thé Evangelical “Very well,” said the Professor. ‘Ido
vided
somé
means
.of
teaching
ministers
words of the text.
;
not altogether agree with you, but we will |
Baptist churches in England and Walés,, lay that ‘plan aside as impracticable, The | something about Sunday-school work. We
It vas necessary that .the word of God
arranged in counties, it does not give sep- or
‘method is equally impracticable. | do not know one professor of pastoral theshould first be preached to the Jews. They arate lists of the particular and General The
cgmmittee
undertake to pass, en edch ology whois acquainted with late methods
were a peculigr people, and had the ora- Baptist churches. ~
sh
book/ separately.
They have a hundred ! of Sunday-school teaching. When shall—=""]
:
cles of God, and it was proper that the
voldmes to buy. They hegin very conscien- we have the much-neéded lectureships on
tiously, - read a few with care, find the task Sunday-schools in every seminary of theolfirst offers of salvation should be made to
interminable and end by glancing at the | ogy, so that instruction shall be given by
Weak Spines.

manners of men. Some of the old philosof the country; and this would be $1,023,ophers tried hardto purify the gtrearhs of
750,000, and weuld reduce the price of all
life; but left the heart, the fountain whence
our articles of consumption 15 per cent.
those, streams issued, corrupt. The Gospel
But suppose we distribute them among
proposes a new heart, giving a new life, to
all classes who receive wages ;* ten we
make the tree good that the fruit. may be
should have as actual producers, 1,165,000,
good also. Paul has proved conclusively,
and an annual income of $795,000,000, or
that Jew and Gentile are all under sin.
an addition of about 12 per cent. to the togood, no, not
is none that doeth
:
This «There
of the country.
tal productions

this department. of study. Perhaps a third of

whatever ~comes short of that, however excellent it’ may be, is not worthy of being
called fruitful work, =
=
|
It is time that we learned that every

chairman, and

Gk
help. How shall I go to work
«If I were in your place,” said the Pro-

for, 1851;

Wales

and

from it 1 find that

every temperance man raise aloft

To putall of these into the
non-producers.
clases of producers (and rum is ail that
need keep them out of these classes), we

nor ever will

me

Sabbath-gc¢hool. literature ; and I want your

Baptists ( Unitarian ), 1
the Census of Religious

worship in England

to their ideas. Just so should
public opinion

rlusche
ent
HR
a
:
ae
for sermons on. dogmatic theology; | YeATS: adding these different classes togethsum 5 of 1,500,000}
.
.
LS
to them. . | ¢F W€ have the enormous
W
not now, 9 listen
never would, » will

ed

of the ques-|.

side

made

leave the work to those whose professional
I can not find any recent statistics of business it is to do it.”
‘

General
They are going to | these
tion? Not abit of it.
organize for a vigorous campaign to bring | have before me

500), we shall be safe to put down 250,000
as persons capable of earning wages were
every language and dialect upon the earth. it not for drink. We have now in our pubWho shall make these? Look at the com- Tic institutions for correction, whose crimes
mentaries which flood the market.
Who
were occasioned by intemperance, 160,000.
shall tell which are nearest the truth, when
The insane and. idiots of the land who earn
we céase to study the original languages of
nothing, amount to 25,000,to say nothing of
the Bible?
But the opinion of the man
as many more imbeciles who earn but hitle,
who has studied t'iese languages to the ex- ‘all of whom are the fruits of the liquor traftent only required in the theological schools, fic.
as now conducted, is not worth the breath
Then we have a very large: police force
consumed in asking for it.” More time, a
whose
sole business it is to look after the
dimore thorough course of study, in this
victims of the grog-shops, amounting to
rection, is absolutely necessary.
.
25,000.
There are 70,000 men who die anThe Congregationalists are wise in both
nually,
of intemperance, and allowing that
shortening and lengthening their “course of
they only shorten their lives five years, that
study. What woun!d be wisdom for us? We
need do neither, 4

I have

public | them of late less careful in this respect:

unless

next. spring

opinion changes to their

for other business they carry on besides the

sale
"of liquors.

to me.

ued decline of the
a made
he old body may have

publican party in N. H. going to vote with

includ¢s

have

’

;

pu

She proms

yh

igh

ed 23 je AKL 3

are evidently inclined to leave the selection

Isthe re- 1859," page 17; -but . probably ‘the contin-

erally in favor of their ideas?

classes down

sufficient

committee

““ Annual Reports of the Freewill Baptists,”
Do they quietly refrain from agitating their | &c., for 1865, page 121; and *“ Minutesof
seventeenth General Conference,—
peculiar questions until the people aré gen- the

and a four years’ course, doubling the time at 2,870,000, leaving a balance of 10,000,000
devoted tothe study of the Bible in its as the actual producers, those who add to
original languages, is urgently called for. the annual products of the nation. ~ And he
Viewed from a Congregational view-point, puts down as the total value of their annubath of these movements are absolutely al products, $6,825,000.000. . Dividing this
nedessary. The time has not yet com when
amount by the number of producers, 10,000,l the Sh
it would be practicafor
Hh 1 000, we -have asthe per capita product,
ists. to diminish the time devoted to dog- $682.50.
matic theology, and the - times do demand a
Now, let us enumerate the various classmore thorough knowledge of the Scripture es engaged in the manufacture and sale of
in the original “languages, or, that no at- spiritous liquors and drawn out of industrie
tempt
be made ip that direction, wha bver. al employmentby it,who add nothing to the
. ide from
development of mind ac- wealth of the country, and who are only
quired by the stidy of the Bible in the orig-- consumers and destroyers of its wealth, 40,inal languages,
not more than one. man in 000. There are 146,000 retails liqyer-deala hundred is
profited by such study. It has ers who pay revenue to thé Government,
passed into | Wr that men study He- and then they employ one or. two clerks
brew and five years after leaving schpol apiece. Then there art" tMoysands of unli-’
can not discriminate between the letters of censed opésswho do. not i revenue; So
"the alphabet.—I have_seen those who could that we shall he safe in putting them down
+ * of their course, who studied Hebrew the
first.—Such being the case, it may well be
a question whether it is worth the while to
give a whole year to this kind of mental
gymnastics.
We must have more time
for this department, or claim none. Bat
can we afford to give up the study of the

isnot

country.
:
;
i
The General Baptists used

oom pi

ay

i

im

:

It is time we learned that to lead the
scholar to a trust in Christ through the
personl Sympathy of the teacher and the

Libraries.
;

on

sald, ‘I have been appoint=

Professer:

oy

in-this

against them in a state or national election?

live on paid incomes ; members of the learn-

ed professions ; those engaged in
al employments; civil officers of
ernment ; those in the army and
many other ¢lasses who are not

clergy, and Andover is trying

It nay be said that *‘public opinion

coun-1

receive income or wages from every source

same body of which,he bad heard

secure votes.|

reason but. to

‘other,

It Ys time we learned that stuffing the
.
memory is not teaching, and that every sysbi epartm ent
+ | tem which does. not concentrate the whole
)
.
J
ye,
y
angmion of the scholar on one lesson is
ETI
ji

S$

Professor
. The iN

to be chreful
up to the enforcément - of the law against
the sale of these liquors.”
But what do to note that they were the * New Connecthese parties do when puplic opinion goes tion {” as you. will see by reference to the

of

The New. England churches of a century
ago demanded doctrinal sermons, “pon

the

| E18

in the

productive industries of* the

$

their statements, when hel

number of persons in the United States who

anothei and different: demand is made upon

.

find som'e statistics

of persons.employed

/

|

fr.

er
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The only reason for" ignoring this” ques- | ful to verity
tion, is to secure the votes of those, who di-| found these General Baptists, he jumped to
rect and sellilitoxicating liquors. There | the conclusion that they belonged to the

try ; and the amount of their productions,
The compiler puts down as the whole

cal school was given to prepare the ministry for the production of this classof sermons; and'it did the work well. But now

i?

number

various

._eral satisfacgion.” Hence not only the pro_priety, but thé necessity, of further agitation

;

Tit emperan aos
:
re
I

A

| with this one ? The whole expense of the | the Freewill Baptists corresponded with
| war was but $9,000,000,000, and the entire | the General Baptists of England; and like
| expense of intemperance in five years will| many other foreign correspondents who
want to ‘write something, but are noteard-|
:
| amount to more than that.

ins iens

i

.

—

—

=

Scriptures, using only the translations. We
should do the same thing, nsing the origiI nal. This will satisfy the churches; only
NOROMBEGA, *
:
this will,

od
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Communications yi
:
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Never be idle. If your hands can't be
(m>loyed usefully, attend to the cultivation’ 's - :
of the mind, ~

©

”
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feet wide,

ig

It is a fact most noteworthy that there is
rarely a desert in haman experience out

Hai

«Lord Jesus, life is hard, ns thoy dost know,
And hours of peace und rest are very rare;
the toil and woe
But it is sweety after

waters lurking somewhere amid thesands.
1t is the highest philosophy of life to find
To nestle close to thee with thoughts of prayer. gach streains, and, findin
head
my
upon
If thou wilt lay thy hand
ing contentment drink.and re
“1 shall arise refes ¢d And comforted. ! ie ‘lan,
’
e Divine-~proyidence seldom
herself.
Dear Master, { am sitting at thy feet;
leads -one through’ wastes absolutely wa~
terless. Iam sure I never can forget the
w
>Re
1
way in which this great truth of God's comLord;
the
but
none
Ter
id
te
would
"Hin
a

to lay

ginh

>

al

imi and. Totus

nsating mercy was forced’ upon
hi the last summer,

that thou art near,

4

house and stable,

me duri

which they keep about it.

falling stones together as though it sloved
them. The ivy seemed like a mantle of
fair and kindly charity flung over the

=—London Christian’ World.

Trustful, yet Distrustful.

rougher places and the unyielding: rocks of

principle which go to form a strong, stern
character. And amid the twilight settling

:

Trust work is often taken up and successfutly carried on by those who are not in
Il ‘trust. The consequence of this is that
work

goes

well,

for they

up the mantle of power for work.
ing

Jordan

may

down upon that ruin;

and

with

the

grace-

A swell-

lie across their path, but

ruin’s base;

ancient

town

and

and

with

the

thé

Says Rev. T. L. Cuyler, in the

glimpses of the

sweet

country

dent:

be-

instead - of wictorious, because they have
not learned the hard-easy lesson of trust for |
the victory.
|

In one of the cities of England, a Chris- |
tian woman who" had no children of ber
the mother-instinet was

deep and full, was touched with the tenderest pity for the fatherless children of hus- |
bandless mothers, and through them for the
husbandless mothers themselves, whom all
the world despise—so helpless and hopeless
in their degradation! Homes for-these poor
mothers and children—oh, what a boon to
them it would be!
Homes instead of the
work-house. Yes,and true Christian homes,
where their ignorance would not be their

folly

in

her

idea.

She

was

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

for nine years, through sickness,
And
when I saw that piteous expression which
seems to fall over the. faces of blind people,
and reflected that from the sight of ail the
beauty round, which so {faseinated me, they

ed on in their walk.

driven to takeup the mantle of trust, and
_ cast the whele matter upon the Lord. Help
came very soon in-unlooked for ways.
Home after home arose, until a whole row,
almost a* village of them,

nestled

Dut

just

then

of them had reached. the

standinge Just then a
was struck, It was so

sweetly

He

Indepen-

has a right to look

night,”

sorrow

Whatever

to his afflicted

mother,

spot

where I was

only

hear

an

in her own:do- | lodious sound into which I could

and

ill-adapted

tools,

ment, as well as

an

outside

one.

That

foot easily enough the

gravel

the garden grass;

the

saw

it ‘her face, I couldnot

"The Greek word means a full lad-

Him, to them gave he power to become
the
sons of God.”
As we have seen a ship
come up alongside of a grain elevator until

amid

contentment on

ssilility

about one’s own sonl

that for an instant he might see ;

The

t would be only for an instant—a gleam—
then all power of vision would he:
troyed. , He would never see again. ..
The blind'man
. desired

that

the

oeulist

should undertake the operation, The ques.
tion now to be. he key was, . what objects
should he place before him, so that,if that

thrilling

moment came, he might gain his

first and last view of them.
once

decide.

friends who had

He

He could at

desired

that

ministered

the dear

to him,

in all

Cradle

was

about £800. This was the first Methodist
meeting-house of which the metropolis
could boast, and a brief description. of it
may not be out of place, It good in the loty
by

called
the name

the golden grain fills the hol,

believer keep

and the precious stone assumed

under their touches..
would

have

cost

‘Windmill-hill,”” now. known
of Windmill Street, a street

thase years of darkness, should be seated in

on

. For a long

een yards from Providence Row ; and measured about forty yards in front, from north
to south, and about thirty-three yards in

north-west

corner

of

in the patience of hope.

At length that

moment came ! It was only for a moment ;

If

youare still without Christ,

ie also are in darkness, - Your soul is
ond. You have never seen Christ as your
oetmer, the *‘chief among ten theusand
i

¥

together

lovely.” "He

is able

and

pews;

but

on

Finsbury

the ground

floor,

et

4

Lhe

id

2

love of justice often ‘means no ‘more

than the fagr
of suffering by injustice.
i
BERR

rr

Men would not live long in society, were

they not the mutual dupes of each othér.

men and women sat apart,
did ‘in the primitive pn

as they always
and none were

filled

from

the

in which I engage, from this time, to devote myself, my talents, my best affections,
my time, my possessions,dll that I have and
am, to the service of my new Master, to be

used for his glory ;” adding
lemnity,

with

great so-

:

They

had

standing this terrible “ BAPTISM OF FIRE,”

E.

Sth

PERKINS,

Street, New

THE LITTLE CORPORAL

York.

TO

CLERGYMEN,
TEACHERS
ANWu
BOOK CANVASSER®,
The best and most popular subscription book now
before the public is the great rel
work,
“ Home Worship,” by REV: JOSEPH P. THOMP- :
8ON, D. D., LL. D.
This work is arranged on a simple and entirely new
plan, and

contains

“Home

Worship

STILL
The December

? supplies a want

which has

ever before. It will be éxtra lard; contathing about
double the usual number of pages, and will be sent

the celebrated HOME

Hymns,

(420

fo all new subscribers for 1872, FREE.

Subscribe Now.

por day to sell

SHUT

ILE SEWING

TROY BELLS.
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|
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Alarm, and
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other
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OFTEN.

LITTLE
LITTLE
Bells

AND
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OFTEN.
OFTEN.

AND

‘OFTEN. .

Made of Gen-

SATISFACTORY.

Pa.

AND

LITTLE

uine Bell Metal (Copper and Tin). Hung with Rotar
Mountings, the best and_most durable ever used.
ALL

MAA

MANUAL.

Kirrre

N.Y, (established 1852,) a large assortment

constantly on hand, and made to order.
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SCIQPTICON

Including Optics, Expériments, Blide-making, &c.
Sent by mail on receipt of 50 cents,

ESTABLISHED TROY.BELL FOUNDRY.

of Church,

i
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MACHINE. Has. the under-feed, makes the
‘lock stitch’ (alike on both sides,) and is fully
licensed. The best and cheapest Tapuity Sewing Machine in the market. Address
JOHNSON , CLARK & CO., Boston, Mass., Pittsburg, Pa., Chicago, Illi, or St. Louis, Ho.

TROY,

number will appearearly

in November, more BRILLIANT and CHARMING than
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A

Scriptures,

from

long been felt in Christian families, and its comprehensive and unsectarian character mikes it acceptable to all classes of Evangelical Christians.
A
“Home Worship” id sold only by subseription. It is got up in a very attractive style. Published
by
JAMES R.O08GOOD & CO., Boston, _
A» For terms and information, address E
BR OWN & CO., Agents for the Publishers, 144
Tremont Street, Boston.
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LIVES!!!

the

selections

with appropriate meditations Prayer and
specially arranged for every day
the year.

‘them
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WESTERN

GUN WORKS, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Arms Guns, Revelvers, &c., bought or traded
AGENTS WANTED.

broken it,

their professional

.

nished.

tor. 6m32

| just completed “The

Expenses Pi:

GREAT CHANCE 5 AGENTS.

tors, superintendents and

Do you want an agency, focal gw traveling, witha
chance to make $3.to- $20 per
Ray sell’ng our new

Tstrand White Wire Clothes Lines?

Catarrh!

Catarrh!

IT CAN BE CURED.

: y.

+ 2 cents each for two
ders are solicited.

It 1 forsake the Lord.”
Ll]

Have you made sich a surrender?

THIER

years since a Christian Foman was,

STREET,

CHICAGO.

or, the Biblical account of Man’s\Creation:
tested by Scientific Theories of his Origin
a
the
quity,
By Josepn P THOMPSON,
b. D w
LL y:
One vol, 12ma, Price, $1. Wijll be sent prepaid by
,

BURLINGAME,
5
DOVER, N. H,

GENTS WANTED, EXTRA TERS,

was, moreover, tempted to think her ‘‘way
no lswas hid from the Lord,” and that *‘the Lord

| pews, and all the benches for 1igh and poor |,fs id forgotten to he gracious.”

ad
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Horse and Carage fur
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SHAW, Alfred, Me.
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‘The harvest is what the farmer has been
expecting and toiling for; yet he is often
disappointed, and speaks of his having less
than an average crop.. But the harvest of
heaven will-nfinitely transcend all “our expectations. The heart of man has not con-

74 WEST

“Witness, ye saints, who hear me now,

.| suffered to call any place their own, but the
first comers sat down first,

143

andthe Elec.

trotype Plates for the November number which was
already for the press and partly printed. Notwith-

The price will be $30 per 100. Sample copes male for 35 cents. To be published by

new beauty

To have

ceived the things which God

things ave passed away.”
Then holding
up a paper
to the view of the audience, he
said : Phi is a quitclaim deed of myself,

immediately before the pulpit, about a doz- |
en seats with h back rails, appropriated to femalo worshipers. | Upder the front gallery

females, and the side galleries by males.
“From the beginning,” says Wesley, ‘the

be

I have lived in Hjpservice of Satan.
No
feel that I am a
new creature in Christ. Old

ug to open the blind eyes of your soul.
es, the Divine oculist is himself your dear- were the free seats for women; and, under - Some
side galleries, the free seats for men.
ji friend, whom you have never seen. He the
The front gallery was used exclusively by in deep
offers to dispel your darkness and heal your
blindness.— American Messenger.

DESTROYED

Publishing House with all its ‘contents, inolus

At a time when many were asking what for those who love him. In his presence is
must we do to be saved, a lawyer who had fullness of joy, and at his right hand are
here we are
hitherto been indifferent to the claims of re- pleasures for ever more,
harvests we reap
ligion, ‘was led to feel that he had ‘sinned safe forever, In earthly
ut at the last day
greatly in neglecting to accept the salva- and store the corn.
A Desirable Hiss.—There is the hiss of ridition offered through Christ. Once aroused God is the husbandman who will reap and culé, the hiss of scorn,t he hiss of snakes in the grass;
but
the most delightful hiss is that of
gather,
and
store
up
his
children
as
the
to a sense of his lost condition while ‘‘havLet us rejoice
_Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient
ing no hope and without God in the world,” wheat of his own culture.
he gave himself np rest until he could say, that we are his workmanship, not our own. In the sparkling goblet, fixing assurance to the in© He will joy over us, He will preserve us valid that this thirst will be deliciously assuaged;
«I know that my Redeemer liveth.”
stomach will be refreshed and
purified : that
The Afthsthe his
smade a full surrender of himself, and all forever in his own heavenly garner.
is feverish, his body will bé cooled,by healthful
corn
we
store
may
be
wasted
by
vermin,
or
evaporation; that if he 18 constipated, the difficulty
that he had, to Him who had loved him and
pass away without a pang; and that if the conwashed him from his sins in his own blood. mildew, or fire. But we shall be safe for- will
dition ‘of his general health: is ‘impaired, it will be
. Jlaking his place
one morning in the ever in our Father's house beyond all reach 8
ily restored. Of course he will take care to
OCURE none but the GedUINE. SOLD BY ALL
public prayer-meeting, he . listened with of harm, *¢ Father, I will that they whom
DRUGGITS,
+
“52
marked attention, until near the close of the’ thou hast given me be with me where I
am.”
0,
the
joy
of
that
harvest
!
“
services, then rising and going forward until he stood facing the large andience, he
said :
“My manner of life in the past you Fnow/

would accommodate some 1,600 people, was

without

BOOK for

THEODORE E. PERKINS,
REV. ALFRED TAYLOR, and
‘PROF. C. W,. SANDERS.

The Joy of the Harvest.

a

a

ere were two
but he saw his
friends! What » look depth, from enst to west, ghapel, and
that myst have’ been! Now their image front doors, onc leading to the
would "be indelibly impressed upon his the other to the preacher's He gu ool,and
heart, and that thrilling moment's view band-room. A bell was hung in a plain
would be his constant solace in all his re- belfry, and was rung every morning at five
o'clock for early service, and every evenmaining life of darkness!
=
|
Look ‘at another fact which the above _ing at nine for family worship, as well as
at sundry other times.
The chapel, which

illustrates,

must

The Full’ Surrender.

r8 while the dbulist was engaged in the Square. The building was placed on thg
east side of the street,some sixteen or eight.
on.
time the blind man submitted,

so

Divine fullness until he attain the ‘‘full assurance of hope unto the end I’

that rune parallel with City Road,and abuts
the

Wati!

(whichis superior to.any yet produced) is by

the

of Light.”"—Zion’s Herald.

his soul close beside the infi-

nite Jesus, that he may

|

of Methodism.

The entire cost of the old Foundry

TheLitdeCorporal
4

Me.

MARY LATHAM CLARK,

help seeing then that
God had not forgotten to be
ious, and
in the sweet folds of peace, and love, and that even-amid the desert of that blindness
light, and joy, and patience, and charity, as compensating streams were rolling forth;
well 3s to serve for smiting the waters of and my heart grew glad jagain.
And what
difficulty in one’s path, and for covering was true of that blind girl is more or less
his weakness with the strength of God, for exactly true of all. There is rarely a deshedling the poisoned waters at their foun- ert in which some compensating waters do
tain, which else would flow forth in cease- not flow ; all the brighter and more refreshless strenins of death and barrenness to oth-. ing because of the sands out of which they
ers. —T¥mes of Refreshing.
:
spring. It is the Divine promise that * in
the wilderness shall waters break out and
streams in the desert.”
Friend, if in the
Sight for the Blind.
journey of life you have come upon an arid
;
———
.
place, instead of bewailing a difficult destiA blind man once applied to an eminfnt ny, search - for the stream.
It sparkles
oculist to inquire ~woncerning an operation somewhere in the sands.
Drinking. there
upon his eyes. He had been blind from you may at least gain strength enowgh to
birth.
The oculist, after acareful examina- endure the desert as a Christian should.—
tion, said to him that if he would submit to Watchman & Reflector.
.
:*iG<1
a critical surgical operation there was a bare
wit
1.8
Ju
was intended to wrap

4B, Chawncy NI, Reston, Mass.
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piano in the house
distant that I could

indistinguishable

clumsy

Wait!

:

copies of this"
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(whichis a first-rate one) will be duly announced.

With

mestic life as well as in her Christian work ; | with, at least, as. deep a pleasure as could | ing.
Ifapplied to a tree, it signifies an reputation, and have cost the crown its
and the burden of this heart-trouble at last she. . For Iam sure that with#that quick abundant crop of fruit, that weighs down
most valuable ornament.
:
became intolerable.
;
It applied to a vessel, it sig1 sense of hers, though we should both stand the branches.
God has made his people operators among
At last, one day; she heard one from afar close to an instrumeiit, there would be del- | nifies a ship crammed with her cargo. But jewels.
The means he provides for their
speak of the Lord’s Prayer, especially of the icate strains which she would catch which the tree must be in gcod soil and be well responsible work are found in his Word,
words. *“ Thine is the kingdom,”—withing I, with my coarser hearing, could not no- cuitivated.
So a follower of Christ must and the preparation tendered them is the
in the soul, its throne in the heart—* and tice. .And why I'saw her go on with her be rooted in Christ, and abide in Christ,and fullness of his Spirit.
.If with these only
the po er.”
Ah, that conjunction ! - Thine walk, as she did soon afterwards, and no- be watered by the Spirit;..and
ow in they engage in his service, they can not fail
_ is the kingdom, and the power to set it up ticed how touch Seemed to come in and take. grace, if he would attain to the” full assur
to secure. for the Master's temple many
and maintain it forever, This she saw, and the place of sight; saw with what a steady ance of hope unto the end.
We*mmst re- precious stones, and for ‘their own crown,
at once she #ased her struggles and cries, step she went, finding by the feel of her ceive Christ;
for ‘to as many as received gems more valuable than ¢¢ The Mdhntain

and rested in the promise. Non she saw
that the mantie of power was an inside gar-

Wait!

real value

of the gem, undertook its removal,

low p;

furnished:

Address, NOVELTY Co, Saco,

Only a little while, Jud the NEw ARgING

peculiar

*

tle honest as appteciative of the

she found too often to be the case, would | vision which I enjoyed into which she could | had believed.
He exhorts his brethren to
arise and take her off her bilance.
These | not enter.
But there was a world of me| wse ‘‘diligence to the full assurance
of

come

the bearer of a sweet ‘‘song in the

5 A MONTH—Horse and outfit
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to Christ. As farmers bury their winter ap- bitter sarcasm
from the
teacher for a
26teow13
ples so deep in the ground that they are thoughtless blunder of the - scholar; a reckBy W. A. OGDEN.
beneath the frosts in January, {so a Chris- less thrust at the depravity in a member by The most popular Sunday School Music Book of the
season.
“Fresh, bright and attractive.”
tian ought to put his faith and his love of the pastor, in which there is more of the
sure to
Agents everyPrice. 35; $30,00 per hundred.
where selling our new seven strand White
Platina Clothes
Jesus go deep in his heart that they shall man than of Christ,—are all much like
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gxternal inflyence of smiting
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bodily distemper or adversities of condition. They do not. remove that which is base, but
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Perfect love keeps out fearl,
crush that which is precious.
y, let us remind our brethren in
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When at the first World’s Exhibition at
New Qdestion Book,
Christ that full assurance is both a right and London, Queen Victoria wished to exhibit
BY F. H. PEASE.
J
B
a duty. Itis a perpetual joy; for, if our the famous crown jewel—The Mountain of “The best new work, of its class, out.” If you want
a new Glee Book, examine the Crystal.
Lord has given us a title to heaven, why Light—it was proposed to further bring out
should not we enjoy it? Why should a its brilliancy, before submitting it to the.
Price, $1.50; $13,560 per doz.
«
Christian go limping and whining along public eye, by the additional touches of the LEE & SHEPARD, Publishers, Boston.
Ts iibw complete and ready for customthe upward road to his Father's home in lapidary. The most expensive machinery f
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glory ? Paul had a mighty assurance;found- was prepared, and the combined skill of the
ers. . Itis adapted to classes that have
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Gun
Material.
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music. But you should have seen the light
that shot over the.blind girl's face standing
near me. ‘‘ Oh!” said she, ‘‘ it's sucha
What more could i heart wish?
oh a tune,” Raming it at once.
Her whole being
great deal more! The homes were pros- responded.
She drank in the strains as
pered, but the spring of the waters in her ‘though entranced. * Her body swayed back
own soul was still poisoned by sin. Fret and forth as the tune went on, and scemed
- and worry, and pride and vanity would
to dilate with pleasure. And there I stood
crop out in their native ugliness just when with my ears strained, unable “to. ‘cateh but
she least expécted, and most deprecated the most distant and unconnééted sounds.
their presence. Tmpatience with her help- She beard it all.
I had my sight.
She |
ers when they were stupid or self-willed, was blind, But she had keener ears than |
or set up against her vr which, alas! mine.
There was a world of beautiful |
frictions, too, wonld

Pew

, 8Bvo, T04

20,000

consumers shouldbe sure thit
boot or shoe bear,
the Patent Stamp.
J
Syery
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ar
Id by dealers everywhere,
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Enlof ONE

cost 18 not in ex-

Equany applicab)
sable
to | t and heavy work. wilt
Immense demand having called "forth imitationss

infidels and skeptics. may say of this incident, believers in divine ‘revelation will see
in it ‘a diyine interposition, and that the
Lord does ‘give to his sorrowing, tempesttossed children ‘'songs in the night."—
American Messenger.

| ness prospers, and they are jubilant on the
mountain-top.
To-morrow their digestion
| i= bad, their uverves are shaky, bad news
| comes, and at once their spiritual barome| ter falls again They are all *“in the dumps.”

others

came forth to enjoy the evening air.

in a
Ite
place just outside of the
whirl ot the city—all paid for; all sustained; all filled; all
prospered; all happy !

,
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for it. Good milk ought to raise cream.
The reason why some truly good people do |'
Crushing the Grems.
not enjoy more clear and comforting
as- ha
0
surance is, that they.perpetually nurse their
doubts and starve their faith. . They never
In the midst of the Bristol Channel, like
make a strong grasp of the Divine promis- a sentinel phiarding the sea-road into the
es. - They are chronic doubters.
“Other heart of England, is Lundy lsfand.
-Ttis
queer-looking house and went up to see it. people may be saved, not I.” If the life- not only sea-washed, but earthquake riven,
It turned out to be an ancient palace, built, "boat rocks in thej storm, they constantly for one of these great convulsions of na‘cry out for fear,” and declare that they are ture has opened deep chasms near its rocky
if I remember rightly, in the time of Henr
going to the bottom. If such desponding shore. In a cleft of this kind, the owner of
VIII.—=by
blaff Harry
himself, indeed.
But while I stood looking at .the ancient | doubters will not exercise faith, they must the island discovered, a few years ago, imGod will bedded in the rock, a beautiful amethyst,
house, I noticed some
maidens
walking. | blame no one but themselves.
along the paths of the garden
which sur- | not build another boat, nor order perpetu- Having an eye for the beautiful, and being
roundedrit.
Soon they came near me, and | al calm weather, just to suit their timor- withal
a man of science, he made arrange:
ae
N ments with a skillful lapidary t¢ remove his
[spoke to them.
Then I saw that they | ous unbelief.
were blind, They told me about it.~ One | Other people are the prey of their Dedily prize. In the meanwhile the Tumor of the
To-day they feel well, their busi- discovery spread, and some person, as lithad been blind from her birth; the other | feelings.

snare, making them an easy prey again 1 | were shat out; that their souls behind their |

and

¥

and an instrument of great joy in

?

forfable ussurance.

lust, but would excite sympathy, and induce blindness must through all their lives fameffectual effort for their instruction and sal- ish fora single gleam of beauty; then all
vation. Ah! how perfectly these would the gladness with which the beauty. had
meet the case! But could it be done? Could filled my heart departed in an instant,
Christian homes be provided for them? And Restless questionings began to erowd in
could they be induced to accept them? If and disturb. I asked myself, ** How can
she trietl begging for money “to build such a good God allow or endure such things in
homes, she soon gave it up.
Those to Dis own world ?" 2”
They told me the old
whom, in her blindness, she would apply palace had become am asylum for! blind
would be too blind to see anything but ab- people and was full of them.
So they passsurdity

through,”

.’A healthy Christian ought to have acom-

yond it, seen now through thé. dead arches
romise of the ascend®d Saviour, and with of the stone and now through the livin
t they smite the waters of difficulty, and arches of the trees, I thought my eyes fox.
instantly they part hither and thither, leav- néver before been blessed with a vision of
ing aplain, sate way through them.
Yet, | such beauty, and my heart was full of a
at the saine time, these very ones, so mighty deep and quiet gladness,
;
in their faith for work, have a hard time of
ut a little way up, and jit beyond the
it in their contests with sin in their own
wall'which enclosed the park and protected
hearts, and are, alas! too often conquered the ruin, I caught sight of a large and very

and in whom

ith

1
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The word he has spoken will surely prevail.

Christian Assurance.

ful green of the ivy covering it; and with

the soft verdure of the grass flowing up
like gentle waves to" lend its charms to the

have taken

as klisha took up the fallen mantle of the
translated Elijah, thejhsve taken up the

own,

or

il
short prayer, then sung a Byma and preach- this “sweet song in the night,”
Where
a few|. And now for the explanation.
ed, usually halfan hour,
then su
verses of'another hymn,and concluded with did the song come from at such an unseaa prayer. His constant theme was, salva- sonable, though to hér most seasonable
tion by faith, preceded by repetigance, and hour? Was the minstrel angelic or human ?
The adjoining chamber ‘was occupied by
followed by holiness. The
place was rough
and the people
poor; but
the service sim- her little son, who was “‘a sweet singer,”
ple, scriptural,
beautiful,
No wonder that and at that midnight-hour, from some unexsuch a priest, shut out of the elaborately plained cause, he sang those words. In the
wrought pulpits of the Established Church, morning, when questioned about the song
andl now cooped up within a pulpit made he remembered nothing ‘of it.
Ah! surely, the Lord knew all about the
of “rough deal boards,” should be powerful,
matter, and caused that little minstrel to be
popular, and triumphant.

the ivy hangs
green and flourishing upon
it, and winds itself around, afd binds the

Give to me what thou wilt; here at thy side,
Whate’er it be, 1 shall be satisfied.
i

their

.

NING'S WORKS

"For

(BETES Rms he ret pry i

most clearly enyn-

“Though dark be ny way, since he is my Guide,
"Tismine to obey, ’tis his to provide;
y
Though cisterns be broken, and creatures all fail,

This was really the cradle of London

with here and there a shattered column
which went to ferm the other; but the re<I lose so much of thy sweet gentler
But in the peace and solace of this hu
maining side is molded into arches of the:
Strengthen and soothe me with thy blessed- most exquisite early Eaglish- Gothic, and
. ness;
.

——

upon her ear with a cadence sweeter thah
the lyre of Orpheus or the harp
of David.

el was’ a dwelling-house for his domesue
and
t preachers; while attached to “His love in time os) forbids me to think
He'll leave me at
n trouble to sink;
the whole was a building used as ‘a coach- ach
sweet gh
have A view !

In life’s bewildering strife and eager

/

distinetly *‘a song in the night,” which fell

two

room were aparients for Wesley,in which
his mother
died ; and at the end of the chay

“| There is hut one side of the abbey left,

\

held, “at

Methodism. Here Wesley
n to preach
. 1 was wandering, one Saturday, just at .at the : end of 1789, The character of the
In a moment her«oubts and fears vane
‘nightfall, amid the ruins of St. Mary's Ab- services held in this rotten, pantile-covered ished. Strong. faith had taken the
place of
bey, in the old townof York, England. It building, may be learned from
loomy. unbelief, and she could rejoice in
Wesley's
is a beautiful place—those old ruins, and works, Wesley began the pies
od her Saviour through the influence of
with a
the patch of pat

-

was

south end was *‘the book room” for the sale
of Wesley’s publications. Over the band-

old gon sok rlefod:

| yrephes ow

here-

It is fre- meetings for prayer and intercession. The
compensation does not break.
quently very difficult to find it; but caré- north end of the room wus used as a s¢hool, The words of the song
ul search will surély
discover its sweet and was fitted up with desks; and at the ciated Were:

“|

re

and

o'clotk on Wednesdays and Fridays, weekly

@

BETTER AND CHEAPER
- BOOTS
OR SHOES:
THOSE PASTENED
WITH =
CABLE SCREW WIRE.

long ‘and

and’ accommodated -about

conducted ;

from the sands of which the stream of some

-At Jesus’ Feet.

3, 1872.

twenty. ble night, when sleep had fled from her eyes
300 and wondering ‘‘where the scene would
persons.
Here the classes met; here’ in end,” she thought she heard the sound of
winter, the five o'clock morning service was music. , She listened attentively, and heard

floor, some eighty ‘feet

Streams in the Desert,

Selections.

STAR. JANUARY

3

a

nouncement is sufficient to show that
others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit. At this rate of

sale this whole Edition will soon be off
our hands. ' Price $2,00.
Postage,
extra, 24 cents. Special terms given

to agents who sell 100 .or more.
dersare

solicited.

Or

-

THE

CEB Horning Sir
GEORGE

| perficial and incomplete. But the keen eye
that is quick to see defects, the earnest
heart that can be content with nothing less
than thorough work, the roused conscience

T. DAY. Editor.

Mr Al communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
business, remittances of monéy, &c., should be addressed to the Publisher.
carers

—> —

To ever y new subscriber for the Morning
Star who shall remit $2.50, and ten cents
in addition to pay postage, &¢., we will send
a new and beautiffil chrono ' entitled i The
Wreathed Cross.” * Thisis one of the most
elegant works of its kind that has been
produced, and is worth the price "of the paper. This offer holds good until Apr. 1,
1872.
;
N. B. It will be understood that no pereentage is allowed in those cases where the
Chromo is sent,—that the subscription “and
postage areto be paid in adv ance,—and that
those vib wish the Chromo will need to
signify that wish in connection with their

-

ideal,

Shik

|'
wan

that it will wink at such extensivg cheating

May we sow more and

We join in the customary greetings of the

clouds, a path without roughness and
windings, a cup filled only with honey, a
journey wholly free from weariness, nor a

conflict

and

burden.

to

——WoRrk

IN THE

RigET WAY.

house for women

as

And with

our readers,—

bill

of fare.

This

is

among

the

friendly

and appropriate acts of our modern humanity to help the poor and needy. Itisa

Bae

been approaching a favorable solution. The
tide of emigration

has swept on steadily

t to light
toward the north-west, aid
undeveloped resources that were hardly suspected. Law and a beiter social order have
steadily rtiunrphing rover amtocracy
‘heen
/
The
and domestic barbarism” in Utah.
The
burdens of | taxdtion grow lighter.
huge corruptions of our great "commercial
etfopolis hive Been exposed,’ grappled

“with and mastered. The terrible havac by

fire in the: west has brought out

latent

the

generosity aand herpig resolution of the people till the sudlimity of the rebound half

the awhtlnoss of the cilamity.

Er

© It has been « ‘year of intense life everywl

And we may be

ri

of Christ-

pedals

grateful

never be-

fore 80 active, or resolute, ‘or’ hopeful.

i;

8

HA

eld

No

othér year has witnessed so many pl ans for
and
gospel home to the’
Bi

lielp™ Several distinguished American divines have already beeninvited to the work,
and their number will probably be increased
ore long. Ttis really pleasant to see the
two nitions thus sitting down together to
one of the-most important Yorks of the age.
The company is composed of these believed
to be best adapted to the work, and, as they

on

Chief

-

The article bearour

second

EOLIORIAL

SILVER

WEDDING.

But as the subject is. School it goes for an entirely different object,
Is this justifiable? How can the
Society, if it continue to employ its funds
which prompts careful inquiry in this - divec- in this way , expect, further benefaction ? If

fall of importance, as the author has given
much thought to it, and as almost anything
tion is likely to be of service, we. accord

to

‘word, inhi own way, and on his own

re-

we

Yoo

News and .

plication

from seven o'clock till ten

bright Friday
world is of sunshine th
morning. , There weregi , of course, an
abundance of them, including a gold-headed ebony cane from the Corporators of the
a mantel

Bates

College,

to correct

of its funds which applies them

and that the in-

ferences drawn appear far from inevitable. The
statement! are likely to need qualifying, and the

purposes for which they were
given.
;
J.AH,

. Home Missions.
NEW YEAR'S GIFTS.

|

It is hoped. that the friends of our Home
and Freedmen's Mission will not forget nor

overlook the claims of these very important
causes,

in the distribution of

their gifts to

the various objects and causes which are
But our “brother is allowed to speak freely for. presented for New Year's favors. . No cause
himself~Ep.)
is more important to the interests of our
:
:
In dispensing the gifts of others we are denomination and. the prosperity of Zion
| pledged to carry out their will. If liberty than the Home Mission cause. Our denomof use accompanies the benefaction placed ination, through our Home Mission, within
in ovr hands, account. ability to the donors the last eight years has done a great and

place was as full of hearty con .

Establishment,

with

er of their charities demandsof it a return

[We give the following article
a
a A
well
as another which is to fallow,~because it deals

to be to the writer,

sinned.

this mistake. It may be troublesome to
molest present arrangements, but we should
never shrink) for such reasons, from facing
| the right, “Fidelity to the lijeral souls who
have made the Education Society the almon-

The Funds of the
the Ed. Society.

gratulations and sincere good wishes as the

Printing.

have not blundered, , we have

I. is not easy, perhaps, in viewof com-

the writer the priylege of saying his own

to the vestries of the Washington St. church,
so as better to accommodate the guests in
gnd

’

dowment of professorship in the Theological .

argument

is

quite

open

to. adverse

criticism.

but we never meant to keep the of* vourse ceases, and we are only bound to
But it
promise at all, ard he had hardly turned the ‘act according to our best judgment.

the -whole

hc

without a challenge.

affair,

attendance,

a

dollars, We have made it more than forty
thousand. ‘Raised’ especially for the en-

page,

will very likely be found to contain some
statements and views .that will not pass

would seem

AN

RL

ola

voted to sligont students was originally
given for other purposes.” The beneficiary
fund of the Society is less than six thousand

represent various denominations of Christians, give significance to the modern moye- frankly and conrteously with a subject which is
It ¢an ab present deeply interesting to the denominament in favor of Christian union.
ndt be ‘doubted that a revision at their tion, and upon the proper and practical settlement
of which important interests are depending ;—onhands wil present many and strong claiius S ly remarking now, that the points made are by
upon the attention 6f'the public.
no means as simple and.-obvious to ifs as they
+

a

v

,

clock

is evident that thoney given for a special
purpose, to that purpose alore should be devoted. . Kindred objects - to the: one our

charities have endowed

may be found jn

equal or greater need, but they

are not, for

that reason, entitled to the least fraction of
its inheritance. The meager funds of the
F. B. Education - Society were gathered for
definite purposes;
=a small part for ene
thing distinctly named by the coptributors ;
another smal] part for another specified ob|'ject; the principal part for yet a third end
clearly separated from every other. Contributors to the permanent funds of the Society have first seen some one pressing need

connected with

its. work, and then have

sent. money to aid in sstidfying that need.

good work among

Nearly

churches, and our work

amdng the freed-

men, unless we still continue our pecuniary
aid? Our missionaries and laborers in this de-

- partment must be sustained, or be under the
necessity of leaving the field and returning
Eome.
It is now a very hard, trying time
for the freedmen in some parts of the
South, especially in the Shenandoah Valley.
The corn crop was greatly injured by the .
drouth,

and

thousands

of

hogs,

which

the freedmen intended for the market,
hae died with the cholera, and many are

“Suffering for food; aiid at this season can
do but very little to aid their ministers and

missionaries, This is also true to a great
extent in our Cairo mission. But very few
funds of late have come into our Treasury.

So it. comes to pass that only & limited
amount of the Society’s money can be freely ‘The Januiry appropriations cannot be paid

with bronze image of Shakgspeare from the
employes in the office, pitcher and goblets, used to meet general purposes in.any" part
The Education Society
&c., from the Washington St. church. a [of the chosen field.
was
chartered
for
the
purpose of promoting
whole bag-fall of silver half dollars from
the Doctor's former parish in Providence, theological cultung among the rising minisbright and shiring and fresh from the mint, try of our church. ‘In carrying out this high
aim, methods of opera‘*ion were selected,
besides all the other tokens by which numer:
and means employed, and by those methods
ous friends expressed their genuine esteem.
1
|
and means the society became known tofthe
Quite as significant as these, and ‘witha
peopie, and made its appeals to their benevjust as acceptable, were the warm-hearted olence. By one judiciously chosen measletters from viirious parties who were unaure, more than in any other way, the Socieble to attend, together with the fitting ‘and
ty advertised itself befgre the churches.
kindly words spoken by represeatatives of
They recognized its word) bythe value of
who
were
presthe clergy, the press, &c.,
the instrument it created
f6r its work.
ent.
¥
¢|
From
the
time
when
the
Biblica! school
And so, after twenty-five years,—afte
first appeared above the horizon, the symall the experience of those long, short,
bright, dark, sad, joyous, toilful but happy pathies of the denomination were given to
and service-full twensy-five years, with just the Society, and the necessities of the schqol

unless we have more funds.

We have sent out no special circulars for
some months past, and if our ministers and

other brethrén who are interested in this
cause, will present the subject in the churches, and use the proper efforts to raise funds
regularly, the expenses which would be
paid for virculars and ggents mightbe saved and devoted to the use of the Society in
advancing our Home Mission work. Send
in your freewill offerings and new year's
gifts as soon as possible.

so many years less to live, but with just sc , | were made an object of jts benevolence. For.
many years of added usefulness,—any one that school the churches contributed to the
To them that school
.of which would have won the * well done,” Society their money.
m
all the wants of the
—with many more friends because having represented ‘nearly
children body. having it in charge. They saw that »
a much wider acquaingance,with
w
to crown these years as well as to share the

the freedmen.

fifty churches have been organized among
them . *But what will become of those’

schoof as one, distinct, individmalinstitution,

Brethren

who made. pledges at General

Coinférence are requested to forward the
amount of their pledges which are yet, unpaid. We mest ardently desire to settle up
all the i
of the Cairo mission in the
month of January.
‘
SiLAs Curtis, Treas.
Concord, N. H., Dec. 28, 1871.

A Theological Room Furnished.
The Ladies’ Circle connec
th the
North St. church, Bath, Maine, Rev. E. W.
Porter, Pastor, has generously furnished entire, and in a very neat'and scceptable
manner, a room in the Theological Seminary, Bates College. ‘This very timely and
handsome ~ deed was completed
many

recognized in part its needs, and responded to them. Consequently that school “of
Freewill Baptist prophets,in distinction from
every other, became the recipient of nine
tenths of the funds naw owned by the SocieThe first ten thousand dollars the months since, ind would have beem ereéditand kind voices, Joking Jak over that ty.
|
Society
ever had were raised for that school. ed before, but we have waited fora lst of
past which lay serene i
eir memory ,
like a beautiful landscape that one leaves The gemerous gift of Mr. Passons was for the articles, and their appraised value.
behind in the sunshine and the dew on a | the endowment of a chair im that ‘school. “This list has just been sent us by Mss, Portmorning journey. ‘Old ‘pleasures were re- Agents appointed by the Soeiety to collect er, who has been active in the good work.
ealled, only to seem increased and sweeten- funds begged, not for general purposes, but The whole value foots up some $61.00' and
e1 by time; even the few sad memories for ‘he specific wants of that school. The is far from being over-estimated, fo everrwere lost amid the brighter recollections ‘money they raised contemplated not the thing is new and nice. .
that came crowding in, and the apprecia- possioilities of the future, but only the imItisa grest help to a student coming
tion with which the results of their care mediate necessites of that institution. The from perhaps
a distant state, to find a room |
and toil were mentioned, came like the | rise of ether schools of like nature, was not, all ready for occupancy, It saves much
glad sunshine after a night of storm.—That | in the collection of the endowment funds of time, inconvenience and expense. So imis to say, this is the way it seemed to us. the Society, anticipated, nor is its lithe: eap- portant is this regarded, that, as we notice,
If we haven't stated the: evening’s experi ital, Tm any respect, a provision for their the authorities of the Andover Theological
ence correctly, it must. be charged to a ‘wants. Present emergencies and, not fu- Seminary have recently made an appeal to
| want of practical knowledge and not to a ture contingencies evoked this money.
the general public for contributions to aid
More than that is tyue. For a specific in furnishing the rooms of that institution.
lack of sincerity. But ik seemed so nice to
sit there amid friends, asd music, and flow- | purpose in the Theological School that fand We do nos propose to do that at present.
ers, and evergreen, and gifts, —valuable be- | was raised. Not for buiMings, furniture, The work has been begun with us as a
cause they were the forms into which | libraries, nor beneficiaries, but to seeure in- purely voluntary enterprise; and in like
friendship and good-wilk had crystalized, istraction, the major part of those funds mannerwe choose it shouldgo on, only.
and the memories of those twenty-five | came into the treasury of the Society. Who adding by way of information —*and yet
years, and all! If Mr. &' Mrs. Day were is prepared to gssert that it was not ‘the de- there is * room.’ ef F.
Pd
not happy, when would they be? And do you sign of the donors of that money, that it be
applied
for
instruction
inthe
school?
Some
arly
telling
a
fib
for
|
blame us at all for
A Prompt R.Response.’
saw its need of a library and began, with
the sake of telling abofit
the wedding?
In aceordance with th
the recommendations
their gifts, a permanent fund for that want.
The necessities of the students arrested and of Gen. Conf., the Ex. Com. of the Foreign
Speak- drew out the benevolenee of others, and so Mission Society have apportioned the
A Womb oF COMMENDATION.
ing
of Dr. Day's lectures, we are reminded the beneficiary fixid came into being. But amount likely to be needed for = the
that it is hardly fair te'allow only those who by far the'. quarter part of this money work during the presemt year, to the differor have the life-currents listerFto them to know how valuable they given was given in support of teachers for ent churches, and ask them to Taise the
madness,
duce
cross, make our own:stubbornness bow, utare. Having.co) mitted the above trans- the school.
specified amount. This work of
onter our own humiliating confession, rally}
gression, we feel little hesitancy in adding
From these facts,” therefore, two conclu- ment has been done and the annemnceour own astine energies, and lay hold of
Atoo res
rate the phenomens of suiide will the following from the Concord, N. H., sions, at least, are inevitable,
by regarding ments sent to their destination, | Favorable
sich we have
v
to a science} and one can gg 10
reduced
be
soon
ng in. In one case
whieh
the
Society
will
save
itself
from much replies are already
* Save as we
Rev.
' Duy’ Lecture, Wednesda
point his finger with a degrée of eertainty to
perplexity. = 1. The greater part of the at least the money —-— raised and’ sent beki = this gpirit of
evening - ‘Phenix Hall, before the ¥. M.
funds of the Education Society are indivisi- Sore the year commenced, acc
ooording to the > Week of Prayer its victim in the coming year.
Association, was highl interesting to a,
ble,
and
must
be
kept
and
applied
us
a
‘method
suggested
by
Paul.
Here is a_brief
large
and
intelligent
audience.
"The
old
and
und us. ' Indeed, it
given for in- note which tells the-story and : bears a plain ;
may leave us worse “than it found us, be- ——THE
RIGHTS OF SAILORS, “A bill is new Anglo Saxon was brought out with’ a whole, So far as they were
beauty never before realized by a’ Concord strugtion in the Thédlagical School of the testimony. Jt is Jikely to have maty succause we have used it to cheat Sargelves pending before the U. S. House of repre- audience. i The lecture was exceeding)
4 Society, or were given: to furnish it with a CEessors :
old
be.,very
s
into the ided that we have! gained” a
‘better sentatives which-will doubtles
fine as a literary
production, far-reachin
o | library, so far they mustbe used as a unit,
hope for the soul when we have only found before it finds another. to. equal * it in im- historical res
, and really sublime.
Goliodit “Me. Dee. 2 1971.
portance. It calls attention to the condition old hackneyed words, «« Anglo Saxon,” re- and can not, by Chistian hands, be divided.
a complete paralysis fot the conscience.
BRO. Lisny :~Please find inclos
$12,
their priginal beauty, and were so Great as the necessities of other schools ~-our’ 8
Second. The
‘week of prayer DRGaFgaA
ii TA
as’ Lor
en en m
nsky legislationtg pro-| sumed
full of inspiration that every intelligent
isgions.
and of duty can by ne means be done or ad- tect themdn their rights. As a class, sailors mind was electrified. No honest * Anglo may be, true_as it is that ‘one part of our Fovei,
equately provided for by even
hest are the most abused of any equaily deserv- Saxon heart eould have listened to this truly church is as much entitled to love and care one of the smallest agBhi
but we felt, when Wh
of | ing
in body
and truest observance ..of the
of mén under the sun. Thdyhave el uent lecture without resolving anew to as another, still money given for one theo- nomination,
our note, that we could yot go on
logical
school
can
mot
honorably
bé
appro|
J
‘Prager, There is no’6 “such pr pi thus ‘come to be considered the lawful victims of fill its mission in the Christian progress and
we responded at ence to that. Pils
of
.
priated to another. “We ought therefors to doing the thing is so fair~amd
just, it
gaining time in the Christian service... Ev-]| debauched landlords, lewd women, un- civilization of the rice.
This is only a fair: statement of ‘the im -| hear no more demands for a division of the We took. Je oat churches Janet respond.
14
ery day has fts ims, every week its du- principled shipping agents, and rascals gen'e
tup in oar congregation
ferties. “We may not hope to meet the relig-! erally, until their wrongs cry aloud for re- pressions upon all of those who have Jisten« Sovioty’s funds. By the law of Christ they
a
Fp
ORIN
BARTLE"
ard
‘indivisble..
As
they
were
given
for
ed
to
this
lecture.
Tt is full of historic’ in«
t is believed that this bill will help
jus responsibilities of three hundred and | dress.
—
.....]
9
They have ‘struction, and the quotations from both | one school, they belong, and can belong to
sixty-five days by ‘special activity during to pail théir con
Revivals, &e.
seven. No effort of ‘a week insurés the
in, robbed and cheated and lured so long ancient and modern English Authors show no other school. To ask that they be di-

and fod

The violence and prescription, born of slav-

rgvisers have concluded to call in ‘American

to do when.the
“.

found

TongNN
A
pe veeiin

—————

BisuicAr INsTRUSTION.

ing this title,

Christian enterprise, converting an alms-

The week of ®pecial
and united Prayer,
which most of ‘the ‘evangelical churches
throughout Europe and America are now

- ery and left uncured by the war, have-been
disciplined into better behavior im the
. southern states. The Chinese problem has

less elated ovet the report that the English

-

corner to go and meet some leéture engagements in the West before we had seized our
house into a home, and offering a wholepencil to tell the whole story.
RJ
some variety of food and comforts at prices
The happy .occasion was celebrated the
that ure within the reach of wany hitherto
Saturday - evening before Christmas, so i t+
deprived of them. There are similar mover, | found everybody in holiday spirits, ready
ments. in other cities, and: they all meet to give and receivévhe full measure of joy.
such a real need
are withal so well pat- The Doctor and his lady dad been invited

Week of Prayer.

God gives no such lot as this to his faithful accustomed to observe, commences next
serv ants. Whom he loveth he chasteneth. ‘Sunday. The fact of such an observance is
Millions of A Christians are ronized that jt is
"The disciple no less than the Master must impressive.
believed they will fix
carry the cross on the way to the corona- at once upon théir knees offering com- ‘themselves dniong the permanent charities
confessions; looking up
to the of the land.
tion. Only after heroic struggle. comes the mon
Jorn and eternal victory. = But we do same source of help and blessing, pleading|
objects, joining
ish for them a faith that never loses sight for the same specified
——CuUBAN BELLIGERENCY.
The statement
of star or gem; a steady and patient and m one solemn act of consecration, and
that our Government was about to ‘interfere
jubilant march along the narrow and bright- professedly offering themselves as living,
in Cuban affairs as against Spain has been
ening way;
a cheerful submission that and willing, and eager instruments to carry
freuently made of late and in several
drinks every appepinted draught as Christ forward the one great work contemplated
quarters believed. The barbarous conduct
took the cup of agony inthe garden ; and a in the gospel. The very spectacle touches
of the Spaniards, their evident attempts to
fresh triumph at the end of every moral and stirs the heart even more deeply than
crush. the spirit of free government among
battle. May hope never desert them. May one is stirred by the sadder kneeling, the the Cubans, the President’s language in his
joy fill their darkest night with songs. May bowed heads and the reverent hush which last annual message, thé recent visit of
each earthly loss bring a heavenly compen- falls upon the great crowd in a Europeéan Minister Sickles. to
hington, all have,
sation. May every human sorrow open a cathedral at the elevation of the Host. It is helped to make such a course seem. proper;
new door to divine sympathy.
May all true that in God's eye the form is nothing and consequently to multiply rumors conheart-wounds bring the richest ministry of when the spirit is absent. Mere ceremoni- cerning it. Justice and humanity séem to
the Great Healer.
May the sickness of alism is but show and mockery to him, demand that some strong arm intexfere- on
spirit induced by sin find relief in the word however imposing to us. But among these Cuba's behalf. She hag
been grappling
that pledges forgiveness. May sorrow mel- millions of professed «disciples, we know with her antagonist th ode” fie years, now
low the soil of the spirit, and tears make there are many who truly and devoutly and underneath and now a-top, but always covit more fruitful in all the graces of true re- earnestly pray ; and the very fact that _such ered by the dust of the contest and besmearligion: - May the life grow daily into noble- -a mighty current of supplication is setting ed with the blood of her own wounds,
ness and beauty. ¥ 1y heaven seem brood- heavenward must .do something to lift claiming that it was for liberty, and seeming closely and comstantly over home and leaden souls and make the prayers of“the ing to tell the truth. If the. belligerency of
heart. Aud if. death comes before the year formal quick with sensibility and effective the Islanders is not acknowledged, itis at
The very co-operation
. is ended, may it be hailed as the captive with yearning.
least hoped that movements may be imade
hails the messenger that knocks off his fet- which is offered is a help that few can to prevent a repetition of recent scenes.
ters and leads him into the glory and rapt- afford to lose. Besides all the usual aids
ure of liberty. = With this highest and truds that are offered us, there is need of taking
-|
of all happiness do we pray that God may hold of all spacial assistance so that: we ——THE AMNESTY BILL. It seems quite
fill the sonls of al¥ our readers during the may rise above our worldliness and know probable that the present Amnesty Bill will
the lierty- of love and the strength of beconse a law, but perhaps in a slightly
"year 1872, till they run over at the brim,
fabs
o
| modified form, during the present session
The ended yean has been. eventful.
As
We trust-our churches wil! generally ob- of Congress. Recent debates might argue
the great forces in our life multiply and
grow active,each year gains in significance. serve the season and find a blessing in it. differently, but there are very good reasons
Death has been busy in hall and hat,in pal- It is fitting thus to begin the year. Strik- to believe that the final result will be a
ace and cottage, among those whose names ing the true Christian key-note thus early, general pardon. One can not resist the
ave been altogether too
are familiar over a continent and those who there will be less difficulty in singing the conviction that
have walked “almost unknown among the psalm of the year’s life nearer to the con- good mated with these wicked rebels.
a good many of us-who echo.
lowly. . The terrible war-cloud that over- cert pitch. Faithful review and self-exami- There aze/8till
statement,
that
shadowed Europe and was lurid with wrath- nation are hblped by the season, for we are Senator Buckingham’s
just passing a milestone which God him- “Davis and Breckinridge and Toombs and'
ful lightenings when the last year dawned,
self has set up. The evenisgs are long. their ¥ke ought to have been hung long
has passed outof sight and given place to
The air is bracing. The bodily vigor is at ago.” It is too late perhaps to remedy that
Prussia. though carrying the
the azure.
In the country especially mistake, but we can keep them from ay
terrible scars of battle andhaving the trace its maximum.
leisure. The large office where they could again wield their
_of tears on her rugged face, openly displays. there ly compere
|
blessing
which
has
so
often
followed the ob- hurtful influence. We believe in amnesty
the laurels and walks with the step of a conservance
of
the
Week
of
Prayer
encourages ‘not simply asa matter of policy. but bequeror. France, smitt>n, humiliated, but
"only half cured of hor vanity, her godless- ‘the faithful use of it mow. ' Churches and cause i is right; still there should be exto the enforcing and maintaising
«ness and presumption, opens the year a ‘individual sould need a quickening both for ceptions,
gir
own
and
for
others’
sake.
The
longwhich,
we
hope tosee Congress’devote: itthe
to
plagueto hersélf and a problem
this
quickening
is
left
unsought
and
unself.
fate
the
over
nervous
is
Eagland
wor.d.
her monarchy, dreading the death. of her gained the harderwillit be to break away
éremost Prince, and yet fearful that his from the routine o2hich enslaves and robs ——Tae FREQUENCY OF SUICIDES. The fre0
‘Liet_them arise now
¢
prolonged life may add to the haste and the soul of cot
quent reports of suicides during the Inst
terror ofa political revolution. ."Bhe PapaTwo ca
18.“ are nedod: First. Let: month or two have been something“ alhrmeyis no longer the power ityhas been in
ing. - Every elassof citizens has contributed
: Rome or elsewher e, and. Catholicism iis ceas- nobody imagine that, by merely putting the its quota, as though there was an epidemic
passive
soul
into
the
¢ircle
of
religious
exing to mean mental - servitude since HyaWithin, six days we
Ar the needed life will of self-destruction.
¢inthe and Dillinger openly defied the. Vat- sivioss and i
have counted nearly: a dozen, fromm the
be
gained
and
the
required
work.
done.
jcan. Ali through the lands where paganwretched prisoner in his cell to the elengyism has fall sway, the gospel of Christ has The prayers of others have no magical in- man in his’study, who have thus sought obbeen taking the reverence for idols out of fluence. They will not charm us into saint- livion of life, and by various means, fiom a
ship. They will not undo the wrong of our
the heart and bringing in the better faith.
disgusting backing of the throat with the
* Here at home the year has not passed unfaithfulness. They will not put our in: jagged. edge of a tin plate, to a decent
passions to sleep. They
The dulged and
without making important history.
hanging or a still more.respectable poisonor’atone for our chromic selfold questions that threatened to estrange us will not cure
ing. Xt is absolutely appalling to go. over
from our kindred r in England have ap- ishness, nor change our unlovely pride into the Mist. Are the relations of the atmosproached a peaceful. and happy settfement. the beauty of humility. We must truly repent | pherie elements disturbed, so that they inof our own sins. We must bear our own

we

pools of cor: |

Anew

has just been

EE A

you as just the—
is absent ?

The
opened in Boston. It is in a sensea chari- young folks in the Star office have been in
table institution, and still it only gives poor | a glow of anticipation for a fortnight, thinkworking women a chance to support them- ing what a pleasant time we would have
selves, The rooms of the house are said to telling all the world,—speaking after the
be comfortable and well furnished, with sit manner of the ancients,—about Dr. Day ss
ting room and parlors attached, to which Silver Wedding.
To be sure, we had paris added a restaurant with a good but cheap|.‘tially promised to say nothing about the

NEW YEAR!

The

has no

greeting

as this.

lodging

stich a_boon as.this in mind, we again send
out the hearty

season, and send to all and each of our réad- A Harpy
ers the wish for a Harpy New YEAR. We |

life that escapes all

sunshine

results of car-

euilty parties be held to a strict account.

better seed, and reap larger and richer harvests. Doing this, we need have no fear
for the year's happiness,
for its days

-

that

rT

The Republican party is not yet so corrupt

May we write a better chapter of personal |
history than any which the
preceding

with

-

Those par——REYISION OF THE BIBLE.
ties who have expressed so much dissatisfaction because England seemed to monepolize the work of Bible revision are doubt.

could hardly have done worse than that, and
it seems to be the general wish that the

Master's face, our hope
P anchored in heaven.

June fills the fields with flowers.

they see no way but to sinkin

pet-bagging, which has been a by-word in
so many mauths. The rebels themselves

our hands full of diligence, our eyes’ on the,

Year.

ask for them a sky

ty

This is one of the ifievitable

ing, trusting, waiting, our feet on the rock,

years have penned.

chance to have a ing idea that they
are men ; it will hold out a hand to them when

State has been laid under a debt of $29,000,
000; which it seems in howsg bound to pay.

will go by in a jocund dance, and every

New

sate

——SouT
CAROLINA FINANCES. ‘The
worst that has been stated concerning the

wo

month will fill the heart

The

a

Current Topics.

and wesolute

"The New Year will be full of moaning.
May we interpret aright whatever it shall
bring. May we put into it our best purposes ard our most faithful ‘and prayerful
service.
May we make the most of its
smaller and it8larger opportunities.
May
every day find us at our post of duty, work-

remittance.

donot

.

TEN

—————

rm"

thing better than we have reached,—these
all prove that, God is at work among men,
financial condition of South Carolina js
reproving their low life and seeking to lure |v
verified by'the investigation recently insti-|
them upward by holding ont a grander:
tuted. By’ corruption in official circles the

A Special Premium, '

&

other week leaye a better record.

‘demand, and the ifitense longing for some-

-

- we

pl.

which is heard in stern protest

JANUARY 3. 1872.

ruption ; and above all it will convince the
have made it more a curse than a blessing. whole horde of ruffians . that sailors have
Let it be so used that it shall make every ‘rights which they are boundto respect.

done, much that is accomplished is sadly su-

3, 1872.

JANUARY

STAR,

:
:
Ba
{or bringing homé to the deepest SEAR me: owed by. the ovine] power which it,
ness of men the fact that the Messiah is the helps us to put into the rest of the year. If it
vightful ruler of mankind.
Much, indeed, is only a spasm of fervor, to be followed by
has been neglected, much remains to be a long torpor indulged as a right, we shall
-

WEDNESDAY,

MOR NING

TATE
Sba
——

and Tite. TF

joys and help to bear the burdens of them,
—after this quarter century. of wedded life,
they had taken a few hours from busy toil
to sit down with their friends and be glad
together. And so they sat, amid music

:

that they haye Almost a wide acquaintance with and high appreoci a : ided is to-ask the Society to violate its honLeorie, for makingireligion- a | soul safety for a year,” He only perverts a Hind 55 systematically
A good revival is in prog.
:
DovVER, ME.
to’ har- ation of the beauties of our Angle Saxon or, and so commit a breach of trust.
in’
t
privilege and imperils himself who findsa begun to think their bodies belong
rs ee for enthroning Chris
ress
inthe
Dover,
Me., F. Baptist church.
2.
It
also
follows
that
the
present
use
of
lierature,
This,
or
any
other
of
his
leoteffects
,
their
and
fate
young
to
reason
for
after
heediessness
in
the
fact
that,
souls
the
their
g
and
lots
savin
the midst of active life, for
‘The
voles
of
converts,
seekers and prodiures,
would
add
character
and
weight
to
the
Society's
‘money
is
indefensible,
and
die has been zealous during a brief season. to the one that can get them. = This new

be

"for lessening’ ‘crime through prevention or
mings

a. cure -fustead of a curse,

The value

of this special

opasion

will

be

bill will ‘help to assure them

when they

any popular COUPEE

erm; vy, does this strike

should he corrected,

The money now de gals is heard in our midst,
4

M. H.T.

FG

THE
hev—

"
1

-

:

ed, some thirty or more being reclainied or

ing it to be our duty
not only in our

vor of temperance.
March 9, 1872.

dndewe
advancement of our cause in'this young and

Minisfers
and Churches.
The

prosperous state, ‘Wig have, here, rare opportunities for church building; and it is believed that
Freewill Baptists, giving them an equal chance,

'

Pa

Hartford,
The name, Rev. JH. Bartlett, of mistak
e.

monwealth where the earnest and faithful labor;

by
Me., is left out of the last Register

of a F, B, minister would not result in the orgun-

i

a call ‘tp
Rev. Seth W. Perkins has accepted
n, Mv,
the pastorate of the F. B. church in Canto
Sabbath
and will enter upon his labors the first

Jomithan
Be H

Sa,
pi

The
church in this place was highly enjoyable.
of the occhildren added largely to the interest
delighted by
+ casion, who in turn were a8 much
mas tree.
Christ
the
from
gifts
the distribution of
was kindly
The pastor, Rev. A.’M. Freeman,
and generously remembered.

r,
A correspondent writes from Bloomer Centethe

upon
Mijch., to urge the claims of that plaee
This
attention of those seeking a western home.
good
has
last
which
City,
n
Carso
town contains

towns, where a little effort properly made would
produce good results. ;
‘
Under such circumstances and with such a
field open before us, what shall we-do? At pres-

16
school and church privileges, a F. B. church of
members having been recently formed. The

soon
City will also have two railréhd stations astages

as the roads are

advan

other

ent we have not the men to work,~not more
than two or three are doing any thing. We have

uwhich it bids fair to develop. For other partic
lars, address Rev. Wm.H. Smith, Bloomer Center, Mich,

but two or three churches organized in the state,

4

with

cts
UNION, P:Q., Q. M. . Although the prospe
rof the Union Q. M. are seemingly very unfavo
is
Lord
the
that
ce
eviden
fresh
find
still
we
able,
able to forgive sin. In the township of Barhston, where’ have been laboring a part of the
time for a year past,we are enjoying a season of
refreshing.” Husbands and wives, parents and

next twelve

consisting

The

more.

of 20 or

Let us have the

there will

be

months.

But

the

question

upon our *‘ church extension

fund.”

we

do must be done by our own eff rts, helping ourselves so far as our own strength goes, and when

that fails; remember
God’s opportunity.

that man’s

It is not to be any part of our

cle to make

toa

any

appeals

extremity

is

for money,

attention of our ministers

1 rejoice in the prosperity of our Foreign and
{Freedmen’s Missions,and hope they may prove a
great blessing to the world.

if there are any wW
circumstances will admit
of it,and who are willing to put up with the disadvantages of a new country and to undergo the

Pray for us.

ABIAL MOULTON.

sacrifices . common to the frontier, they may
make their arrangemengs at once to come and
make their ome among us, and preach, and so.
organize churches in this promising eountry.

Christmas
Our
GILFORD VILLAGE, N. H.
services were of marked interest, and it is hoped

they

honor

glorified Him in whose

held,

were

The Lord is manifestly present in our meetings
cheering the hearts of believers and admonishing
sinners, The children’s Sabbath morning prayer-

meeting has continued for several months with
these
attend
Those who
unabated interest.
meetings are from eight to thirteen vears of, age.
—

" The

average

twelve.

number

of attendance

I read to them from a simple paraphrase

- of the Bible a short chapter, after which we all

ent in a great degree.

pray and sing and speak as in an ordinary
prayer-meeting, except that all take part in the
exercises.
I esteem these children as hopeful
converts and this meeting as important as any
It has been a custom to admit pious
we have.
children to membership in this ehurch, and most

are sure that ministers who have labored and sacrificed in the frontier in the past, have accomplished quite as muck for their Master, and are

to-dayin circumstances

children, and may that notable day of the Lord’s

in our churches east.

power’ soon come when all shall know Him from
8.CK.

.

-

ac-

and wife gratefully

G. W. Wallace

of

a donation

$122.00

from

their

‘Quarterly

friends in Atkinson, and $40.00 from their friends

the

church

M.—Held
at

its

Duplzin.

last

Elid.

A F, B, church, to be known as, the Steamboat

Rock church, was lately organized at the Buck’s

el ,

Grove school-house, . Grundy Co., Iows, by a
council from the Waterloo Q. M. Rev, M. D.

and D. A.

Palmer, Deacons. This new church is in the
midstof a fine country, and we would be glad

4

,

IRA ALLEN, Clerk.

of the

Corinth, Vt., Q. M.,

was

reached the word to good acce
, Fuller. was appointed to
8. school convention on Friday

withus a

Rev. E.
ss the Q. M,
eveningof the
e,

next session,

Next

session at Dickinson Cen., January 26—,
D. 8. SMITH, Clerk.

\D. A. PALMER,

Golden

CHENANGO Q. M.—Held its last session Nov.
generally
94-26, with Plymouth chureh. Business

Clerk.

The

done harmoniously and in good order.

was

Second Freewill Baptist church,Pharsalia, organized Oct. 28, was received into this Q. M. A
good interest was manifested throughout the en-

Wedding.

Bro. Jonathan Perkins and wife celebrated the
60th anniversary of their marriage at Tlampton,
session, and especially on Saturday afterthe 29th of Nov.
a crowded
"noon in religious conference, when
Among the many representatives of the Per- house listenedto an interesting entertainment
of declakins family present on the occasion;were'the three given by the Sabbatli-school, consisting
recitations, singing, &c. Collection of
brothers and a sister, each over 70 years of age, mations,
:
2
$5.00 for the H. M.
all in the enjoyment of excellent health, and
Next session with the church in Norwich, Satshowing
a degree of mental and physical vigor urday. before the fourth Sabbath in Feb, next.
R. F. FRANCISCO, Clerk.
seldom witnessed in persons so far advanced in

4

‘the journey of life. They

are descendants

of

* Abraham Perkins, Jr., who is sai to. have been
+ the first white male child born in Hampton, viz.

Sept. 2d, 1689.
These

venerable

y
people

are all

comfortably

settled within horn-sounding of the old homestead, which by the way has néver passed from
the

family

name

since the

early

settlement

of

Hampton, and judging from the host of sons and

grandsons present on this oceaston, male Heirs

are requested
:

W.N.COLER

though
not.

the attendance from other churches was
A Joviyal, interes lias Sommenc

r

the

labors o

..U,

Jan., at 2 o’clock, P. M.,

instead

of the

W. U.EDWARDS, Clerk.

11

Pittsfield, eld, M

e,
iy
Newport? Ve.

.

*

A

‘

)

COLLECTED BY

D. G.

Wayne

BBo
Bay

1,50
3,
100
8,50

les,

5,00

2,50

Yu

,

1,00

BY J. 8. MANNING.

.

10.50
218

mdde at

© Bolten Contiby Wim Walker,
odgdon,
Westport, Me
a.
33
i I,"
Cnepashet,
& MAS",

«

BY

{Chicage

Chi

“

Spr

Church,

Hatley,

O, cash no

at 3 o’clock,

P.M.

A

chosen

a committee

on

itinerancy, with a

view to supply destitute churches in The Q. M. with
ministerial aid. Ministers desirous of changing their
field of labor will please addrass, Rev. E. B. Fuller,
Dickinson Center, N. Y.
D. 5. SmiTy, Clerk.

CHANGE OF TIME. WMTESTOWN Q. M. will hold
its next session with the church at Washington Malls,
Jan. 9—i1, commencing at 7 o’clock, P. M.
P. PHILLIPS, Clerk.
LisBoN,

~

HILLSDALE Q. M. will hold its next session with
the church in Jackson. Opening sermon on Friday,
Jan. 12, at 7 P. M., by Rev. E. J. Howes. Conference
Jan. 13, at 10 A. M. Full attendance is solicited.
¥.P. AUGIR, Clerk.
u
Olice

Addraosses.

Rev. 8. W. Perkins, Canton, Me,
* A. Dick, Cowlesville, N, Y.** H.Atweod. Livermore Venter, Me.
* R. Woodworth, Hillsdale, Mich.
* OC. Bean,
am, Me.

—————
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LARGEST.

broached
:

in its

:

original

containing 40 pages

4

*

BEST.

The BEST papers ever written‘on the Sunday school

2,50 |

pages.

+

The Lessons for 1872 will he prepared

by the fol-

LL. D., Regent

By REV. JOSEPH

ALDEN,

J. P.

VERY

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT June 5, 1871,

Trains leave Dover for Wolfboro” & Center Harbor,

The Pioneer Magazine for Sunday-Schools.

|

4wi2

DR. 8. 8. FITCH,
sends his “FAMELY
PHESICIAN,”
9
pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is to
m ake any one their own doctor. Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which
each person.can prepare.
Send your direction to Dr. ‘8. 8. FITCH 8 30%,
714 Broadway, New otk
y

* MARRIED
Rev. N. L. Rowell, Mr.

M., and Miss Jennie Hill, of Lowell,

A. Richard® and Miss
Nov. 28, Mr. James
Eliza A. Abbott, of

N

Miss Maggie Martin, of M.
In Plymouth, Dec 23, by Rev. Thomas Wyatt, “Ir.,
He verge P: Dearborn and Miss Lizzie ¥'. Drake,
of
P.
By Rev. 8. Bean, Mr. Augustus’ Smith and Miss
Ella J. Janes, both of Chesterville, Me.
In Pittsfleld, Me., Dec. 6 by Rev. a. L. Gerrish,
Mj puvid Tuttle, of Palmyra, and Mrs. Mary Wing;
0!
ang.
y
¥

Ia i yndon. Vt., Dec. 20, by Rev. L.'B. Tasker, Mr,

Catalogue of New
lished

ment.
livery.

* The Little Folks.
For four Sundays each month.
Beautifully illustrated.”
Made especially for infant®lasses.
Edited by one of the best primary teachers in the
country.
Single copy, 30 cents; Clubs of 25 or more, 20 cents
per year.
Send stamp for specimen copy of each to
4
ADAMS, BLACKMER & LYON PUB. CO., ©
CHICAGO.

EGGLESTON’S

SUNDAY-SCHOOL

RECORD.

In making this book, Mr. Eggleston has

sought to

combine all the items Tecessrl to be kept
in a Sunday-Schol Record, with brevity and
plicity of
angement.
:
ol
This book-contsins about 208. p.
, ‘bound in a
substantial manner, Price, $1; sent by mail.
. HQW TO KEEP A LIBRARY.”
© 7 ‘BY KDWARD EGGLESTON.
The Best System in Une.
50,000 CARDS and TICKETS SOLD in ONE YEAR.
Library
Card, $1 per 100; Library Ticket,
$1 per 100,
AY. Send Tor Piroular expIaming thay pe :

by

the

1S. S.

01

Superintendents

Sunday School Books Just puh-

Freewill

Printing

Baptist

Prize

de-

Series.

3

:

Hy

.

$150
150
150
150

150

Sabrina Hackett,

Aunt Mattie
Light from the Cross,

|

stablish-

These Books are now ready for sale and

Andy Luttrell,
Shining Hours,
Master and Pupil,
May Bell

‘columns ‘which ‘does not inculcate

valuable thought, or vital religions truth.
No Sunday-school can afford to do without this"
monthly for the oldest half of its pupils.
Single copy, 50 cents; Clubs of 10, 40 cents; 25 or
more, 30 cents per year.’
5
ADAMS, BLACKMER & LYON: Pub. Co ,
CHICAGO, ILL.

| also

Hymns and

TO PASTORS AND OFTO CHURCHES

to lads and misses, for whom
have lost their cha Ym,
. but not séensational—instructive,

35.45 P.M.

* Or on their arrival from the East,
t On Tiesday, Thursday and Saturday.

veady

Pablishers of Church, Hymn and Tune Books, etc.
111 & 313 William Street, New York.
st
., 2wl

THE

‘Sunday School Scholar;

A

HOLBROOK, Esq.

is Jeary

CHEAP.

Trains ledve Dover for Alton Bay,
10.10 AM is eeees 240 P Moers eds B45 PM.

Ry.

sa-Already adopted by leading churches in PHILADELPHIA, NEW ORLEANS, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISC0, BOSTON, NEWARK, HARTFORD, Utica, ROCHESe
ErC, ETC.
FALL RIVER,
, and
is mow r
Tune Be
ig
Ts The Br
ys ON
exami
for
d,
post-pai
sent
be
samples
po of $1.75 each by the publishers.

his Times.

WALNUT | CREEK i: M.—Held ifs Dec. term

whi South Oambrid
attendance was no

church; Dec. 8—10. The
, tho
every church

Main
M

3 A Morron
NH

8 rl

W

0a

MAbs

of

Pool

Neherkon

otter—HL

om,

. Eastman and

Miss

Emma

L, allen,

hoth of

Medical Department.

Job Work, gh se. done ais

FA

Ne

Town

By REV. ALEXANDER G.TYNG,of Peoria, Ill. *
The Primary Department will continue in the hands
BOSTON AND MAINE RAIL ROAD,
of Miss Sara J.
Timanus, who has won so many
friends during the year.
}
WINTER ARRANGEMENT. June.5, 1871.
‘We shall continue to give in each number one original Concert Exercise, as they have been found so acceptable Juting the current for,
:
Trainsleave Dover for Lawrence and Boston,
,
ortraitsand Biographical Sketches of other promAM. AM, AM. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.
nent Sunday-school workers will be given in this
5.50» 8.00 11.80% .... .... 5.05 5.45%
volume.
Illustrations wil be used in all articles where
. Trains leave Dover for Portland.
their help is needed.
JEAN. AM. AM. AM. PM. PM. PM. PM. PM. PM. |. Neither pains nor expense willbe sparedto hold
our position at the very HEAD of the Sunday-school
vess 10.10 10.35 .... 3.40. .... 545 .... 740. ....
| literature of the world.
+
I»
TERMS—$1.50 per year. Lesson Paper free to
AR
Trains leave Dover for Great Falls,
lubs. 8,
™ ADAMS, BLACKMER & LYON PUB. CO.
AM. AM. AM. AM. P.M.P.M. PM. P.M. P.M. P.M.
wl
CHICAGO, Tic.
ees 10.0070.85: iv 240, vie BAY Lois TAO oie

BOWDOIK COLLEGE.

+

ton; +. C. LORIMER, of Boston,and
BASIL MANLEY,JR.,of George:

x

.

Contradictions ; or, High Life in Edgerton,
Rainy Day Series.
A Rainy Day at School,
Birthday Present,
\
New Year,

150
150

. 150
5
7
75

Fireside Angel,
Rainy Day at Home,

. Mrs. Child's
The Christ-Child, Good Little Mitty, : ,

Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven.
Bright Day
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jons made by our denomination for church extension on this frontier is, as all know,quite limited. So we can not, as seme do, depend much

some
were

spreading, while the opposition is confined

helping,

as

This is ad-

porting these men is a serious one.

is still

Ww

more than

next: year,

twenty to thirty church organizations within

he laborers

of

a band

have

army, we now

of having not

within the

laborers and, God

the ‘praying

but three or four who belo:

more

vaneing altogether too slow.

children, are happily uniting in Christian fellowship. A few have been baptized, and a number
In almost
more are contemplating this duty.

every social and prayer meeting we have
new witr.ess for Jesus, and where there

the ‘prospect

many

DAILY $10 a year;

al
NH.

A Libby! Lewiston, Me.

who do, are willing to declare to all who don’t use'it,

railroad

John Bighop,

i

we want in that

just starting, many of them

dred towns

Noon

HF

A good assortment of Freewill Baptigt Books,
city, 1s a thoroughly educated and practical man
including
Sunday School Books, can he obtained
strong’
with
to take hold of the Work, and one
at the same prices as at the office of publication,
faith, much patience, and good physical endurance,
; from our Depository in Cleveland, Ohio, by calling upon or addressing Rev. A. K. Moulton, 783
a
at
working
by
mission
his
began
Saviour
The
Woodland Avenue, as above.
center. In like manner let the work in this new
state be managed. Let us oecupy the central’
Freewill Baptist Books, including Sunday
points. Doing that, I am fully convinced that School Books, may be obtained at Dover prices,
difficulty
we would. experience no formidable
of Rev. L. C. Preston, Hillsdale, Mich.
in the organization of probably a hundred church‘“ There was a frog who lived in a spring,
es in the various localities of less importance,
He caught such a cold that he could not sing.”
We have now in this new state, more than a hun-

A correspondent
Mass.
[PARNUMSVILLE,
«tates that the Christmas festival by the F.B.

built, besides

©

that it is the most perfect and delightful thing for the

something is not done. ‘What

oh

Aur

with other churches, and others will go soon if teeth they ever dipped the brush into.

»

;

i Januarv#®

de
Huntington,
) e.4
y
gusta,

hh Hg

0

Some of our

denomination

serby Line, vi:@

i ola Oranvile bi GPa

Yon

Cut their wise teeth. use the SOZO DONT, and all

united

alton,

Penney, Aug at , Me. (2
»“OF irked
hemalf lonVE ¥g y on
)

us his

standing the praying and the waiting of a goodly
number of eur faith who livedn-and abeat the city.
there have

A

hd

est Stephexitbwn, NY

since June, 1857;
to January 1st, 1871;
he has made
UATE vests, (in 1670, 2205, vests,) 17 coats and 50 pairs

nization there, notwith-

church

have no

3

M

Taunton,

2 Cor

“GW Kna
#1s Ba
OF

three years’ ization of a church, = Lincoln, the state capital, fs of pantaloons, besides doing the family sewing for
Rev. H. P. Lamprey will close a
18th, and’ now the prominent place of attraction, so far as | six persons, all the work ranging from the fitiost
Feb.
H,,
N.
pastorate at Wilmot Flat,
A$ yet we muslin to the heaviest benver cloth.
ts for church building 1s -concerped.
gemen
arran
is at liberty to make ‘proper

Jabors elsewhere after that date.

don,

mith,

"

kT am ly written stories, and for the rare and judicious skill
nomination, At the present time, I
\¥
the or- with which it isiedived) [1
for
gs
openin
have
we
that
safe in saying
In-.
es.
church
B,
F,
.
FOR THE LADIES.
ganizationof more than fifty
deed, thee is_scarcely a locality In all this comMrs. We has Had 8 Wheeler & Wilson Machine |

Middleport, 0.

‘in the Register a8 pastor of the
church,
i
“
“

B B30,

a

THE YOUTH’S COMPANION.—The oldestfpaper for
young people, in the country~noted for ts charming-

will meet with a success second to no other de-

should appear

name, Rev. Tl. Drake,

tell us who he is by signing his letter,
This is, of course, a hint for. him to send
name.
:

Books Forwardbd,
HA
BY MAR

Rev J o Nelson, Hardwick, Vi

B. A. GURNEY, Clerk.

The brethren of the SalemQ. M. made an imconverted. Ten werg baptized on the 17th of
Prospect Hill, Wis.
zing
Dec., and sixteen added to the church. The portant move, some months since, in organi y,”
Some person sends ns, from the Post OfMce named
Societ
nary
Missio
th’
Home
streng
State
of
aska
“Nebr
source
the
a
d
meetings have prove
think it must contribute largely to the* above, $2.00 for the Star and Chromo, hut fails to

and courage to the Elmira church.

«|

to make our influence felt |
dally life, but at the polls in fa-

© Next term of the Q. M, with Kewanee church

Mission.

Nebraska

w

Resolutions were also adopted, strongly affirm-

PASTOR.

.

!

been realiz-

Net ori

———

¥

numerous offepring,\is the prayer of their

The best results have

closed.

we

MORN

rs

the bounties of hea\en and the affection of their

meetings held

Ra Rh ry The ES

1
—

-

THE

MORNING STAR, JANUARY 3, iste,
—

i shouting, “Boars, pears, California posse”
* ‘Why, King, where's wit treat, man?
You haven't forgotten what day this is? who know nothing of children, mistresses | The fire can never singe that young man’s
They will be here pretty soon to congratu- ignorant of ‘the alphabet of housekeeping, good will, He will find a way or mak8 one;
wives whose husbands are merely the These are the sons of Chicago sufferers,
‘late you.’
bankers, and most probably the bug-bears, Still $t. Louis and Milwaukee papers will
‘No, I haven't for gotten, Nelson.
How
many glasses can you drink to-day
| of the establishment; women who think it, debate whether Chicago will get her trade
Make hay
B i (Not ‘more than two, this morning.’
horrible to get old, and who yesent the idea’ back. - Don’t worry, friends.
{ “Well, there's the money for four.
You
as a personal injury, and to whom, when while the sun shires, and enjoy your brief
Brief, be assured, it
can get it over the way, but
can’t give it you “talk of spiritugl peice’ or intellectudl hour of advantage.
A
to you here
=
pleasures, you are as unintelligible as if will be.

a

Work.

‘

‘

pr

Down and up, and up and down,
:

Over and over and over;

‘Turn jn the little seed, dry and’ brown,
“.

Turn out the bright réd clover,
‘Work, and the sun your work will share,
And the rain in its time will fall ;
For Nature, she worketh everywhere,
‘And the grace of Ged through ally,
‘With hand on the spade and heart in the sky, »
Dregs the ground and till it;
Turn in'the little seed, brown and dry,

“He understood

money

«'¢ ‘Three,

Is.

The olden prophets walked with,God,
;
/

With angels all around him. .

Wherever clouds were riven;

person,

“+"Swept down the stairs of heaven.

No face of God revealing,
hd

From out the cloudy splendor,
«
But where sweet children sing His praise
In voices low and tender; 5
Wherever patient hearts endure ;

‘Wherever bodies sigh with pain;
‘Wherever hearts are broken;

=~

spoken;

Where we make others happy, with
Some good that God has lent us—

st Are yoo

so

intellectually

fossilized in sym-

“You

alive, is never

The Family Giecle.
C—O

Hol did you dare to do it, grandpa?”
use it was the right thing to do.”
We were a merry family party, gathered
from far and near, to celebrate the golden
wedding.
Grandpa and grandma had traveled the
road of life together for fifty years, a road
that had been sometimes hard aml rough,
but, that now, in the sunset days, was made
smooth by kind hands and loving hearts.
‘Grandpa was telling the children, for
boys and girls he still called them, though

some of them had seer more than forty
ago,

“when mother and I were published.”
“Why, children,didn’t I ever tell you about
that ? You see it wasnlt then as it is now.
In those days, the day. after a man was published.” —
y
“But what is ‘published,’ grandpa ?” asks
one of the third generation.
“Why, when anybody was going to be
married, the town clerk stood up in church
on Sabbath before the services began, and
cried out, ‘Intentions of John Whité and
Jane Smith.’ This was done three Sabbaths

be the

only girl in
i

net very much, and at the

first of the new series of books entering intothe

“Eat you! Devour my benefactor ! Nev-

“ NMiustrated Library of Wonders.” Tt is enti
tled THE WONDERS OF WATER, from the French

by

these

entreaties,

and

But

you

“True,” said the tiger,

but a girl; never

it is the custom of my race to eat men when
we get the chance,
to let you go.”

and I can
¢

not afford

authors of that

“Let us submit the case to an atbitrtor”

tants, said, ** Good

same

evidently

©

those Sah,

bath mornings,” quietly replied grandpa.
“And I thought, one Sabbath I had wait-

iNy?Bratimin.
as

you

I advise you to go home as

can,

and

abstain,

in

future,

from doing favors to rascally tigers. Good
morning, Brahmin; good morning, Tiger.”

me,

although I don’t

like

to be

—

that?

What

will

Mrs.

A.,

or

Jemima B.

him, I noticed that his clothes were careful-

say about me if I do thus and so? not having courage to do right, even, lest some
one laugh or sneer.— Home Monthly.

ly brushed, his hair in nice order, and his

Chicago Pluck.

jet, like that handsome little, fellow’s in the
blue jacket. Don’t you call ‘thése letters of
recommendation? I do, and I would give

teeth as white as milk ; and when he wrote
his

name,

were

“California pears—fine pears, only ten

of

I noticed

cléan, instead

froma copy -of the Mas.

just when I was too far in to go ont

are the women who will not get old,

clerk rose and read my intentions,
- a8 I walked up the aisle.
“There were a good many of us young

who consequently do not keep young;

folks, then, and some

of them

were pretty

wild. One of the customs of the place was,
_ that whenever one of the number was about

to marry, he should. ‘stand treat,’ for all the

rest.

Everybody

drank in’ those

days.

o, when they are

fifty, dress themselves

ang rosebuds,

and think to con-

ceal their years by a judicious use of many
paint-pots and the liberality of the hairdresser; who are_jealous of the daughters,
Avhom they keep back as much and as long
as they can,and aggrieved at their irrepress-

‘Our minister
took his glass with the rest, ible six feet of sonship ; women who have
and was thought none the worse for it. a trick of putting up their fans before their
But I didn't like it. I had seen too mach of faces as if they are blushing, who give you
the mischiefin it, and was determined to do the impression’ of flounces and ringlets,
“what
I could to put a stop
to it. SoIhada and who flirt by means of much laughter
talk with Spring, told him what I was go- and a lopg-sustained giggle; who talk ining to do, and that I wanted him to follow cessantly, yet have said nothing te the pursoit when he was married, which would be pose when they .have done; and who simin
a few months, and he promised to' do 80, per and confess they are. not strong-minded,
«#Monday. morning, just before ten—I its only * an awfully silly little thing,”
mew
they would beginto come at eleven | when you try to lead the conversation into
~ '* for their dfinks—I
walked across the street anything graver than fashion and flirting.
They are women who never learn reposeof
dollars in halves, quarters, nine- mind or dignity of, manner; who never
asi pene; and fourpence, for we had silver loge their taste for mindless amusements,
back to the store, I placed and never acquire one for nature or quiet
then.
i
son the counter, where they happiness; and who like to have lovers al-

40

he punk, and talk Robinson I wanied

We beheld moy-

ing from seat to seat, bearing his “basketof

fruit, a young man, of fine, healthy appear-

ance, graceful aétion, and worded

elas-

ticity and ‘ecurage.

.

and set off with
gharacteristic illustrations.
These papers have constituted one of the special

attractions of the magazine during the year, and

noon with me. She was not very cheerful company. Much of the time was spent

LS

ith numerous illpstrations, by Chapin and
Gulick, from photographie views taken on the

spot.

Cin
Cincianati. &

New

York: C.F,

Vent.

1
octavo. pp. B28,
We have at length a full, well-told and satisfying history of thé great western
metropolis,
from the beginning ‘of its gragth to the hour
when it stoed and suryeyed
#he work of ruin
left by the great fire, and’ resolved to re ‘pair the

terrible waste and

go forwakd to a magnificent

triumph.

The

faithfully

presented.
and

whole

stofy

is here

fairly

in a style that

and

must

command general approval.
The greatest pains
have been.manifestly taken to render every spe-

cific statement;

substantially

count of the

flagration

accurate.

The ac-

is spirited and

graph-

fe, but the real facts are not saerificed to mere
glowing

rhetoric.

trustworthy

Tt is a book

erowded

information,
and of suclea

with

sort as

‘WASHINGTON is the title which it bears, and the
words are happily chosen, well classified, and
cover most of the topics of public interest upon
which he has left his thoughts recorded.
The’
book will prove a gratification and a convenience
to many readers,
The same House issues THE ATLANTIC AL-

MANAC for 1872, which, for abundance and variety of illustration, as well as for choice and entertaining literary condiments, has been one of
the events of.the holiday season for several years

past.

The

years was

literary
found

level during

somewhat

too

the first two
high;

it is now

sufficiently elevated to meet the demands even of
cultivated

people, and its more

external

attrac-

tions will satisfy all reasonable ambition.—E. J.
Lane & Co. keep these books for sale.
Messrs. Harper

& Brothers, New

——

A LEGEND

York, keep

their fleld wide. their lst of authors full and their
presses busy. On some accounts Gail Hamil
ton’s new book, WOMAN'S WORTH AND WORTH-

LESSNESS, will prove the most noticeable volume in the last package which they send us, It is
a 12mo.of about 300 pages,and full of this piquant,
independent and somewhat audacious woman’s
strong thought and incisive rhetoric. More or
less of what here appears was originally pub-

lished in the Independent, and the book, both in

&1f conciliating her enemies, on this page reem-

OF pe ve

HiLes,

and

other

Poems. By N
. G. Ramsey. Boston: D.
Lothrop
& iy ore; N.H:G T. Day &
Co. 1872. 12mo. pp. 190.
:

A

of

pretty wide and interested reading. Not always
self-consistent, somewhat
fragmentary in her
thinking, striking to the right and left with equal
om, now disappointing her friends and now

a lady reports this little incident :
rs. White had been spending the afters’

[4

A

Caiteago, AND THE --GREAT COXELAGRATION.
.
Elias. Colbert. and Everett Chambeclin,

them a
help in

of being tipped with

“Happy is He.

eyes and: keep

YEAR IN THE COUNTRY; or, Keilie's Misshonary- Work:
By
Mrs. Belia F. Burton.
Same
Publishers. 1872. 16mo. pp. 221.

THE LANDOF THE NILE; or,
Present, By W. H. Davenport
Hundred
16mo. pp.
* We have
that Mrs.
her poems,

Evgravings.,
Same Publishers. 1572.
338.
already ealled attention to the fact
Ramsey has selected the choicest of
and that they have been put into a

neat volume.
Without

pt Past and
dams. One

We give them a hearty welcome.

exception they

are high-toned

and ar-

tistic, many of them are! especially graceful
melodious,

and

some

of the number:

and

glow and

kindle with real poetic fire, They speak straight
to the heart and stir only its deepest, tenderest
or noblest emotions. There is no line which,
dying, the author

would wish to blot.

Her spe-

cial friends, and she has many of them, will find
nowhere else so fine and satisfying a photograph
of her spirit as in this volume, and the general

public
ing to

will find no little satisfaction in listenthe music of these pure and heart-born

meiodies,
A Year. in the Country isa Horoughly interesting and somewhat unique account of the ex-

periences of a young school teacher whe went
into a hard district to exercise her vocation, and
who ‘gave

herself to

the work

of

copying

her

Master ip doing good, in such ways as are usually open to Christ’s disciples, and which tested the

qualities of the faith whose service was loudly ./

called for and not left unrewarded.

suggestive, stimulating,
eminently alive.

and the

It is fresh,

characters are

Mr. Adame’s books, which deal ‘with the cities
and lands and peoples that have been notable in
hjstory,are crowded with facts well arranged and

digested, the narratives
numerous

are full of life, and

illustrations are

unusually

the

valuable.

This volume, devoted to Egypt, is fully up to the
average level. The strongest word we can speak

books is
movement and then thrusting a keen and hostile
laneeé into it on that,~she can not be easily clas—
sified, and no party or cause could safely take
her as exponent or chief advocate, She evidentRoberts Brothers, Boston, publish THE New
ly prefers to be only the mouthpiece of Guile YEAR'S BARGAIN, by Susan Coolidge, a book
which the: children will, with one voice,or all
Hamilton, and to deal with her subjeet somethe voices together, pronounce.“ real jolly.” In
what after the manner of the ‘Saturday Review.
J But she has aid many plain things, and not a form it is in some senso allegorical. Two chilfew

that

are just,

important

and

timely,

that deserve to be read and pondered.
Jacob Abbott sends out, tWfough

and

the same:

in commendation of a set of Juvenile
especially applicable to these.

dren find Father Time in thie woods making the

months, and a bargain is struck with thes’
twelve m8nths,that they shall each come in their"!

during the year to the home of Max and
“How do you do, Mus. ip Have a with the story of her troubles, which after House; a new. and ‘thoughtful volume, in whic, turn
appreciative
with an
spirit aud abundanee-of—i— Phekla, with a—present and uwstory. Bo they
all
seemed
to
me
of
her
own:making.
~
She
|
‘pear?’ And the young man stopped at the
lustration, he makes an appeal for GENTLE jeome, and the stories they tell are here. The
seat just ahead of ours and held up before complained of her husband,of her children, MEASURES IN THE MANAGEMENT AND TRAIN+ style is thoroughly chai'ming ae the substance is
ip
a beautiful ‘and finely-dressed lady a ripe, of her pastor and .of herself.
ING OF THE YOUNG, Itis an excellent-contris good
oo
tent,
a
bution
to
what
may
be
regarded
as
the
science
of
|
“Oh,” said Willy, after she was in the
luseious specimen of his fruit, which the
parental governnient. The style is “less simple
‘Robert: Carter & Brothers, New. York, send us
lady, after acknowledging the salute, smil- street, ‘aren't you so glad she’s gone PM
than is desirable, but the book is one that detwo fine additions to their excellent “ Fireside
ingly accepted, and the young man passed
“Why, Willy ?” T said.
serves commendation both for its motive and its Library.” They are reprints worthy of the hon“She is so doleful, she makes everything practical value.
on.
or. One of them is from the pen of A, L. O. E.,.

“Well, I declare,” said the, lady

companion, ‘if that

isn't

Jack

L.

would have expected to see Lim

to her

look dark.

Is she a Christian, Auntie?"

THE COUNTRY OF THE

DWARFS i8'a new vols

letters which have come to stand for only good

his other volumes have been, snd that Lo) very
full. He pictures other phases of African life
than those which have been heretofore describ:

are of 18mo. size, and put up in the style which

* “She professes to be,” I answered; but it ume by that unique adventurer sud African tour- things, The titles of the volumes are, Guy
selling was time to go to prayer-meeting, and I ist, Paul du Chaillu, Itis as full of intefest as DALESFORD, and THE TWO HOLIDAYS. They’
‘Who

pears on a train of cars,”

‘said no more-to Willy

then

about it.

so suddenly on the world.”

gloomy

we

walked

“I must speak to him again when he
comes back,” sdid the lady.

Willy said, ‘Auntie, are Mv.

At

‘marke-all the books entering into this well made
“No one before the great five,” replied the prayer-meéeting we heard two or three men
up juvenile library.
talk
in
a
sad,
dreary
way
(as
you
have
all
‘gentleman. “Jack and his father lost all
ed, und, mingling the serious and the comie, gen- ¢
——
they had. - Too bad, wasn't it? Always used heard persons talk in your own prayer- eral information and spicy personal anecdote, he |:
i
8.
Barnes
&
Co,
Now York, publish J.
has
not
printed
a
dull
page
or
rendered
his
nar
[to luxury, ‘it seems hard to be thrown meeting ;- people who make religion seem a
Madison Watson’s INDEPENDENT SIXTH READ-

thing).

As

“Jack, I am glad to see you so cheerful.
Why, you surprise me. You act as though
you had

served

a long Apprenticeship as

The illustrations are full of spirit, and young readers espeotally will hang upon the narrative with un

home, ‘rative tedious in a single paragraph.

French and

Mr. Brown, Christians?"

“I think so.”
:
Soon the young man returned preceded
‘And do they trust in the
by the cheering voice, again cryipg,* ‘Cali| Mrs. White trust Him [2
fornia pears, California pears,”
!

puny i be plainly seen, and
‘ways hanging about them—men for the | train boy.”
“Cheerful ? Why shouldnt I be cheerful ?
wisitors, It was not long before the ddor ‘most part younger than themselves, syhom
opened, and Nelson. walked in with a pleas- they call naughty boys, and tap play fully
‘ant good morning. He soon looked about by way of rebuke. They are women un‘able to give yopng girls any kind of adfor for the accustomed beverage.
i

|
|:

view of its subject and its ‘qualities, will have a

his

‘
xX

more for what [ cap tell about a boy-by ns- ing to be an ardent champion of the Woman's

hearty voice, crying with a right good will
“California pears,” caused us to lift-our eyes

hearted fréshness and joyousness of nature;

Laue & Oe.

finger-nails

that

work mischief

‘are going to the

the public desire to possess. One can readily understand what Chicago really was four months
that she herself has executed in her own chosen
field. The Yankee traits and dialect have been’ sinee, how it had grown up, what and how it
rarely set férth in more effective ways than on 'suffered by the fire, what was done and is doing
for its relief, and find the basis of an intelligent
these pages.
opinion respecting its future. The volume will
Ina style somewhat similar, and with a genclearly and frankly answer nearly every question
ius for pleasant and racy writing that is equally
rare and admirable, W. D. Howells’s papers in which millions of intelligent people have asked
and are still asking, and so its circulation will
the Atlantic Monthly, entitled THEIR WEDDING
prove a public gratificatior and benefit,
JOURNEY, have been cgllected into a volume

introducing them to a wider circle,
James Parton has made a large number

OC

who

indifferent, spirits on the alert.—Sold by E.J. "

show me precisely how you liberated him, executed by the artist’s pencil’ are full of char
acter; Mrs. Stowe’s pen-pictures give some of
and I shall be able to render a proper de"| the finest and most characteristic representations
cision.”
of New England
personages and experiences

ast

threaten to

The boys

of expression that hold.even.dall

Tt'filis

brief selections from the writings of America’s
great hero, which have been put into a fine little volume by Messrs, Osgood & Co, WORDS OF

selves or himan nature than they did when
they were nineteen, yet retaining nothing
of that innoceng.simplicity. that single-

in gauze

incomparable . work,

act the whole transaction out before me
I shall attain unto a miore definite concep-|;‘the’ holidays, and the ge CTA
RETF seing detion of the case.
Do you, Mr. Tiger, show mands of every scason, have issued Mrs, Stowe’s
me just how you approached and entered QLDTOWN FIRESIDE STORIES in an illustrated
that cage; and then do you, Mr. Brahmin, and beautifully printed volume, The pictures

|

life.

shows us that she can make older as well as
younger children stand out with a vividness of
coloring and utter tliemselves with a freshness

Messrs. James R. Osgood & Co,, Boston, in
Lstil} further supplying the special; demands of

They assented; for the fox was sclemn

keep a true and

tor’s Daughter which rums.over at the brim in
the .Prudy and Dotty Dimple books; and she

“The Life and Epistles of 8t.” Paul,”which is a

friends, 1 am somewhat real value no discount needs to be made.

Whisper-

us more of James Traf-

~——Sophie May has put all the zt into the Doc-

reading

cross

ed at the door so long, the notice must have which one does not wishto see disturbed
been read,” said grandpa, ‘‘and then I went even for the sake'of a deeper kndwledge.
in, bat

almost

quaint and

collegiate circle and the men who have been
there will not fail to be interested in the book.

they who have read them once will read
second time with added enjoyment, and

to

in college

confused bythe different accounts which an actual niche, and so fills it as to leave no suggestion of vacancy or incompleteness. —These
you give of this matter, my mind is not books are for sale by E, J. lavas Co,
clear enough to render an equitable judgzment; bat if you will be good enough to

time, I am

meant to ridicule Nel-

things which forever

When we gay that Dedin-Howson,—one.of ‘the

cents.” We were gu the cars on Saturday ing my eyes ter minutes, than all the fine
in succession.”
youth, do not get in its stead the dignity of
“Oh,I am 2s it isn't so now? What did maturity ; who are fretful, impatient, un- evening, going fora quiet Sabbath to one of letters he can bring me.”
you do; grandpa; fou he called your name disciplined, knowing no more of them- our beautiful suburbs, when a fine, manly,
80 in church?”
“I believe I was not at church

to. the

the

manly hotor, and yet. puttivg under ban those

exhilaration of style. It is wi
special empha
sis that we commend this Library, especially 10
direction

associates, or

mal spirits effervesce and who

4
“1 don’t think it is necessary to oe! very —H. M. Scudder, D. D.
brave to wear a last year's bonnet,
replied
Nellie. “Iam sure thatitis not a great | Letters of Recommendation.

her slender

the sweetness

Kel-

tort in college, and deals very fittingly as well as
pleasantly with what is peculiar to the life of
the student, sympathizing with boys whose ani-

The name of DeVere is itself a guarantee of accuracy, thoroughness, nn
treatment and

those who are giving
habits of the young.

and

Mr. Kellogg’s second mémber of the

uses of water has been made than is here found.

** very true; but

owners

ing Pine Series,” shows

phenumena, the circulation, the mechanical actiop, the chemical properties and the beneficent,

bling priest.

the meet-

mean to be brave, and Wear your

lies idea of bravery.

but a great girl after all.
in
Then there are great girls of another kind
losing

By

taking Scotch dialect in which the life-like and:
charming eolloquies are conducted. It is as good
as a hall of genre pictures by the best artists,——

Paper, typé, illustrations and binding are excellent specimens of modern art, and no finer, fuller or happier presentation of thie wonderful

and oracular. The tiger walked into the
cage, the spfing-door fell and shut him in.
of what people will say 7 ubout us, if we are He was a prisoner inside.
The judicial expression faded from the
doing what we think is right.”
*‘ Then, there are a great many cowards fox's countenance, and, turning to the Brahin the world, and | suppose I am one. min, he said: “ Now you are all right, yoth

burdens of life, and was noth-

who,

man

From fhe same source there comes to us the

‘“ Ah! but you will eat me.”

“ Mother says it 18 cowardly to be afraid

neck and calling her mamma, one feels as
if nature had somehow made a mistake,
and our slim and simple-mannered damsel
had only made-believe to have taken up

—women

Parish,

oughly read to be appreciated, and then they
will foreibly though quietly assert their excellences, ‘Mechanically, the book is peculiarly
attractive.——Singular Creatures is unique and
charming. One hardly knows which to admire
most,~the pet animals that are pictured, the hu-

and truly enrich our literature. |

A gentleman advertised for a boy to as
Mothlaughed at any better than you do.
er says she can’t afford a better one, and sist him in his office, and nearly fifty applithats enough for meto know,.to be sat- cants presented themselves to him. Out of
the whole number he in a short time selectisfied with what I have”
Now, Nellie realiy did not know that ed one, and dismissed the rest. :
sion, that look of robbed bloom, which ex-,
‘I should like to know,” said a friend,
perience gives; in her manner is none of she was a brave girl in deciding to wear
the preoccupation sopobservable in most the bonnet that she had worn for a year. ‘on what ground you selected that boy,
young mothers, whose attention seems But she was the bravest girlin the neigh= who had not a single recommendation.”
“You are mistaken,” said the gentleman,
wholly given: to the thing on hand, and borhood. Hattie,—poor little mincing cowwhose heart seems always full ofa secret ard,—was afraid somebody would laugh at ‘‘he had a great many. He wiped his feet
care or an unimparted joy. Brisk and airy, her if she did not have a bonnet as gayas. when he came in, “and closed the door after
He
braving all weathers, ready for any amuse- a peacock’s tail, and be in the hight of fash- him, showing that he was careful.
meént, interested in the current questions of jon. She had not courage to say, ‘‘ Let gave up his seat instantly to that lame oid
history or society, by some wonderful facul- others think as they please, I shall do what man, showing that he was kind and thoughtty of organizing seeming to have ‘all her mother thinks best.” Poor weak thing! ful. He took off his cap when he came in,
gtake into their and answered my questions. promptly. and
time.to herself as if she had no house cares Suppose everybody should
se of course, respectfully, showing that he was polite
and no nursery duties, yet these somehow headsto go without bed
He picked up the book
erwise, and so and gentlemanly.
not neglected, she is the very ideal of a would not dare to do
happy girl roving through life as through a she would go bareheaded. How much no- which I had purposely laid upon the floor
daisy field, on whom sorrow ‘has not yet bler is Nellie, who dares to follow her moth- and replaced it. on the table, while all the
laid its hand, and to whose lot has fallen no er’s counsels, though she may not appear rest stepped over it or shoved it aside; and
Dead Sea apple." And when-ohe hears her quiteso” fashionable! Yes, she is the gen- héwaited quietly for his turn, instead of
and crowding, showing that he was
name and style for the first time as a ma- vine brave girl, unitke thousands who stop pus
and orderly. When I talkdd with
tron, and sees her with two or three sturdy and ask, What will be thought of this or honest

the. serious

of a Scotch

THE: DOCTOR'S DAU
By Soph
1872, 16mo. pp, CS
¥: Sophie Mey
These four stories, told by Mr. Underwood ,
are something out of the ordinary line. Philosophy, criticism, “imagination and fancy,as well

Buch works honor the House which issues them

let me out of

“Oh, how ungrateful, how wicked! an
1 not your saviour? protested the trem-

new bonnets,” responded Hattie, *‘I wazt wo
ook as well as the rest.”

as emotionally

little fellows, hanging about

Zool

logg. 1873, 16me. pp. 281.

dent and among the more modest collection of
books which the ordinary reader is making.

1 shall now eat you,”

ing-house with an old bonnet on,” continued
Hattie, ‘‘ and that will make you!feel badly.”
» “No, it will not make me feel badly at
all,” said Nellie. ‘1 like your new bon-

loses some of the sweetest~characteristics
, | of girlhood. You see her first as a young
wife and mother, and you imagine she has
left ‘the school:room for ‘about as many
months as she has been married years. Her
face has none of that untranslatable expres-

Grandpa's Story.

so long

anything

———

Trafton and his bosom friends. by "Elijah

sues of the press, both in the libragy of the stu-

piteously cried the beast,

ed, was ‘moyed

not going to,have a pew-one: pr

will

it, for she
as well

RI

THE SOPHOMORES OF RADCLIFF; or, James

It deserves a place among the very choicest is-

opened the doorof the cage.
The tiger walked upto him, waved his
tail and “said, “ Brahmin, prepare to die;

+ No; mother says my old one ihe answer this winter, with a little repatPfig, and
1 think it will, myself.”

This kind of woman, 86 fresh and active,}

the door
giving;
we forgive,
is living,

—

George Cupples., 1872, 16mo, pp. 383:

replied the Brahmin.
** Here comes a fox, history, a commentary and _a panorama all in
The fox is wise; Tet. us abide by his Judg- one,—has prepared a volgme “ig the same vein,
in which he deals first with THR MErAPHOgS
‘ment.’
and then’ with THE COMPANIONS of St. Paul;
* Véry well,” agreéd the: tiger.
putting the whole into a 16mo. volumm of a: Titthe
(“tis very pretty indeed, I think,” anThe fox, assuming
a judicial aspect, sat more than 200 pages, we’ shall ‘have told enough
swered Nellie.. * Mine is a poor looking on his haunches with all the dignity he to'induce many glad readers § send td Messrs.
could muster, and, looking atthe dispu- Scribner & Co. for 4 copy of a work upon w hose
thing bosidy
i

days each has lived.

And God himself has sent us.

mestie

l

er could I'be guilty of such a deed,” reof Tissoudier, edited by Prof. Schele DeVere.
sponded the tiger.
“The style in which the new series appears isa
The Brahmin, being benevolently inclin- great improvement upon that previously adopted.’

to see how they wianweuver, and this is the

the difference of relative age be-

wearied in mind,

publishers.

——

CLOUD PICTURES, ‘By Francis M. Underwood.
1872. 16mo. pp. 166
SINGULAR. CREATU TRES, and
How they were
found: Being Stories und Studies from the Jo-

by Rew. J. G, Wood, whose previous volumes,
devoted to other departments of Natural History,

this cage.”

There are not many brave girls about in
these days, let the girls say what they please
to the contrary. We have been watching

that

Brahmin,”

** have moroy upon, me, nd

is equal between them but the number of old bonnet,” and Hattie, smiled as she said

There Christ is walking by our side,

of the time,

they are not dressing, flirting, or

Pri

dozen years or more when she tells you she
| is mot over forty, the other makes you won‘a
der if she has. not overstated hers by just
so much when she laughingly confesses to
the same age. The one is an old woman
who seems as if <he had-never been young,
the other ‘just a great girl yet,” who seems
«as if she never would grow old ; and nothing

‘Wherever love toils bravely on.
For something worth the winning;

of life,

*O

| earn, as when she emerged from the school- contented with my old one.”
«Well, I should be afraid that people
room to the drawing-room. The one you
suspect of understating her age by half a would laugh at me when everybody else had

. Where souls grow tired of sinning;

years

when

with themselves in those

A Brave Girl.

pathy; the other fresh both in face and
feeling, with sympathies as broad and keén
as they were when she was in her first youth,
and perhaps even more so; with a brain
still as receptive, a temper still as easy to
be amused, as ready to love, as quick to

But down the silent roads of air,
No angels’ feet are stealing;
And still the clouds in joy sail on, -

Wherever some one might be won

they do

RN

different epochs-of life—the one faded in

1t fell like heaps of golden sand

His footsteps are around
‘Where love to want is
And where for His sake
There Christ with us

than

Fe

|

Review,

This is the fruitful season with the

bait, and the tiger found himself trapped

paying visits.— London Saturday Review.

tween them. Two women of the same
number of. years will be substantially of

The angels poured the sunshine through,

If loving words were

hours

Nothing is more distinctive among women,

‘Bat God was not behind them.

‘We can nof hear the Saviour call

do” nothing with them, not even frivo-

is what

o

Yet I have watched the changing sky
All day, and longed to find Him;
1 saw the curtained clouds draw back,

Sakina

EL.

Their favors are many: and ‘choice, and §80, for
the sake of promptness, they must be dealt with
in few and appreciative words.
Messrs, Scribner & Co., New" York, send us a
magnificent volume, entitled INSECTS AT HOME,

lous fancy-work;" they read only novels, in a spring-cageé. There he lay for two
and one of the marvels of their existence ays, when a Brahmin happened that way.

conclusion to which we have come. Many
of them are real, cowards; they are afraid
ly. ”
1
to keep on the right side of truth, “They
“Was father a Christian then, mother ?” may not be afraid of the dark, nor of dogs
and spiders, butfiey are afraid te do what
asked onc of the listening group.
“No, but. be had long seen the evil of they think is right.
There was Hastie Stone, a “bright-eyed,
such drinking cdstoms, and determined to
intelligent,
sprightly, loveable
creature,
do all he could to stop gt.”
Is it any wonder fle fitty years hs ave sitting by her mother, who was trimming
been blessed ones that
e begun in trying her winter bonnet with gay ribbons and
Seuthe is, when Nellie Larkin,
to remove stumbling-blocks from others” beautiful
one of her p!
s, called.
ways ?P—Christian Weekly,
Is that/ your bonnet?" inquired Nellie.
¢ Yes”
reptied Hattie | Yu isn't it pretty ?Pr
&
Great Girls.

—

* ‘And Jesus on the mountajn stood

can

day. Butthey came to me, afterwards and
thanked me for ‘what I had done, and fhere
were never any more such carousals as they
previously had. It broke them up entire-

— Alice Cary.

Him;

The

:

street, and I had no more such visitors

!

oh

or etndidt." siiothire

A Hinde Story.

“there's the money fpr six,’ then; go
| over across the street, if you want it. You
see I am ready for all of you. But this
thing has come to be too bad to be endured,
and I won't help it along.’
’
“G. threw the money on the countér ind
left the store, hanging his head. Tt did’ not
take long for the story to go through the

Down and up, till life shall close,
Cegsing not your praises;
"Purn in the milk white winter snows,
Turn out the sweet spring daisies:
‘Work, and the sun your work will share,
And the rain in its tinfe will fall;
For Nature, she worketh everywhere,
And. the grace of God through all.

And little children found

I guess.

aradeinie

you werd discoursing in ' the Hebrew
have proved the extent, accuracy and minuteness of his knowledge, and illustrated the intertongue.
i
esting style in which he is accustomed to popu~ as a high literary art, are called into effective
As a class they are. wonderfully inept, and
x
——
.
scientific information, This royal octavo service. : To epitomize them, or state their real
their hands are practically useless, save as |. A tiger, prowling in a forest, was attract- larize
of nearly 700 pages, with an equal number of il- meaning and moral, would require mere space
ring-stands and glove-stretchers. For they ed by a bleating calf. It proved to be a lustrations, is every way excellent and beautiful, than we have to give,” They need to be thor-

the

Soon

heard ‘damething he did not believe.

Down and up, and up and down,
On the hill-top, low in the valley,
‘Turn in the little seed, dry and brown,’
Turn out the rose and the lily.
.
Work with a plan, or without a plan,
And yagr ends they shall be shaped true;
‘Work, and learn at first hand, liké a man—
The best to know is to do!

Jesus

took

out.

| same looking about, the same question from
him, and again I said, ‘How many glasses
can you drink this morning P

“Work; and your house shall be duly, fed;
‘Work, and rést shall be won;
'I hold that » man had better be dead,
/. Than alive, when his work is done!

a

went

Greenwood “appeared, looking as.if he had

Turn out the golden millet.’

Where

me ‘at once,

reluctantly and

on

od

Pot tn,
—

vice

mor a

r

ER, 12mo. volume of 454 pp. containing excetient
practical hints on elocution,and filled with choice

‘| "selections.
The same Publishers add HANNAH to the very |

weuaried enthusiasm.

Lord?

It fittingly completes a fine series.

Does

axcellent, popular. and cheap editions of Miss
We have no space’ this week in which to say
| Muloch’s novels. ‘We lately siild / a strong word
‘any specific words of the magazines, It is, how“Yes, if they are Christians, they all trust of praise over this late work of one of our best’ ever, only Jilst to state that the issues for Jan’y’
writers in the sphere of literature where so many
surpass in interest, variety, value and ‘real
Him. But why do yowask?”
| skillful pens are busy. Messrs. A, Williams&
promise almost everything that bas heretofore
“Because, I read in my ‘Daily Food’ this Co. keep ? thea, books on their shelves.
appeared, Special mention may be fittingly
morning, ‘The nfan that trusteth in the
made of the Atlantic, of Scribner’s, of LippinLord,happy is he.’ They don’t seem happy
Messrs. Lee % Shepard, Boston, who keep cott’s, of Old. & New, of Harper's, and of the

Sold fifteen dollars’ worth of pears to-day.

a bit, and [ thought they couldn't be trust-

Young, good health, guess I can make a
living. Don’t worry. ? And away he went

ing in God.’
‘Was Willy right ?

;

right on in their work of feéding the literary appetite’ which they hglp to awaken, ‘add the fol-

lowing to their abuhdant issues:
LE
bg

‘Galaxy, all of which enter upon the work of the

new year with such facilities and guch
pose, as guarantee no ordinary success.

a pur

ch ce

ann,

* Ne

me start; ¢ Oh, I'm

iter:

glad T can live the an- |

gel life here below !” “piped a small htoth-

;
——eor—
er on the left. He went off ‘into a nervous
Suggestions
have
been made that legs are
paroxysm and stood shaking for what seem- going out ; that, by a sort of Darwinian de‘with fearful violence. velopment-process, men who ride in streeted many niinu
d at all
orshipers
But none of the

Shakers Worshiping.
\

nr

tling ‘and trickling of the rain drops ;mount- |

The Dignity of Logs. io

disturbed by the eccentricity

——

of the

little

ain

streams

could

len into torrents;
pest increased

be

heard, rushing, swol-

the

mutter

of ‘the tem-

to a gradual and rising

into cherubs, all head and shoulders, and
who loved the angel life. From that
A writer in Scribner's Monthly gives & brother
the coming race will not walk at all,
suppose
we
aherwards,
,
heard
we
what
a
of
but, like the gods of the poets, ‘‘glide”
lengthy but very. interesting account

that made ‘ the

Aids

ber of the

ER

»

MAINE

.

PogG died in Belmont, N. H.,
years.

She had been a mem-

first ¥'.'B. church in Sandwich for

more than seventy years,

The following extract

spectator look. anxiously

been

her

best

friend and

oa vrnishos Sole

constant companion.

weeks.

Spring term commences Fgh. 7,18%.

LE

line
palms

along

the wall

up,

and

the multitude has
Those in the single

Early marriages are the rule; each son, |
therefore, brings his bride to his father's

hold out their hands,

beckon,

in time

with

house, which is gradually enlarged to suit
the requirements of an increasing family.
So many mistresses under one roof would
certainly raise it, did not etiquette exact

the

singing; the same time is kept, both with
hands and feet, by the great company of
worshipers,—two steps forward toward the
wall, then three quick tramps,—right about
face,—backward and
fqrward,—now and

from each bride a Carthusian silence, which

is rigidly and often heartlessly enforced by
every capricious mother-in-law. Foryears,

then five or six sharp claps of the hand, and

—I have

above all that wild, and oxultant melody,
—‘on and onand ever on,” with never a

known it to last

thirty, and

have

heard of one authentic case lasting eighty,
—she may not gpeak unless first addressed,
pause between the verses. No base or al- and must then reply in, whispered monosylto. The deep voices of the men, following lables. For one month after her marriage
the air on the lower octaves, make a the galin, or bride, can not open her lips unstrange surging undertone.
Shriller and der any pretext whatever, and for a year
shriller rises the chorus; the dancers sway does.mot quit the house or see any of her
from side to side; you think you see a
brighter glisten in their down-cast eyes, relatives. Even her husband can not conand the faces of some are lit with an in- verse with her, much less make her the
ward ecstasy. Others move with a jaunty slightest gift, without the permission of the
of the family ; whilst for her to laugh
swing and kick, as if there were a mis- heads
is
chigvous twinkle under the mask of their in his presence, to put a question to
|
parent,
or
air
a
dimple
before
his
maiden
stolid features.
:
aunts, ‘would be a gross violation of social
. “What solemnif-elings rise?
etiquette. 1 bave known one uxorious hus-

band, pitying the melancholy of his wife, to

And flow through ev ry sense!

‘Who can behold without surprise

The passing great events?
‘This
is a glorious day
Which God hath ushered in:

smuggle

And now, his power He doth display,

Po save the soul from sin,

.and jeers of the household.
hen visitors gall, $ogse brides sit mute
by all present as if the
and are i ored:

were children

‘We are
blest in many ways
We are blest in many hing;

¥

is po. Dros

fessional visits I confess, culpa
mavima mea,to having )

“Christ is our heavenly head ;
‘We are fed witli angels’ food;
. We’veall that we can ask or need,

, culpa

thing, by
poor inna

although
perhaps. herself a
1
mother, and by limiting my questions to

To make us truly good,

giress of the house, who
the bustling
ughterwould describe the aches of her
in-law with al the artless detail of a mam-

Then, why should we delay,
Or any coldness feel?
Wy
0 press forward on our way,

Our dispositions, like our plants, need sunshine.
Expectancy of fepulse. is the cause
Fear

many

secular

and

religious

failures.

of bankruptcy has uptorn many a fine

business, and sent the man dodging among
the note-shavers.
Fear of slander and
abuse has often invited all the long-beaked
vultures of backbiting. Many of the misfortunes of life, like hyenas; flee:if you
courageously meet them. How poorly pre-

pared for religious duty is a man’ who

sits

down under the gloom of expected misfortpne ! If he prays, he says, ‘‘ I donot

thihk I shall be answered.”

If he gives, he

‘ Let us renew those bands

Which bind us to obey

The Holy Spirit, whose commands
Will keep us in the way.
TPwe age not secured
By truth’s pure golden chain,

Weare exposed to be allureq,

And drawn to sin again.

to. long pent up silepce is here foundin vio-

*¢ But, if we still pursue
The way so
bright and pure,

And | persevere til we get through
heavenly life secure ;

feel and know

‘The wondrous organ: playing in the cathédral‘at Lucerne has often been com-

a

dinner,to

listen to it.

The slanting

beams

glass windows and lighted up some

of. the

lent hysterical explosions, in outrageous fits
of temper, and especially in the most frighttions over the dead, not only of
ful ul
their own kindred, but of a whole district.

of the

the neighbors turn out, to beat their breasts,

the body of the house; and soon the

On such a sanitary occasion as a funeral all

‘What now by faith we view ;

to tear out their hair, to utter

piercing

The Florence correspondent of the Londoh News, describing the funeral service in

that city in memory of Rossini, tells this.
story of a compliment
fellow :

to Henry

W. Long-

The service finished at about one o'clock.
As I left the church, and while standing on
the flight of steps, before descending into
the Santa Croee square, my attention was
arrested by the sipgularly engaging and in-

tellectual countenance of one who had likewise been present to hear the Requigm. A
gentleman perhaps some sixty years of age,
with‘#ilvery locks and beard, accompanied
by a lady, a youth, and two young girls, was
azing from the topmost step on
the crowd
in the square as it flowed onward past the
statue of Dante.
Whilst watching with
curiosity the human stream before him, he
was himself an object of keen, undisguised,

yet respectful interest to a party of youn
says, ** I expect they will steal the money.” Anglo-Italian girls only a few steps off. §
Helen Chalmers told me that her father, could overhear one saying to the rest, ‘Iam
Thomas Chalfners, in the darkest hour of sure it must be he, he is so like the prints.’
the history ofthe free church of Scotland, At length one of the young girls drew near
and when the woes of the land seemed to to the lady accompanying the silver-haired
weigh upon his heart, said to his children, stranger, and said, ‘Pray excuse the liberty,
*“ Come, let us go out and fly kite,” and
bui is mot that Mr. Longfellow ?' ‘To be
the only difficulty in the play was that the sare it is,’ was the reply. ‘Oh, Iam so
children could not keep up with their fa- happy I have seen him!’ was the instant
ther. The McCheynes and the Summer- and spontaneous exclamsition ; ‘that really
fields of the church who did the most good is a treat; that is worth a great deal more
cultivated sunlight. - Away with the hor- than'the Requiem. The young Anglo-Italrors. They distill
poison; they dig graves; ian then retreated to rejoin her own party,
and if they could ¢limb so high, they would but her remarks had been communicated
| drown the refbicings of heaven with sobs both to the American poet and to the two
and wailing.—De Witt Talmage. .
girls hott be was holding by the hand, and
at
.
with a charming frankness they all came
forward and spoke a few words of natural
Organ Playing in Europe.
and simple courtesy ; there was also a kind
shake of the hand, facts which I have little

mented upon by tourists, The following
extsact from ‘Over the Ocean” will be
ma whose i
: just cut a tooth or was
about to take to the bottle. A monotony of read with interest, as affording a most
lite so dreary, a social bondage so hateful graphic description of the peformance:
to Sista instinets, often lead to insanity or
The great attraction in the old catheto kindred disorders; and this result would dral in Lucerne is the fine ‘organ, which all
be invariable were there not an antidote, a ‘visitors go to hear played ; and we strolled
gort of mental bezoar, A wholesome vent in ‘on a quiet summer's evening, after

ith courage, faith, and zeal?

A rest, where living waters flow,
__ And joys forever new.”
2

¢ t of the nursery

behavior. Under
lite fiction must’

And we @
far happier days
. Than princes, lords, or kings.

Then we shal

under his cap; and on

e gift, that it softened and trickled
| fer
“| down his face, exposing him to the rebukes

« And we are truly blest,
With blessings many fold;
Of many treasures we’re possessed
More
precious far than gold.

A

in candies

opegoccasion, as he himself narrates, so
many
hourse lapsed before he could trans-

:

————

Such a habit of mind and heart is wrong,
because it puts one into a despondency that
ill fits him for duty.
I planted two rosebushes in my garden; the one thrived
| beautifully, the other perished. 1 found the
dead one on the shady side of the house.
of

sun gleamed through

the stained

old carved wood reliefs of the stalls in the
church, as we took our seats, with
ty or sixty other tourists, here and

began.

First

there

were

some fifthere in

music

two’ or three

© -

Summer Term commences April 25, 1873.

opD. PEt
nd od Caring”
ATER, T

doubt will, throughout the whole lives, of.

those to whom they were addressed, lend a
sweeter perfume to the verse of Evangeline]

are formed,

s

————

\

8)

The day that the little chicken is pleased,
is the very day that. the hawk takes hold
of h'm,
J
;

Eg ought not to dance with stones.
Before you speak, turn your tongue over

seven times.
]
When you go to the donkey's house, don’t
agk if his ears are long,

A litle dog may have courage before his

WHITESTOWN SEMINARY,

master’s door,

Institution is as follows :

:

1t’s only the shoe that knows whether the
stocking has holes.” Good soup may be
made in an old gaucepan,
The cock wears spurs, but he is mo horseman for all that,
;
Pardon does not heal the wound.
A pig that has two owners is sure to die
with hunger. .
a
Very bad is not death.
:
| “ Raproach is heavier than a barrel of salt.

;

FALLTERM,
:+«
«+
‘=:
«
«
Aug.28
WINTER TERM, ‘=
«+
«=
«
« Des. 11
SPRING TERM, »
- . . . «
«+ March 27,1872
First class fo ties are furnished: students preparing
for
, teaching, or business, in six complete departments,
iio
The Ladies’ English and collegiate courses are
specially rR OT motel
eglat
:
pe
Terms moderate. Send for circular.
J
J. 8. GARDINER, Principal,"
* Whitestown, N. Y., July 25, 1871.
NICHOLS
SPRING TER!
closes

Friday,

LATIN SCHOOL.
8 Monday, Jan, 1, 1

March

22.

:

and

$m

.

SUMMER TERM begins Monday, April 1, and closes

Monday, June 24.
!
Tuition $25.00 a year.
L. G. JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three Assistants.

-

5

am

The special work 6f this school is to fit students
for '
College, andit is open for both sexes. The school
being composed of only one department, a thoroughness in doing their work is secured from. both teachers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schobls where 80 many kinds of work are done. The

students are faithfully

drilled in the Latin and Greek

-

languages also in’
English Grammar, Arithmetic
Ancien Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and
‘Geometry. , Special
attention ‘is given to reading,
declamafion, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,’
scanning, &c. The location of the school so’ nean ’
the College and Theological School, affords’ advan
ages of association wit! students -of a higher rank ' -:
and culture. The public lectures of eseinafitutions .
Bagh
aré invaluable.
A.M. JONES, Sec,
Lewiston, July 2. 1871. .
,
ug
.
| NORTH PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY
The Fall termi will commence on Tuesday, Aug:22
and continue eleven

weeks.

'

M. K. MABREY, Principal,
who wll spend his entire time and energies ir and
for the school. He will be assisted by teachers who
have had experience in the Duparfment assigned

shem.

A course

of lectures of

generg) interest

will

be given by Clergymen, besides a course on anatomy and Physiology by P. W. McIntyre, M, D.
.

Terms : Primary
Common English

$3.00
$4.00

High English

+

Languages
Music
Use of Instrument
Penmanship

.00
.00
00
$1.50.

Suitable rooms can be obtainad by those who wish
to board Shemselvam,
Board at the Bo.
ag house and in good families
for $3 00.

Wood

and lights extra.

- Any

further

ia-

formation furnished on application to the Principal.
M. E. SWEAT,

N. Parsonsfield, June.26, 1871.

This

Institution,

commenced

at Wilton, Muscatine

its Fall Term

Tuesday,

Sec.

Co., Iowa,

Sept. 5.

It is

soon to be changed from a Seminary to a College,
and additional teachers and facilities will ‘ e furnish-

ed, it is expected, by the commencement of next
term. A Commercial department has been opened
in connection

mence at the

with

this

institution

same date.

and

will

com-

Inst uction will be given

in musi¢, instrumental and vocal.
Boarding and rooms for Self-boarding, will be fur®
nished at low rates.
Moderate tesms throughout.
Address.
Rev. O. E. BAKER.

NFW_HAMPTON
- The WINTER TERM

IN STITUTION .

began Nov. 13, 1871, and con-

tinues ten week

A. B. MESERVEY,

A. M., Principal,

J.N.Rand, A. M,,
W. E. C Rich, A.B.,

Miss T. A, R. Dow,
Miss Alice I. Libby,

A: P. Shattuck,

Miss L."D. Moore,

H. M. Willward.

Also a competent Music Teacher.
EXPE-SE3. Board, including room and washing,
from $2.75 to $3 50 per week, In well-regulated clubs,
of which there

are

several

in successful

operation,

the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25. Students desirous of boarding themselves will find convenient
opportunity. Students will provide their own sheets,

&c.

pillow-cases and towels.
To. tion from $5.00 to $6.50

E. Mason, French.

EXPENSES —Board, including room and washing,
from $2.50 to $3,50 per week, in families. In club or

self-boarding, at lower rates.
’
The Institution will afford to both sexes a complete
course of study; and no pains will be spared by the
Trustees to make the school eminently worthy the
confidence and patronage of all friends to a thorough
and liberal
education.
RHE
nstitution building is a fine brick and
The new
gramite structure, ot beautiful architecture, affording
ample accommodations; and is located on an eminence overlooking the villages of Lyndon Oenter and
Lyndonville, and some of
she finest landscape scenery of the valley of the Passumpsic.
. W. SANBORN, Sec, and Treas.
FP Lyydonville, Vt.; 1871.
:
51

« SPENCER J. FOWLWNE, A. M., Prof. Mathe-

matics and Vat. Philosophy.
GEORGE MCMILLAN, A.M. Prof. Ancient Lannages.
i
.
HIR 0 EoLLIER, A. M., Prof. Nat. Science.
;
H. LAPR A ROWE, A.M, Brin. Ladies’ Department.
JENN E de la MONTAIGNE,; Teacher of French.
ALEX. C. R*DKOU IY, Prin. 'om. Department. .
W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Henmanship.
480, B nARUNGE, Instructor in Drawing and
Instructor in Instrumental

and Vocal Music.
Vrs. OLIVE
C. SHAE, Cultivation of Voice
F. WAYL
DUNN, A. M,, Prof. of Rhetoric and
Belles Lettres.
}
Farther and die arrangements willbe made for
instruction in all
the departments of the College.
- Catalogues sent on application.
u. PP.
REYNOLDS, Seo, §¢ Treas.
Hillsdale, Mich; 1871.

:
per term.

Several

years ago the Trustees introduced
a Commercial Department, which has been very
successful.
It is
now proposed to add a Scientific and Agricultural
Course, of two
years each, which opened for the
admission of students at the commencement of the
fall term.
Send for catalogue

:

:
to the Principal or to

E.C.

LEWIS,

Sec,

RIDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.
FALL TERM begins August 22d and continues 12
weeks. Tuition, $6.00; Incidentals, $1 00; Penmanship, $1.50 for twenty Jessons; Tonstrumental Music,
with use of instrument, Su;
Board, $3.00 per
week; Board in clubs, #2.
or less; Rooms for seltboarding at reasonable rates.
N. B. Special instruction during this term te students preparing for teaching.
WM. ReED, See. iv

Ridgeville, Ind,, July 8, 1871. . .
WEST

LEBANON

ACADEMY.

The Fall Term of Lebanon Academy
will commence on Tuesday, August 29, and continue eleven
weeks under the following instructors :
y
A. N. MARSTON, A.B. Principal.
3
M88. H. L. STEVENS, Preceptress and’ Teacher
of Instrumental Music.
MRs. K. J. C'WELL, Teacher of Frenoh & Music.

MR. J, A. STACY, Teacher of Penmanship and.

Music.
Miss A.V.

HAYES,

' Primary Course,

COLLEGE

FACULTY:
M. GR
HAM, D. D., President.
DUNN, A. M., Prof. Bib. Theglogy.

i
aintin
MBLVILLE w. -y ASE,

n’s

!

The calendar of the 81st Academical year of this

Mrs. J.C.
Hopkins, Music, Drawing and Painting.
Miss Ellen A. Perkins, Penmanship.
5
Calendar:
Spring term, of 10 weeks, begins Feb. 20, 1872.
summer term, of 10 weeks, begins May 7.
Fall Term begins Aug. 27.
3
French,
TUIION, from $4.00 to $6.00 per term.
Music and Penmanship extra.

°
;
Rev. DANIRL
L
¢
RANSOM

Ry

"Ci AFARWELL, Secretary.

/
. Faculty :
J.C. Hopkins, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
A. 8. Denison, PH., Natural Science.
Miss Mary
C. Bradford, Preceptress, Mathematics
5
and Rhetoric.

1872.

Haytien Proverbs.

the
$1.60 to

Send for Catalogue to the Principal.

LITERARY INSTITUTION,
. LYNDON CENTER, VT.

HILLSDALE

\

Wes

rams and board in private families at regsonable:

The Winter Term of Hillsdale College will opén on
the 6th of December, 1871, and’ continue to March 2;

and Hiawatha,

il

he

$2.00.per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as

all 1ts enterprises.
In his own family he was
honored as a son, brother, husband and father.
He served for a while in thé army and enjoyed
the confidence
and respect of his townsmen.
All
feel that a sad vacancy is occasioned by nis death.
*‘Blessed are the dead which die in Woe Lords

Miss Sa

i

accountof sickmess. Half I
beginal
and middle of the term. .
:
he x
of board, in clubs, varies from

had the chureh come to look to take the lead in

LYNDON

i

' No deduction for’ less thon halfa

man in the prime of life he lingered more than
four weeks.
Kor a part of the time, strong hopes
were entertained of his recovery, though he
might be partially or wholly blind. Bro. Parker
had been a professing Christian and a member of
the church some sixteen years, and for some five
years he had ‘been one of itsdeacons. At the
time of his death he was superintendent of the
Sabbath school.
To mo one more than to him

Academies,

‘eacher
of Writing and Book-Keep-

jot

AN B-

«

ina
madi of oe 40s Moiows Such.
by al

shrilling chorus,—and
started into motion.

:

, Preparatory, Normal, Academicourse of study. Terms, 10
;
al

towards church
windows, and feel nervous A woman of quigt habits, she has. lived an even, | GEORGE B. FILES 708 Preceptor.
lift, and «during her last terrible days
Miss NELLIE KNOWL
) P
C88.
that he had no*umbrelia.
Finally the ofprayerful
suffering her trust in Jesus was perfect, 8
Associate.
tremendous tempest of the :Alps.séemed to felt that her work was done, and waitedto be HB ROGENE WADE, A. . B t] Prm,
of Normal Dep't, *
shake the
great cathedral, the
ds howl- | takenhome.” Her Inst rigor was that those of Mi
MARIA SIMONS, ssociate.
be among the Jools Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Draw
, Paint
ed and shrieked, the rain beat, rushed, and dér family left behind hn

and » the were used to m.
space, And it must be admitted
. visit to the Shakers in Lebanon, N, H.,
fler
while the backless . benches,— through
g
5
d C.
. Ke
there isa fearful neglect of the lower: ex- came down in tofrents; the roar of the of Goody to.
ction
conne
in
s
cise
the
of
exer
end
each
their
at
of
piled
been
especially
| which
8.
What
with
elevators
to
obviate
ELLEN
A.
danghier
of
Horace
and
Janette
swollpn
mofintain
streams
was
heard
-bepora
e,
brothers
room,—were brought out and the
with religious ‘worship. We quot
died
Vs 4 1871, aged 1 year and 6]
h | the necessity for climbing, and street-cars tweefi
the terrific peals of thunder that re- Baker,
and sistérs sat down facin each other, wit vlog way with walking, apd ight boots to verberated
months.
was taken sick
Sunday night and
be
tion of the article. He says:
among the mountains, awaking died
knees,
their
over
spread
Friday,
suffering
greatly
during her short
handkerchiefs
eir
staring
front,
the
to
complete
the
work
by
the
des
jon
of
the
next
bench
the
©
i
Upon
a Wndred echoes, und one of those sharp, sickness. She was too delicate and fair for
hen a darkebrowed brother, with a Vi
feet, und awkward ‘Grecian bends to make terrible rattles, that betokens the falling earth and Jesus took her to.himself., Funeral
ness
»
bearing,
and
a
sad
long
large
the
locomotion difficult, s theke is a tendency, bolt, made more than one lady sit closer to services by the writer. Discourse from John
the shiny smooth floor, at
large eyes, came forw ard and tookup
ti}
p!
o
AoW, WESTGATE,
doubtless, to a spindle-shanked degeneracy. her proteetor, with an involuntary shudder. 18:7,
windows, through the blinds of which the
«Bo.
we
sinners
in
front
of
us
vacant
S1sTER
M.
HOLBROOK
died
in Plymouth, a
But
let
us
not
glorify"it.
Degeneracy
is
de..But
anon
the
thunder
pediageew
less
and
light quivered painfully, and at the
poor dinners turned and looked upon. our
Oct. 7, 1871. aged 99 years b months, She un
benches along the op site walls, —there selves, It was sdonteast striking enough, | genexacy, Let us not delude ourselves in- less frequent and rolled slowly and grandly her
husband, who passed on’
re her, were
ly"
to the belief that it ‘is a road which leads off among the mountains, with: heavy re- among
we sat, with an awful feeling at the heart,
the first settlers in the town of Hampden,
alk was ‘‘gray. and me
wa
Sfootioe
:
wondering what strange thing ‘would hap-d | asTherethe ocean - waste.
verberations, between ' which the rush of and moved to Plymouth. and commenced again
Here
bloomed
a.
Fo
5 legs are the keepers of human the. mountain, streams and the rattle of
pen. And-while we stared a door opene
parterre
- of richest flowers. But dignity.
No man has commanding, a dig- the brooks were heard, until finally the peals {iving
of
nd known as suc
on the left, and in trooped a company, of terraced
Sel
he
as
prophet
stern
that
of
es
to
the
who were Rogantuted ith her, No doubt but
table personal
; ‘of heaven's artillery died En
—what shall wd call them? It was as if gazing all upon us, the contrast was deep- nifiéd, or even a’
she
is
now
blooming
with
youth wand
ence, who has not good pillars beneath
him. the streams rushed less fiercely, and tne vigor, not to fade away andimmortal
Gabriel had blowa'his horn over just one er, more portentous, pitifal™
die any more for‘grave-yard,—and
An lorator's inveetives ¢an no more be hurlselect little moSs-gro
. YOUNG.
He thanked us for the respect weé had ed effectively from a bad footing, than a brooks purled over the pebbles. Then, ever.
only the women had heard™and risen. Dear shown
amid the subsiding of the tempest, the notes
little
this
how
told
;
he
JOHN
PAGE
died
in
Epsom,
Dec,
14,
aged 92
worship
théir
[—they flitted
ndmothérs
In spesth the legs take of a little organ, which had been heard on- years, 3 months and 14 days..
hosts of our
This was the place
fol- warrior’s Juvoug
ar- band was, striving to imitate Christ; to h;
pale, so sweet, so daintily
the
recoil
frem
the
discharge,
and
if
they
efore us so
of
his
birth,
and
be
was
the
oldest
inhabitant
in
ly at intervals during the war of elements,
low the example of the early churc to
are well planted the force of the utterance became more clear anid distinct; now,as town. He was the father of 10 children, and 8
rayed for this their resurrection’ morn!
1
life,
where
there
is
neither
live
the
an
greatly increased. There is no dignity the thunder ceased and the rush of rain with their families survive him. And besides,he
hen opened another door, and the Shak- marrying nor ving in marriage. He flash- is
and over 40 great-grandwithout
them. When Solomon drew his was over, you heard it.as in some distant leaves 84 grandchildren,
er brethren stalked in on tiptoe in solemn, £d into eloquence when he
inted to the
His second wife is also living, He
procession—occupying seats op- gin. and misery’ within the shadow of our Wonderful picture of the imbecility of age, convent or chapel among the mountains, children.
grotesque
was quiet in his manner of life, seldom, if ever,
do
|
the sisters.
legs were not forgotton: «The and there arose a chant so sweet, so clear, incurring the ill-will of any ;an ardent lover of the
posite
splendid cathedrals ; his lip curled with the palsied
At first a pause, but presently the wor- scorn as he She ke o f our preachin, peace keepers of the house shall tremble.” Shake- so heavenly as to seem hardly of this earth Bible, and specially prayerful in the last years
of his earthly
pilgrimage. He died in
with
shipers arise and walk about indifferently with the bullet. Others of the
rethren speare sends man off the scene in the next —a chantof ‘nuns before their altar; anon
™
in an instant, the moving mass crys- made short addresses in a similar strain, act to the very last one, a€‘lean and slip- it increased in volume as “tenor, alto, and God and oA And*to die is gainn
or.
. A. QuiMsy.
into definite form; the sisters after which the service was declared ended. | pered pantaloon.” Nothing can better ex- even the full bass of monkish chant Jomed,
talizes
- FRANK LITTLEFIELD died in Vassalboro’,
press
the
growing
infirmity
of
mind
and
and brothers ranged in rows facing “each
and the whole choir burst into a glorious Me., Dec. 11,%4ged 16 years and 8 months,
Wasn't the dancing funny? and how
other, the sexes separated near the farther could we keep from laughing? It was the
ody, than this touch of the lank legs and hymn of praise.
Frank left his pleasant home in Madison, N. H.,
wall by but litele space, while the dividing: funniest thing that ever we beheld,—und slipshod feet.
The audience were breathless as they lis- only eleven days before his death, to kein
like
visitors
the
toward
out
avenue widens
here is as much charatter in a man’s tend to the chant of this invisible choir, the winter with his uncle, Rev. James E. Mllls,
never, in our lives, felt less inclinedto
the letter V. Just to see that company stand- we
walk as in his face. See how how he plants whose voices they could distinguish in of Vassalboro,” to attend the winter term
laughter.
If
the
greatest
jokers
of
all
ages
‘of school.
He attended but one day
when
sisters
T
h
e
ing there with folded hands!
united in devising the most consumed- his feet. [If he “put his foot down” to stay, sweet accord as they arose and blended into a small red ‘pimple appeared upon. his chin,
avith their whité caps, spotless white ker- hadly comical
you
can
depend
upon
him.
If
he
tread
a great anthem, and then
dually faded which increased in size and pafutuines until
exhibition . that could by any
chiefs crossed upom immaculate bosoms,
weakly, or hesitatingly, or creepingly like
death terminated his sufferings in less than one
prim means be devised ; if they had invented the a cat, or overbearingly, that is, in a rough- in. the distance, as though the meek sister- | week. When his friends’advised him to look to
folded handkerchiefs : hanging over
hood were gliding away amid their cloisguaintest
.costumes
in
the
world
and
hung
plaits,
God in prayer he extlaimed, “I have been docast-iron
serene,
in
arms, drab skirts
upon the most . outlandish set of peo-’ shod way, or energetically, or languidly, or ‘ters, and the - voices of thé procession ing that for some time,” and he segmed to. gain
+ and _high-heeled. shoes. TIé brethren in them
shufilingly,.
or
bustlingly,
or
timidly,
or
of hooded monks ceased one after the other,
evidence that he was accepted by the blessed
theif somber, brown gray suits, long coats, ple under the canopy ; if they had succeed- recklessly, you can in any event read the as they sought the quiet of their cells. the
Saviour,
A
1
A.C. PEAGLEE.
large white turn-down collars, and hair cut ed in inducing these people to comport man by the tracks he makes.
And the legs The chant
dropped away, voice by voice,
WILLIAM F, GATES ‘died in Ontario, N.Y.,
themselves in the ‘most ridiculous manner
straight across the forehead.
:
and feet he carries have much to do with to silence; all ceased but the little chap- aged 67 years, Bro. G. had been a resident of
© Now abrother at ‘the other end of the possible, they could not have produceda this expression. This js why our great or- el organ accompaniment, which lingered Ontario for 56 years. He experienced religion
divertisement
more
exquisitely
absurd
than
vis-a-vis—an old “fellow with a-Dukeof
43 years ago under the labors of Rev. Daniel
ators are impatient of pulpits and réstrums. and quavered, till, like a last tremblin
Lyons, and
at once united with what was
Wellington face,—steps forward and be- the Shaker dance. And yet there was a They want to speak with the whole body. - seraph breath, it faded away in the sti
wonderful
pathos
dnd
charm
about
it,—|
rwards known as the Ontario Freewill Ba
gins to’ speak in & subdued, hesitating mon»
Lbwell
understood
how
thoroughly
the
twilight,
and—the
performance
was
over.
tist
church,
The
brethren called him immediof the same atmosphere” that
otone.
He tells what a privilege itis to somethin
hopesty and dignity of a man pervaded his
There was full a moment’s spell-bound ately to fill the place. of deacon, which he did
dwell inunity and peace, with all occasions makes Jefferson’ Rip Van Winkle a ** thing legs, when he makes Mr. Biglow describe hush among the listeners after its conclus- with credit to himself and honor to the.cause of
far strife: removed ; and as he warms a lit- of beauty and a joy forever,”—though many some one’s integrity as extending ‘‘from ion, and theha followed one universal burst his dear Redeemer. His life was such as to call
tle with his theme his body sways back- go away from the play, as well as from the roots o' hair to soul o’ stocking.” An hon- of admiration and applause in half a dozen forth, commendation from all who knew him,
service, with a memory only of the fun.
and sinners bear witness that he lived according
ward and forward, and at every few words
est pair of legs are as essencial to the pre- different languages. Some of the ladies of to his profession. His acquaintance was extenhe lifts himself on his toes and comes down - But besides, the tender quaintness of it, sentableness of a man as they are to the our party, not
dreaming of thé wonders of sive, and he was universully loved. He was for
upon his heels with a jerk. = After the Duke there was an unutterable sadness,—a horri- salableness of a horse. The French describe the vox humana stop, ‘desired to see the many years a reader of the Star. To him death
has been delivered of his burden, another ble sense of error and misdirection. Oh, the a man's self-possession by.saying that he choir that sang so sweetly; and to gratify was not unexpected nor unwelcomed. He seemand another step out from the men’s side least melancholy sight of all, that poor has great aplomb—great perpendicularity, them we ascended to the organ gallery, ingly made gvory preparation while in life, for
death, selecting the one he desire
reach his
and utter a few sing-song sentences of ex- idiot face,—those long,”imbecile fingers, if you please.
where, to their surprise, we met the sole funeral sermon, bade his family and friends farewith ther weary, pathetic beckoning.
perience or exhortation,—declaring
how
What shall we say, then, of all the mean performer on the wonderul instrument to well and waited for death. He leaves behind
you so strongly
This does not op press
_ blessed this oneness of the faithful,—praydevices, the boots which turn the foot into which they listened, in the person of an old him to mourn his absence a companion, the parting that they all may be enabled to contin- while you are “under the fafitience of he a cornfield, the slipshods, the high heels German, with scattered gray hairs peeping ner of his youth, and four children, Funeral
services and burial Nov. 24.
;
ue in the angel life. Sitting with closed spell. It is when you are riding home whic
ke men and women walk on stilts, out beneath his velvet skull-cap, wearing
A. W. WESTGATE.
through God's green and lovely world, and
eyes you might think, for all the world,
the®Grecian bends that throw the perfect
knee breeches and silk stockings,
Bro. EDWIN A. PARKER died in North Scituthat you ‘were in an old-fashioned Metho- the birds chirp and flit among the branches and upright column of the human body in- black
and shoes with broad buckles,—a perfect
dist prayer-meeting, just before it had over your heads,—God’s own world, full of to a distorted position? What shall we say old virtuoso in appearance, and a genuine. ate, R. L., Dec. b, in the 41st year of his age. On
the
4th of Nov., while engaged in blasting, he
harmonies of sound and color. Then the
reached the hallelujah-point.
of the helplessness that does not walk musical enthusiast, trembling with pleas- was severely injured by a premature explosion.
Shaker
song
rings
in
your
memory,
uncanAgain they wander around and again
enough to keep the legs strong and firm? ure at our praise, and his eyes glistening The extent of his injuries were not at first assight of
ttke sudden” shape. This time the whole ny, mournful,—the Shaker lifé, with its self- What, but that all these are evidences of with tears at our admiration of his marvel- certained, but it proved that he lost the
- both:his eyes, the socket of one of which
was
company stand in rows with their backs ish self-denial, stands before you barren mental deformity
and
imbecility—all
these
lous
skill.
completely
torn
out;
had
both
his
arms
broken,
to the world’s people,—all save a single false, ungodly.
{are only unhea!thful uglinesses P— Hearth
one of which was badly mangled; received a
line stretching
along the wall, with their
painful
flesh wound on one of his lower limbs’
and Home.
:
faces toward their companions and us.
and a blow upon the spine. Under ordinary
Longfellow
in
Florence.
circumstances death would have resulted from
Another pause, a low, eldritch wail; a
Eastern Brides.
such injuries immediately, but being a strong
few slow twanging notes in solo; a swift
|
Borrowing Trouble.
——

at thowide painted arch of the ceiling, at

CENTRAL ANSTITUTE,
PITTSFIELD, ME.

“roar {rom a letter written by her granddaughter tells
heard," her life Sn Durine these “years her
Bible has

of wind ; a resistless rush of rain was

cars, and ‘who go in carriages, will change

>

Mgrs, MARY

Dec. L1871.ax0d

0. fd

0

0-7
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STAR. JANUARY

MORNING

THE

~

;

j

Common

:
:
Teacher of Wax Work.
TUITION :

«

English,

Higher English,
Languages,

«

+

.

.
+

-

°°

+

-

-

fl

Penmanship,

(12 lessons)

=~

Instrumental

Music (20 lessons)

-

.

-

Use of Instrument,
An excellent opportunity will be
siring
a complete course of music,
Pianoforte or Urgan,
by a teacher of
from Massachusetts,
qualified to
Bass, Secular or Sacred

BSpecial
College.
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BOARD:
Good board may be obtained in

private families

-at

#3,00 per week or pleasant rooms
furnished to those
wishing to hoard
themselves.
;
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JOHN H.SHAPLEIGH.
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FITCH'S

Family Physician, 96

pages, sent by mail, free. Teaches how to cure
all diseases of the Pereol. skin, hair, eyes, compiexjon. Write to 714 Broadway, New York.
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coliseum for the International Peace Jubilee,and million francs, instead of six
the contract will probably be given out this | manded by the government.
week.

.

will

be

resumed

of four

"en or a dozen charitable institutions in New’
York provided liberal entertainments
"inmates, Christmas.

as de-

ing into effect the commercial treaty recently
concluded between Italy and the United States.
Tt is computed that silk fabrics to the weight

immediately after the holidays.

tons per

week are

Produced at the Pat-

terson (N. J.) mills.

for their

A Portuguese, accused of shooting and

killing

a Chinaman, at Huwkinsville, Gal., has been discharged, because the only witnesses were Chibusiness matters. A letter fronf Berlin says that namen, whose testimony is not permitted against
he was obliged to leave Hanover after great diffi- persons,of the Caucasian race, under the laws of
that state.
S$
'
«culty, for incompatibilities of one kind or other.
The Hon. Horton D. Walker's chances for the {- John L. Clem, the Drummer Boy of Shiloh,
republican nomination” for governor of New called at the White House lately, to tender his
thanks to the President for his appointment to
Hampshire are very entpuraging.
in;
The rufhor of thé indighment of Mayor Hall of the second lieutenaney in the twenty-four
Catpeazy is now in Washington, closing

up his

fantry.

New York is still believed, apd it. is stated ‘that
the paper was returned to the jutfy

a letter

to the

President

he

“ Wit the help of God I will try to render
self worthy of the position.

-for-seme =

rection and will soon be ready for presentation
«
The new courthouse commissiogers of New

tion of funds is made.
streety is
the puri-

tying house of Metropolitan Gas Company, which
., oceurred-Dee. 23. It will be two weeks béfore
board of Indian commissioners have: presomite their reporttdo the President. ' It gives

wastes or

:

my

It is sev-

committee, which

licans are eatled upon to show their condemnation of the atrocities by bringing to justice those

who have outraged the authority which was given them.
The loss by the fice in Little Rock, Ark.,
Thursday night, amounts to dbout $100,000.
Alexis held a public reception in

on

Detroit, Fri-

day at the ¢ity hall,, and afterwards visited the
house of correction and drove

around

the

city.

He left for«Chicage Saturday. ’
Three car-loads of Japanese

——

and Japanese teas ferwarded overland Friday.

. The new Hudson River bridge
‘completed and trains pass overit.

at Albany

is

or-pipe makes him so. I can not, in a paragraph
I
write the confessions of a tobacco maniac, but
am sure inveterate users of the weed would be
pitied more than blamed, if it was known how,
by the.craving of their disorder, they are forced
to use what secretly disgusts them more than
tongue can tell.
But to the point. A slave to tobacco, who has
not the strength of body and mind to break h

:

‘Nelson

Rose, who broke epen another man’s
stole another nfhn’s horse, all in
one day, at Grand Rapids, Mieh., was caught the

Simeethe #hiinst. mail service has been placed
upon 29 new riilroafis or extensions of old ones,

making in the aggregate 968 miles

of new

rail-

road commusicationatilized for postal service.
Two

Chicago silermen’ and

have been. indictel

by the

two

ex-aldermen

grand jury
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chargesof cormuptionsand bribery.

from

the

' Perhaps the worst time

library of the

of the volumes

bearing

the

1703,” and some with his

accustomed

by twe mefliing, who shot at the sehoolmaster,
broke up the fumitiire.end then dresgg off.

prisonment aud
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monthe imprisonment
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Michigan.
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amount
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paid

for this

puréhase has often amounted ta#$2000, an avereach

prisoner.

Mr.

Tweed came from his sedusion and sngrender-

ed. himself to the sheriff Kriday.

The master of

sureties was fixed up, Farley, Jay “Gaul and
Hugh Hastings withdrawing, and Comgell, Riche
ard Tweed and Delvin taking their places. The
‘Boss has also throwin up the commissionesstip of

. public works antl George 'W. Van Nort has suc. ceeded him.

one Of the

standard magazines of the year, and

about seventy have accepted the: proposal. =
“There

are concealed

in the damp lint of hair

not argent, and may be broken, if reason dees
| its duty, with comparative ease.
Tobacco maniacs are apt to be ofa Jyspeptic

turn. Such may observe that certain articles of
food pester them with a longing ‘for tobadeo.
Probably one ‘who hus'béén in the hubit of eat

ing tothe manufacture ‘of superfluous quantatie
of saliva, will need to change his diet Sgmewhit

and to.eat less. ~Hearth und Home.

+ Housework.

Yois a-well-knewn
fact thet an eysterman can

however, not by looking down in thé mouth, but
simply ‘by counting the suecessive ‘ayers or

plates overlapping -each other, of whith
ter SWE

termed
growth.

is composed.

These,

are

(Up %o the time

oyster these shoots

’. Honsemork

a years

of ‘the maturity of the

but after that4fme they become irregular, and
are piled one over thesther, sa'that the shell becomes more and more thickened and’ ‘bulky.
shells attain, ‘thismollusk is capable of attaining

a patriarehal longevity, andian oyster with: fitty|

did sot promisé to help him “on éne whit among
_garrisened city now in the New Dominion.
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te
‘The @ffer x pardon
le home and sucthose salt in his porridge; 2

“and

Xb. ds
Bom

the
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that trouble is. likely to arise

and often
but a sou in pocket,“ a sum£0 littlehe

Cardigal Arsardi Son Pilltpo E. ‘Bosse, Bish- as o child nsight truce the footsteps of a lost
mother. At last he made his way to Loudon,
to |
Rome Churey, 16 dead. He was elevated to Sir Roderick Murchison, whe, ind thought, eould
and vive-chaneelor of the Holy
op of Palestine

‘the

To Young Housebpopers.
Be satisfied to commence on 2 small scale.

It

Well, sir,phat do you
ou know”
de- | 18 too comisen for young housekeepers to begin
noting his beardless where their mother endedi' Buy all that is neechin and ruddy’ cheeks. * *“ I. think/~” hesitated ‘essary to work skillfully with ; adorn your home
the lad, “ ‘a }ittle abent fishes.”. That night, at a witha) that will make it comfortable, Do, not
meeting of the Royal Society, Sir Roderick held look at richer houses. and covet their costly fur-

‘mianded the great maturalist,

°

was
Abex: Ce
nd
a fer x

oun lefy by astranger
jr 2

up a covered package. 45.1 have here,” he said,
“ ga fish whieh existed
in such an eéra”—gome

Ax fovontigation is time long before Adam was born, and proceeded

etiadwbo mah

Wiishington,

to state the examet conditions and

Mat

ie

Fines

‘The namofe M.

position in

which it was found. * Can our young friend,
who knows something about fishes, tell us any-

thing - abot it? « Whereupon’

promptly drew upon the

the Swiss boy

black-hoard a skeleton

tn the report that General monstér, of which the real one, when uncovered,
0
to be the exact duplieate,and then the old
Ries was gc to Washington, and that his ‘proved
graybeards present recognized him as one of
by
supplied
be
to
waavas
of
minister
place as
ve hini place, very much as
themselves, and
Changy, M. Boileau is now mentioned

_ General
4s the probable Mature minister.

the king in Hades rose to Teceive Napoleon,

piture, If secret dissatistuction ‘iy ready to spring |

ap, go a stép farther and vikit the homes of the
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Jory comel
apes rance. It should be vr
business’ world to’ stifround. you with. the de Bapt st family.
yevery pastor ‘and church-memlights of home ; and you will co-operate cheer ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful
Pook. Tice, n eloth, only hetors ; Im paper cov.
fully with him in so arfanging your ‘expenses,
cts, Postage extra; on
theformer, 4 cte., on th
his

our
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printing of cuts and ptinting in colors,

in’ 1887, snd died in help him.“
eollege of ‘cardinals

t
years,
| jRome ut the age of seventy-eigh
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and possibly extending to the remotest planet.
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Accounts of banks, bankers and others received,

the evening, we ean hardly doubt, was part of
one great series of events originating at the sun,
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Mich. and Indiana,
choice extra,8 75 8 8 5
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Apples
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on which we allow interest
at the rate of jour per cent
per annum.
“
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Financial Agents.
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has been selected with great care from

er suys she is one-sided, ~ Woman's Journal,

of the Urugisysn government
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choice do....7 © & 8 50 [jams gmoked..

and Ohio,
Hlinols
choice extra, 8 008

to the’price of Five-Twentie
will in time advance
beeanse ho more can be issued; while the operation
of their Sinking Fund will soon commence to de.
crease the amount;

day, sandwiching five hours of busy brain iabor
in the middle, and T found 'it a rest from’ honse-

¢arrying that heavy, fretful baby from morning
to night, and doing all the
ly chores besides.
Isher side never lame? And her father wonders
why her shoulders grow out, and the dressmik-

@o wandering through the Alps, hatehet in hand,

said, “ when my hunger was so big?” So, humgry and half-clothed, Ive ‘ followed for years the
‘mérehsuts for losses aris. half-effaced
J
of this unknown language,
hori war, |
which he.
God had spoken and mot men,

‘anter. For several months’ walked fonr miles a

There is fourteen-year-old Mattie, over the way.

dee ‘surrendering cessful business waited for him, but he chose to

imprisonment.

requires a good degree of physieal
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Canary n.AI0.
s, is

be expected to produce: some striking terrestrial
phienomena of the electrical kind. The aurora of

“Onde'Y pilutéd our garden fence, and found it in New
a delightfiil ehangé from sweéping and rons.
To be sure it made my wrist ache,
t what phia.
woman does not have the wrist-ache, and backhe, and side-ache, anda multitude of other | The
hes, after many 8 day's work for her family?

The knowledge

West'rn sup..5 23 4 6

The Fois0n why Fv. ETWENTY BONDS are 80 high
is because no more canbe issued, and the outstanding amount is being rapidly decreased by purchases
by the Gov ernment from their surplus revenues.

ances were observed, indicating a degree of commotion in the solar atmosphere which might

THE

3

Meas,

50 |

choice extra 9.00 all

safe for investment.

changes in the form of these protuber-

cise.

It is reported on good authority that all ghe: to turn a penny by his father's trade,began alone
{British troops, exeept a few artillery, will be and unaided to spell out the siphiabet of Nature

olf

1

"hold cares and work, to Say nothing of the pleas.

The Prince of Wales improvesibut slowly, apd;
The story is told of Professor Agassiz that he
thesQueen has returued to Sandringham.
j
was a poor Swiss lad, who,réfusing to earn how

»Sentopeny to Ee

at

of the spectroscope, used in a peculiar munner.
On the forenoon of Nov. 0, unusually extensive,

cies of circumstances have led’ me to experiment "best in use, and is, of course,
in, und if the ‘physieul strength were. the only
question, I should without hesitation cheose them of doing most excellent work
beyond’ housework, ‘ay’ both easier and pleas-| '

+/Fhe ladies
of Strasbourg have organized a com- or even threescore yearsupon 'its back may by
are fx yftgfetion
‘mittee to receive subseriptions towird the pay- chance be ‘met with. They
| when from five to seven years old
vite
ment of the French indemnity 10 Germany.

beep big

*

the muscles she exercises in her ordinary "household labor. There are various trades which man
follows considered beyond ‘wonign's'strength and
outside her capabilities, but Which the exigen-

‘are regular and suecessive,

withfitawn from Halifax inthe spring, the only in rocks, and birds, and beasts,

.
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St. Louis,sup. 675 8 7 25 |

and the Chesapeake and Ohio Bonds, in exchange,
will be sent by return Express, charges paid.
We buy and sell Government and CENTRAL PaCIFIC BONDS, and receive them in exchange
for
CHESAPEAKE ANj OHIO BONDS.
:

the time of total eelipse. This is eflected by means
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protuberances,as they are called from the body of
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| These bonds all pay both principal and interest in
| New “York City, in U.S. gold coin, and are equally

eous envelope surrounding the sun.
Since 1863 it
has been pessible for observers to examine the

Gris
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PROVISIONS,
00 @12 00
ORs
0. shore. 6 00 @l16 Ov | Beef—Ness,

Easiest Working

strengfh. One who has never fried it has no
the oys- idea of the number of steps a woman, takes, or

technically

“ sheots;” and. each of them

{| the facts that

:
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Judging from the fize and thickness which some
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00

Cod_-largeqt.{ 23 8 37 [Naptha.ioii..

road.
that both forms of red may be visible to ordinary
eyes under Shecialgtoniisions, and that redin | The Chesapeake and Ohio Bonds are issued
either coupon or registered—the denominations are
the upper octave
may impress an eye for which
as follows:
the pitch of ordinary red is too low, as we may
say if we adopt the analogy of musical sounds.
ails anssnsnsrnss $04.13
$100, whith, cost to-day
Another fact of interest ‘and confirming a bet$500,
*“
.
rire ereasiemen, 471.56
ter established theory, was also notied. on Nov.
sigueseenereaens 943.12
“.“
$1,000,
9, at Harvard College Observatory. Itis now
Orders for Chesapeake and Ohio Bonds, may be
generally admitted that electrical disturbances sent through any National Bank or Banker; or accompanied with Drafts or Checks, may be forwarded
upon the earth are dependent to some extent
to us by mail. Bonds or money may be forwarded by
upon the changes constantly going on in the gas-
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wi be 94 dnd accrued interest.

To any person sending us thrée new
ed his system of one-half its. fluids. With conva.
lescence,th é old indulgence will ocour to the subscribers, with a year’s subscription
mind, but the physical demiand for tobacco is in advance, $7.50, we will sepd, post

Morris,

is now substantially

y | Chesapeake & Ohio Bonds are selling at..>...04
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PETROLEUM.

The reason why CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO BONDS
As a mere speculation it is, perhaps, also allow- |
so low, comparatively, while equally safe,
able to refer to recent conjectures as to the possi- | are selling
is because the Company are selling Bonds to comble existence of what has been called another
plete the road. They will all be soldin a short time,
octave of colors, in which Jight beyond the vioand in a few months the road will be finished, when
let end of the spectrum, produced by vibrations
we have no doubt the same result will follow as with
The
PACIFIC Bonds.
of double the rapidity of those which yield ordiFivi-TWENTY and CENTRAL
nary red lizht, may be supposed to appear to Sinking Fund of the Chesapeake and Ohie must go
the eye in unison with that. Itis conceivable into effect withih one year after the completion of the

days, and intends to die gracefully and decently,
is when sickness has reduced his flesh and purg-

amd .a fine of tell the age oftbivalves to asticety. “This is done,

$100 each, andl two recived lesser sentences.

necessary

But the golden opportunity, never to be omi t
tedby a wise man who means to control. his last

brushes, uriless kept clean'®y theruse of bicarbo-

others,

stimulant, only less

It has long been the custom to issue rations of
tobaceo to the fonvicts in the state prison of

A railroad snweyingyparty found sim the moun- nate of petasea or carbonate of sofla, many livtains perth of Yreka, Cd., a forest «of wild plum ing things, toe small for detection "by the naked
trees, on which there: were estimated to be 5.000|g‘eye, some of which, we are told, sre of more
barrels of Plums
than suspicious character, béing known as the
Several of he Sonth (arolina KndKiux were originaters of scald-head ‘and other liseases of
sentenced Thursday. Mitchell got fiveyyears’
im- the ecalp.
eighteen

year to

him than air.

It isestimated thatemore than ene-tixth of the the agent, has offered to supply each prisoner
inhabitants of the (Utited States src owners of who will- forego the nse of the weéd with any

A session of & Wiscamsin school
vas broken. up

in the whole

adtograph, are fo be sold in London.

ageof$3 or .$4 to

real estate.

the"S|

tiplied cares of the growing months without his

armorial book plate of * William Penn, Proprie-

tor of Pennsylvania,

have,~may lessen

quit the use of tobacco is in the Spring,~when
some unpleasant symptoms remind one of failing
health.
Its omission then aggravates the com"
plaints incidentto a change of seasons. It tests
the nerves of a strong man to go through the mul.

sentencedto

the state prison for three years.
of books

few

quantity he uses. Three months of short allowance takes a man out, in the Way he got inte the
habit—gradually. The easiest time to make
total shift
is about the last of the year. Turning
a new leaf is in order then; and during solid
winter
weather the merves are less apt to be
found in ‘a shattered condition.
During those
winter months we are in the fullest vigor, and
inclined to lay on flesh.

that passed the observer ata given point, this
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price of the Bonds,from this date until further orders,

The Boston Transcript says in an article vein
tive to observations taken at Harvard Observato®
ry of the Auroral display of November 9th :
The conclusion seems necessary that what ssve
call red light in an furora is, in fat, often, if |
not always, made up of rays of the more refran- |
gible kinds. Some experiments tried by combin- |
inz flames tinted with various chemical substan|
ces confirm this supposition, and have resulted
|
in the production of a fair imitation of auroral ||

—

The price of tobaceo would fluctuate much
more than it does, if that was the case. Ifa man
is not sick already, to abstain from his usufl quid

bonds at once,—and

Print Cloths ..
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In compliance with the foregoing instructions,
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“act was true in every instance; out of sixty-seven women that passed, it was true in every in-

oun the fifth was

your ivies b
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1871.

The Western Division of the Chitbapeake and
Railroad, compris

not buy thie beautiful but costly pots the flower
dealer will advise; common ‘glazed ones will
answer every purpose, for by placing
fiir each
two or three sprays of Coliseum ivy,in a month’s
time no vestige of the pot itself can be discerned

the bone and blood cun be'laid aside like an old

A carious observer in St. Louis has discovered

Penn family, many

reconstructing

do not know how. I know Dr. Lewis says glibly, ‘ Clean up and quit,” and some are rash
enough to suppose that a habit engendered in

‘that men and boys invariably run the heels of
‘the boots and shoes over outwardly, while the
women and girls ru theirs over inwardly.
Out
of one hundred and forty-seven men and boys

plead _ guilty, and

any

are many who would be glad to avoid it who

next day, indicted the third,arraigned the fourth,

Brigham Youngiis reported to have arrived in
Salt Lake City witha part of hie anite.

and not enfeeble

.

Hoary tooo IE Will Nido: 3) 80

CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO R. R. COMPANY.
54 ‘William Street, New Yor

completed,
and will, in a few days,
to do.
the immense coal
ther buat
bu Jota that is Awaiting
Sompria
direction you train them. Indeed, so much will its completion, The
227 miles, between Wiis Sul
up hw 's rings and Richthey do for themselves to render a room charmmond, is now in complete
er and successful operng and maso
on.cleven of the 102
ing, that we would rather have an unlimited ation,
ae Eran mouth of New River and White
namber of them to draw upon than anything \miles,
Sulphur Springs, is complete, and the work on the
else in ature or art. Do you wish the ugly plain
remaining
91 miles is eo far advanced that track-lay-'
on thig
portion of the road
doors that shut off your tiny entry from your | ing wil next, commenced
and continue without interruption until
parlor to be arched or curved, like those in the
the whole line is completed.
In view of these facts, you are hereby directed to
drawing-rooms of your richest neighbor? Buy a
make no further sales of Ye Bonds of said Comp: pany
couple of brackets, such as lamps for the burning
at a less price than 94 and acerfied interest, at
of kerosene are somefimes placed in, and screw | price you will continue to sell until farther orders.
Very respectfully yours, .
them on the sides of the door. Put in each a
. C.P. HUNTINGTON, President.

“People of experience should be allowed their
say decasionally. I have had a great deal of experience in leavi ing oft tabacco, and rather tha n
descant on its injury to the health, or the sinfa 1>
ness. of using it,” perhaps it would be better t
tell the people how to discontinue it; for there

of

valued at’ $2,000,000, were semt eastward from’ letter and
San Francisco on Tuesday, ani 180 tons of China

care

DO!

GENTLEMEN :

find they will not seem to mind whether the sun
shmmes on them or not; or in what position or

Giving up Tobacco

Pittsburg papers are rejoicing over an invenfion to rid that smoky city of its greatest nuisance.
A man has invented a small iron apparatus which, attached to stoves and ranges, con-:
sumes all fhe smoke and gas. As #e-soot is
made, it will be impossible for chimneys to catch
fire.

stance but one.
and Chita silks,
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in the following letter, of Mr, HUNTINGTON,
Presidént of the Company :
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NEw YORK, Nov. 20, 1871.
successful and ra id negotiation of nearly’

OFFICE

OLASSES.

Moulds... evry 19 s.

sive mineral, agricultural,
and $hrough trafic, have

undue heat or excessive watering, and you will

former.

against

CANDLES.

three-fourths of the
MILLION LOAN OF
‘THE CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO R. R. COM"| PANY, and the energetic prosecution ot the work of

they

{

For the week: ending. JDec. 27, 1871.

»

No. 5 Nassau Street,
» Phe

Markets.

BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES,

Bankers

and. Dealers. in Government Securities,

The Auroral1 Light.

» The owner of the barn in whi¢h John Wilkes
Booth met his death, petitions Congress for comGrinnell, Towa, a village fifteen years old,with
pensation to the amount of $2,525 for the loss of] a population of some 2500 te 3000 people. has no
the building and its contents, which, it will be bar room, saloon, lager beer, or otherwise.
Evrenfembered were destroyed by ire in dislodg- ery deed covenants that the purchaser shall not
ing the fugitive assassin.
:
A
sell intoxicating beverages, nor allow them to be
The worst thst has been represented con- sold on the premises.

has just appeared. The total Tiabilifies are $29,
000,000, and this sum the committee intimates
the State is in honer bound te pay. The repub-

heit.

the pile, ‘watering it as laid up, and if this is not
sufficient, add more muck er earth to absorb
more, und thus regulate the heat. The reason
why a good comppst manure is ‘more immedi
ately eflectual in giving plants a “healthy start through their thick
than recent or fresh manure, is the greater com- culture.
minution or decomposition,~the plants quickly |
reach and take up the plant food ready Prepared,

were also found.

the legislative investigating

to provide

it burns; fork it over, tining and

‘While digging a foundation “Yor a Jime-kiln, a
a laver

Ah

diate effect as plant food,and this can not be don e
without heating.” Very true; the very thing
necessary and what we want.
But we want
steady, moderate heat, together with some mechanical effect; both combined are the most ef
fectual. To attain this we must muke the heating matter proportioned to the absorbent. If, plant of English ivy, the longer the better; then
upon trial, we find the heat is likely to become “train the plants over the top, against the sides,intoo violent, we must attend to it at once, before deed anf way your fancy dictates. You need

passenger train on the Burlingtot, Cedar Rapids | ashes and al: arge nuMber of the smoothest ‘and
and Minnesota Railroad were Killed on Saturday nicest bricks hé ever saw, perfect iin shape; and
night by the giving way of a bridge near Rock- apparentlys.composed of clay, which contained
no grit whatever,
Many Inllian arrow-heads
ford, Iowa.

cerning the condition of the State finances of
South Carolina is true, according to the report of

as the

“The

A. 8, HATOR,

FISK & HATCH,

will grow without stint, Most houses are too
hot for them,as indeed they are for their owners,
Neither plants nor people should have the aver
age temperature over sixty-five degrees Fuhren-

post matter into a form better adapted for imme-

resident of Pulaski county, Virginia, discovered
untler the x
of Ey large tree, stoleast eight feet

at aie

FISK.

extension and

manifest willingness to'gratify them, and

———

Fface ‘of the ground,

HARVEY

orating living rooms is more extensive every
year, and can not be too highly. commended.
Being very strong, the y will live through almost
any treatment; but study their peculiarities, and

the purpose of decomposing or bringing the com-

enty-five inches long and jet Mack,

The engineer, fireman and ome brakeman af’ i, beneath ‘the

used

value

——

placed the financial affairs and resources of the Com:

‘You ask what: these means
*‘ If we make u compost heap, we do it for

are.

A lady in Boston, five fect and three inches
in hight, has hair that trails a quarter, of a yard

behind her on the floor as she walks.

destroys: its

Means should be
such contingency.

his singular habits, but without-avail.

A details of their proceedings the past year; states
the condition of the various Indian tribes from
personal observation of the members; makes varipus suggestions and gives a cheerful} view of
the peace policy.
In the. purchase of Indian
supplies and other measures they have saved
about $1,000, 000.
nS

on

The use of English ivies for the purpose of dec-

up, becomes dry, moldy, burns to a black mass,
and bécomes
carbonized.
This as effectually

that state—among.them a member of Congress—
who
hgve often tried to induce him to abandon

: BY can again be supplied.

encroach

English vy.

happens with the cumpost heap that it heats

Oliver Elmore, the “hermit ot Winhall River,”
died from the effects of exposure last week at
the foot of Stratton mountain, Vt., where he has
lived for 80 years in a hole dug in a hill, with no
companion save his dogs and
hens. When a“
young man he resided ‘in Connecticut, and was
driven to this strange life by the death of the
woman whom he loved and was to marry.
He
had: many wealthy and influential relatives in

“York have informally agreed upon a plan for a
dome for the building at a cost. of $175,000, but
‘nothing ean be done until a legislative appropria. New Xe ork city, from 34th to 79th
“Yvithout gas, owing to an explosion iin

In

attached, but that

will furnish materials for a compost heap, and
usually enoughto fertilize a garden well; if the
whole be utilized and properly. managed. In
making up a compost heap, there is often a mistake made in adding lime or ashes or both, ith
animal matter, and failing to add sufficient veg
etable or eapth matter. Lime and alkaline mat~
ter, in conndetion with animal or refuse matter,
tends to drive oft the most active and valuhble
portion of the same for the fertilization of plants,
wid this portion is lost to all intents and.purposes of the proprietor. Sometimes the case

_ A royal decree has been issued in Rome carry-

“The iny
into
all the affairs of the
Treasury depsaftments’by the congressional committee on sach expenditures

ing with a few rods of ground

hundred

millions,

ei panditaney may

public payments.
Be independent.
A young: housekesper never
eeded greater moral courage than nw’ to re-

‘There is not a place, consisting of a single dwell | ican Workman,

The committee on the Bank of “France are dis-

The designs have already

lest his ily

The Compost Heap.

ns

free

3, ASYR.

sist the arrogance of fashion. Da uot let the
Smiths and Browns decide what you shall have,
neither Jet them hold the strings of your purse;
Every oue who occupies a farm, or even a gar-| you know best. what you can and ought to afford.
den, should have a compost heap and know how | It matters but Little what people think, providan abundance of | 6d you are frue to yourself, to right and duty.
!
to manage
the same to provi
fertilizing material to féed his. growing plants. Keep your expenses within your menus. Amer:

French proviuces.

Utah,

rep

——

{a

CRdRe Yt is reported from Midrid hat the appointCity, owinz to the dotention of freight ¥ ment of Concha as captain-general of Cuba has
trains, Some descriptions of merchandise are béen determined on. Itis rumored there that
Senor Roberts will be replaced at Washington
wholly exhausted. The weather is very: bad.
There are further reports of snow slides, at- by Admiral Polo de Barnabe, who was recently
tended with loss
of lifé, in the mining camons of | in command of the Mediterranean fleet.
" There is much

i

Rural any Domestic

dh

Pais papers assert that Bimarck is seeking A
pretext. tor a re-oceupation or the
1
evacuated

.
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with

full directions how to obtain Patents free.
A bound volume of 118 pages, containing the New
Census by counties and large cities, 140 Ehgravings
of Mechanical movements, Patent Laws and rules for
"taining Raent) mailed on receipt of 256 eents
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